


VISION
In 2022 the Massachusettsjustice system will

be oriented to its users; the public's interest

will be paramount.The courthousesoftoday

will be succeeded by the comprehensive

justice centers oftomorrow. They will offer a

range of traditional and alternative

processes for resolving disputes. Public trust

and confidence in the courts will be restored

and sustained. The doors to quality justice

will open equally wide to all, regardless of

race, ethnicity, spoken language, gender, or

disability. Throughout the system, dynamic

leadership, enlightened management,

sensible structures, and enhanced

accountability will be the rule. The courts

will be a full partner in those coalitions

seeking solutions to society's ailments.

And assistance will be available to all who

require it in navigating the roads tojustice.
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ChiefJustice Paul J. Liacos

Supreme Judicial Court

1300 New Court House

Boston, MA 02108

Dear ChiefJustice Liacos:

On behalf of the Commission on the Future of the Courts,

I am honored to transmit to you our final report.

When we set out on our mission two years ago, we could only

guess at the project's complexity. Creating a new vision ofjustice

for the next century was an unprecedented task for almost all

of us. We did understand that the challenge might be more

difficult for Massachusetts than for younger states; our courts

have had 300 years to become attached to old, time-honored

ways of doing business. What we could not foresee, however,

was how difficult it would be to look into the relatively distant

future, or to suspend our disbelief about how very different such

a future might be.

The report that follows is broad in scope. Our recommenda-

tions evince both respect for continuity and a commitment to

change. Some of the Commission's proposals could require a

generation to implement; others might be achieved much

sooner. A number are sure to be controversial. We were not

asked to propose changes in substantive law, and with few

exceptions we have not done so.

The report represents consensus. As is the case with most

broadly constituted groups, this commission could not adopt

every recommendation unanimously. But out of a strong desire

for a unified vision came compromise. As a result, we are able to

submit to you a report with which the membership feels

sufficiendy comfortable to endorse in its entirety.



There are many people to whom we owe thanks; more than 250 of them

are identified in the Appendix. The greatest credit, however, goes to

the Commission's members. DeTocqueville said that the health of a

democratic society can be measured by the voluntary service performed

by its private citizens. Judging by the efforts of our members here,

Massachusetts is healthy indeed. We also express our gratitude to the

Commission's task force reporters, special advisers, and, especially, staff,

whose commitment to the project and the members was unflagging.

For their generous financial support, the Commission thanks the

Supreme Judicial Court, the Massachusetts General Court, the State

Justice Institute, the Massachusetts Committee on Criminal Justice,

and the Massachusetts and Boston bar foundations. Finally, we are

grateful to you— for having had the vision to embark on this project,

for your encouragement, and for your regular admonitions to be bold.

The conclusion of our work is only another beginning in the ongoing

task of reinvendng justice for the future. The model ofjustice presented

here, and the recommendadons and strategies that accompany it, offer

scores of potential initiatives to take the courts into the next century with

vision and purpose. We hope our work will prove to be useful to you and

your successors, the courts, and the public they serve.

Sincerely,

3
David J. Sargent

Chairman
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VISION The year is 2022. Imagine that government is largely morihund — deht-ridden,

|g THE ART bureaucratically Byzantine, impotent The economy, overwhelmed b) pubb <uk1

private debt, has collapsed. To an even greater extent than in 1992 society looks to the

OF SEEING THE courts for help in solving its overwhelming prohlems. But resoun es for the < <>urts.

INVISIBLE indeed for government generally, are in desperately short supply. Prim iples of triage

govern. Only the most heinous criminal matters are heard by the courts, and civil

Jonathan Swift cases have long since become the province of expensive private dispute resolution

providers. There is little paying business for lawyers, and the bar is substantially

smaller than 30 years earlier. Technology, instead of helping to improve personal

lives and make business and government more efficient, is now used mainlv to

monitor and control the "underclass."

Frightening? Imagine instead a future in which government serves society and

the economy is well-balanced, where social justice is a reality , and the courts enjoy

resources adequate to their mission. In such a future new ways of thinking about

disputes, new models of public and private management, and new technologies to

implement those models all flourish. Imagine a justice system committed to true

problem solving rather than to the processing of cases, an electronics-assisted "court

without walls," community dispute resolution centers, and a respected and highly

professional justice work force.

While neither of these scenarios may seem likely, unless concerted action is taken

by those within and outside the courts, we fear that something more like the first

will be 2022's reality . No futures commission can predict the future that awaits the

Commonwealth and its courts. Nor was that our mission. This commission was

charged with creating a vision of a better future for justice and proposing wavs to

achieve it. Having done so we readily acknowledge that the future of the courts is

intimately and inescapably tied to die future of society. Widiout reordering mh ier\ 's

priorities, without dedicating adequate resources to educating, feeding, housing,

and nurturing our citizens— especially our children — we fear that the vision of a

brighter future forjustice will flicker and go out in a gale of unwanted change.

REINVENTING JUSTICE 2022



Mission Statement

May 1, 1990

"In 1 992 the Massachusetts Supreme

Judicial Court will celebrate its 300th

anniversary. The mission of the Chief

Justice's Commission on the Future of

the Courts is to look ahead to the next

century, articulate a vision of a preferred

judicial system, and identify methods

for arriving at that preferred future.

The project provides a comprehensive

strategic planning opportunity for the

Commonwealth's courts. The Commission

will gather data on the various socio-

economic, demographic, and technological

changes likely to occur in the next 30

years and attempt to assess the likely

impact of these changes on the courts.

The Commission will develop a vision

to guide the operation of our courts in

the future. In creating a blueprint for the

preferred system, the Commission

recognizes that the degree to which

a society enjoys real justice is in direct

relation to the level of public respect

for justice institutions. To that end the

Commission will aim to foster a heightened

level of public confidence in and respect

for justice.

In summary, the Commission on the

Future of the Courts will attempt to equip

the courts with a vision of a preferred

future, c. 2022, and a practical and

philosophical road map by which to

navigate the intervening 30 years.

This statement of the ideal, and recom-

mendations to achieve it, will allow the

courts to better control their destiny,

for the benefit of all."

Origins of the Challenge

A commission charged with creating a new model ofjustice is not a conventional

court reform commission. The latter's primary concern is curing present-day

problems; the former seeks to anticipate tomorrow's. The latter assumes that the

traditional mission and methods of the judicial branch will remain unchanged; the

former acknowledges that even that threshold assumption is open to discussion.

On May 1, 1990, in Faneuil Hall, ChiefJustice Paul J. Liacos convened the

first meeting of the ChiefJustice's Commission on the Future of the Courts.

Your mission, he told the members, is to survey and chart the social andjustice

landscapes of the next 30 years. Examine trends, create scenarios, fashion a vision

ofjustice for the future of the courts. Look to the year 2022. And then devise

strategies to navigate the intervening three decades. Above all, be bold.

The mandate was broad. The ChiefJustice asked the members to consider issues

as fundamental as the objectives ofjustice, the meaning of "access," the reasons

for the public's declining trust and confidence in the courts, court structure and

management, and the relationship between social justice and courtroom justice.

Judges, lawyers, and court employees have no monopoly on expertise in such matters.

To the contrary, proximity to justice's problems sometimes obscures potential

solutions. The Anglo-American system ofjustice adopted in the Commonwealth

300 years ago was devised by a white, male, educated class, whose interests the

system was designed to serve. ChiefJustice Liacos sought to make this Commission's

membership representative of a new future for the courts. Enlisted were women and

men, many ofwhom were unconnected to the justice system. They brought to the

mission the experience of the classroom as well as the courtroom, of the community

at large as well as the community of the courts.

There was one mission that the Commission was urged not to undertake: the

estimation of costs and the identification of revenue sources sufficient to translate

the Commission's vision into reality. Other state courts engaged in similar projects

recommended strongly against such an undertaking. To constrain discussions about

what-might-be-tomorrow with arguments about what-is-affordable-today shackles

vision. That said, throughout its work the Commission remained acutely aware that

change will have a cost and that it will require difficult policy and fiscal choices from

the judicial, executive, and legislative branches. In the Commission's vision of the

future, however, the difficulty of such decisions will be mitigated by streamlined

justice operations, greater productivity, a reallocation of expenses, and significant

new efficiencies.

CHALLENGE



Method

To create a credible vision of future

justice, consistent with public hopes and

preferences, two tasks were key. First, it

was essential to obtain the public's vision

of a better future for the courts. Second, it

was important for Commission members

to become futurists, able to think

clearly and creatively about the future.

Even before the Commission's work

began, hearings were held around the

state to identify the public's priorities

forjustice. Next, because the assign-

ment w as broad, six task forces were

created: Access toJustice, Alternative

Paths to Justice, Organization and

Administration, Quality of Criminal

Justice, Quality ofJustice/Public Trust

and Confidence, and Technology and

Justice. During 14 months ofwork

in 1990 and 1991, the task forces

collectively met more than 100 times,

interviewed scores of experts, and held a

variety of public meetings. To further

broaden the scope of public input, the

Commission retained a national public

opinion firm to poll 500 Massachusetts

residents about their conception of

justice, present and future. Out of this

work emerged some 400 pages of task

force reports, scores of recommenda-

tions, and a handful of visions of better

courts for 2022. This report integrates

and distills that material.

"/Every person] outfit to obtain rigit andjusticefreefy,

and without being obliged to purchase it; compleatty, and without

any denial; promptly, and without delay; conformably to the laws.

"

Part One, Article 1 1, Declaration ofRights

Constitution ofthe Comrnonivealth ofMassachusetts

adopted 1780

The tools and methods of the futurist

— trend analysis, scenario creation,

vision building— proved to be important

aids to the Commission's work. They

helped Commission members overcome

their natural skepticism about how

very different the future is likely to be

and reduced the temptation to talk at

length about the problems of the present

REINVENTING JUSTICE 2022



Structure

The report contains five parts. Following this introduction, Part Two offers a series

offictional scenarios that illustrate how futurejustice might look. Part Three examines

some of the problems confronting the courts and suggests possible strategies for

change. Part Four places the reader in the audience at the annual State ofJustice

address in the year 2022. This scenario attempts to capture a number of the

Commission's most important ideas at work. The Appendix contains synopses

of the Commission's six task force reports, a summary of the Commission's public

opinion survey, and acknowledgments.

Departure
Creating a vision ofa better future for today's beleaguered courts is a mission ofhope.

The justice system needs more than new organizational and physical structures.

Facsimile machines, computer screens, cellular phones, and new management

models will not by themselves turn the musty old courts of today into the brave new

courts of tomorrow. Technological change without institutional change is no answer.

What is proposed here is a return to essentials: a re-examination of whatjustice

means, and how it is best achieved. It is not enough to process more cases more

efficiently. Critical to a better future is to see more clearly the link between social

justice and courtroom justice, to understand the economic and demographic forces

that will define the societal andjustice landscapes of the next century, and to ensure

that the public's trust and confidence is regained and maintained. Together, these

efforts will provide a compass for the courts on theirjourney into the next century.



IMAGES OF FUTURE JUSTICE

While we cannit predict the future, we can create nages of what

might be, in or fer to better concede what should'\M Hie following

three scenario;fere intended to illustrate some of ih( * Commission 's

ideas about nil firejustice and to convey a sense ofl
m

low very

different me fimire of society and its disputes mayjfe.



It is 2022. Society is impoverished. < IpnJflicts focus oh competition for basic

resoun es: loud, fuel, and housing:Justice norms, processes, and objectives have

broken down as socially cooperative behavior has dec lined. Access to knowledge has

become increasingly high-tech, limited by cost and government control mechanisms.

Society is also vastly more heterogeneous. Governmental inability to fund education

and employment training has left large portions of the- population ignorant and

unskilled, forcing a dramatic rise in t lit' crime rate.

Continued reduc tions in mental health services, substanc e abuse programs, and

juvenile- services contribute to the surge in c riminal cases. Juvenile dockets— often

a reliable preview of future criminal and social service c aseloads— skyrocket as a

multicultural society is riven by conflict over c hildren's lights, adequate medical care,

and a host ofother culture-specific customs and practices. Fifty percent or more of

criminal defendants, both English-speaking and non-English-speaking alike, are

functionally illiterate. Without adequate f unds it is difficult or impossible to recruit

and employ an adequate number of interpreters.

The poor, homeless, and young feel they have no stake in the future. The law

enforcement svstem is near collapse. Individuals resort increasingly to "street justice."

Severe social alienation has triggered an intense cycle of crime, resulting in more

imprisonment that in turn compounds the alienation. The "last resort" will be

even more chilling: a desperate society will seek to reduce crime through genetic

engineering and mind-control drugs, through routine use of the death penalty,

and through around-the-clock cechno-surveillance of the "underc lass."

Structurally, there are two systems of justice. Because the public sector has been

underfunded and neglected for years, public courts arc- onl) tor the poor and others

(criminal defendants) who have no other option. Ac cess to civil justice is nearly non-

existent lor the poor and middle 1 class. Public judges are underpaid. Overworked,

and under-respected. Administrators, staff, and public counsel have it much worse.

Physical attacks onjudges occur with inn easing frequency. The wealthv and the

powerful have turned to a private justice system, siphoning off the best judicial and

administrative talent to serve the "overdass."

I he loss of public t rust and confidence in justic e has led to such widespread

avoidance ofjury duty that juries no longer play a significant role in the justice

process. Even worse, in this 2022 nightmare no longer are true leaders attracted

to (he- bench. More determinate sentencing, the elimination of parole, and other

crime-reducing initiatives have strippedjudging of much of its discretion.

Judicial administration is handled by political appointees with few qualifications,

or worse-, bv bitter unemployed lawyers, ofwhich there are many. Bee ause public

funding has largely dried up, the- courts have turned to a system ofexpensive and

onerous user lees. Individuals must pay to have misdemeanors prosecuted. Because

fees are- assessed on a minute-by-minute basis, litigants rush tojudgment, frustrating

due- process. Truejustice is a scarce and costly commoditv.



At 14 Thomas E. was a troubled adolescent. He had begun his days at the middle

school as a question mark but had soon graduated into a serious disciplinary and
truancy problem. Alter his first serious altercation, the school's peerjustice council

had required the boy and his co-combatant to meet with a student neutral, a class-

mate trained in elementary dispute resolution. The next act of violence had brought

Thomas before a studentjury and had netted him a penalty ol formal apology and

five hours weekly ofschool-based community service. The boy's academic perforrnanc e,

always poor, grew worse. His attendance became more erratic, and he appeared to

be perched on the edg&£>f the statical abyss, about tojoin the legions ofdropouts

who had gone before.

At this precarious moment the school intervened. Thomas agreed to meet with his

school counselor, who was well acquainted with the boy's day-to-day troubles. The

counselor was also awar^pf Thor&as's history in the peerjustice system and under-

stood his family background. Raised by his well-intentioned father, the boy was a

product ofneglect, not willful neglect, but the sort oflatchkey neglect to which many

children are unavoidably consigned by parents in poverty, working long hours.

It was evident that much of Thomas's behavior stemmed from a yearning for

attention, even negative attention, from anyone. While that explained his antisocial

behavior, it could not excuse it. As the school began to evaluate the alternative .,

counseling and therapy options available to Thomas, his behavior took yet another

turn for the worse. He was accused of stealing from the school.

Thomas and his school counselor arrived at the Metro-West Compreht

Justice Center (CJC) one gray morning in March. They were receiv ed by

voice response unit, into which the counselor programmed the neces

ground information, the nature of the dispute (alleged theft), and the name of trie

complainant (the school) . Because of the boy's age a volunteer lay advocate known

as an AV, or Advocate for the Vulnerable, was automatically summoned by the CJ( "s

reception unit

Thomas, the counselor, and the AV sat down to an informal meeting over lunch in

the CJC cafeteria. From two y ears of communityjustice courses in school (including

legal principles, CJC organization, and problem-solving and mediation skills) the boy-

was familiar with the process. The counselor assured the AV, as he had Thomas, that

the school's objective was not to see the boy punished in the state's criminal justice

system but to get him real help. The boy became visibly uncomfortable for the first

time when the AV explained that his father had been notified and was expected to

participate in the justice process.

An intake counselor next evaluated the case. Because Thomas was a minor accused

of theft and in need of services, the case was assigned to a non-adjudieatory disposi-

tion track in whichJbcial service and counseling specialists would be called in. The

matter was also assigned to a case manager, an administrator who specialized in

adolescent behavior cases.

CHILD AT RISK
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By the time Thomas and his school counselor arrived in the case manager's office

she had already reviewed the available computer background material on the case.

The boy's father arrived next, followed by a representative from the Executive Office

of Family Assistance, a professional youth services counselor whom the case manager

had asked to attend. The school counselor again described the school's objective:

not to punish Thomas but to obtain for him the help that he so obviously needed.

It was clear to all, most painfully to the boy's father, that Thomas's troubles began at

home. Those gathered in the room agreed to form a team to help chart a new

course for the family.

In a brief mediation session Thomas and his school counselor resolved the theft

complaint. If the boy would participate in an ongoing counseling program and

make restitution, the school had no interest in pursuing the theft issue further.

The boy's father readily acknowledged that one basic problem was his work

schedule. Another was the absence of structure in his son's life. The case manager

offered to refer the father to the Office of Employment Assistance, to aid him in

finding ajob that offered a schedule more consistent with the family's needs.

Next the youth services counselor from the Office of Family Assistance suggested

that Thomas participate in an intensive counseling program to which that office

could refer him. The counselor also recommended the boy's involvement in a 2022

version of a Big Brother program available through a local high school. The Office

of Family Assistance agreed to follow the case and coordinate the delivery of services.

As part of that function it would report periodically to the CJC case manager on

Thomas's progress. The Family Assistance Office would also provide to and receive

periodic updates from the boy's school counselor, completing the loop.

As the meeting broke up, agreement reached, the boy's usually impassive face

betrayedjust a hint of hope.



I am a robot, or an android ifyou prefer. I am a complicated synthesis ofmechanu al

parts, human tissue, and artificial intelligence software. When I was built in 201 7,

I represented a new benchmark in thinking machines. I am also a disputant.

My story would be a familiar one were I not a member of a relatively new class

of disputants. Robots and androids are only now beginning to enjoy a I ange of legal

protections in Massachusetts. In strictly commercial matters, however, our rights

have been equal to those of humans ever since Cognotron v. M-andro 3, Mass

(2010).

I am involved in a patent dispute with my employer, a small robotics firm. Ever sine e

mv power cells were activated three years ago, I have worked in an R&D lab. With all

modesty I can say that my work has been exemplar) . I have developed some outstanding

new programs for androids like mvself, products that have been very lucrative for my

employer. My most recent software creation was revolutionary. I patented it and used

it to enhance my own capabilities.

My employer's motive in filing an action against me is largely pecuniary. The company is

more aware than I of the commercial potential for my new program. It may also be

the case, however, that the company resents my successful self-improvement, my

new abilities, my increased "humanity." Whatever the motive, the company seeks

exclusive rights to the program. It might have sued me outright, but for its desire

for confidentiality.

Dispute resolution in the Commonwealth has changed significantly in the last

30 years. While I am not programmed in the intricacies of the law, I have android

friends who are paralegals in law firms and law clerks tojudges. They tell me that

the average lawsuit today requires only 20% of the time and costs only a third

as much as a comparable case in 1990. Many of these economies are the product

of the reforms of 1996 and 2007, which among other tilings eliminated inefficient

old venue rules and created multiple tracks for cases, depending on complexity,

parties, and litigant preferences. Even more important to litigation reform, however,

was the creation of accountability mechanisms which assured that someone—
ajudge or administrator— was personally responsible for the movement ofever}

case, from filing to disposition. And then there was the guarantee ofadequate tnonetar)

resources for the courts, assured by theJudicial/Executive/Legislative Reconciliation

Act of 1994.



When I refused to relinquish my patent, my employer's lawyer did what we all do

today when we seek to resolve a dispute: he pressed theJUSTICE key on his personal

communications unit. These units, which are as ubiquitous as televisions were 30

years ago, provide video and audio communication, as well as information storage

and retrieval. An intake counselor from the state justice system appeared on the

screen and asked the lawyer to transmit his "data page," summarizing the complaint.

(Had the complainant been a non-lawyer the intake counselor would have assisted

her in completing the information request.) While most disputes can be immediately

referred by the intake counselor to the most appropriate dispute resolution service,

some complicated and non-classifiable matters are first reviewed by a screening

counselor. Such was the case with our patent dispute.

Like most screening sessions, ours was conducted by personal communications units.

Like all sessions, it occurred within three days of filing the complaint. My employer's

CEO and I, as principals in the dispute, were required to attend, albeit on separate

screens. The CEO used one of the company's units; I used a public unit at a location

I did not disclose.

The screening conference clarified the legal issues and explained the available

dispute resolution mechanisms. Because of our grossly unequal bargaining power,

the screening counselor recommended adjudication, either a trial or arbitration.

The company sought privacy, however, and I hoped to avoid the expense of a lawyer,

so we agreed to off-the-record Med-Arb (short for mediation-arbitration, a hybrid

form of alternative dispute resolution that appeared in the '80s) at the Lowell

ComprehensiveJustice Center.

Four days later, well within the seven-day limit from time of referral, we meet in

the office of the dispute resolver. The resolver assigned is not an expert in patent

matters, but she is a highly experienced neutral. She meets first with each of us

separately. I emphasize that while I would like some modest compensation for my

program, my real interest is the further advancement of androids. My employer's

interest is strictly financial.

The neutral is effective and creative. With her help my employer and I fashion an

agreement in which I will retain ownership of the program; my employer will obtain

its exclusive use for five years in exchange for a modest royalty. Both of us are

satisfied with the solution and promise to mend our heretofore good relations.

We have resolved our dispute within 10 days of its entry into the justice system.
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The six sections that

follow give voice to

six basic themes vital

to the Commission's

vision of future

justice in

Massachusetts.

The ideas,

recommendations,

and associated

strategies in each

theme are threads

woven together from

the larger body of

commission work.

In most cases, more

detailed treatment

of the issues can

be found in the

condensed task force

reports, which appear

in the appendix.

USER-ORIENTED
JUSTICE

PATHWAY
The Commission's survey ofopinion

aboutjustice in Massachusetts toda)

revealed a public that does not understand

the justice system, docs not believe the

courts put the users' interests first, and

feels there are few means for the public

to suggest— let alone influence—
change for the better. In the Commission's

vision ofjustice 30 years hence much will

be different. In everyjudicial and

adminisuative act the cotirts will assure

the justice seeker mat the public's interest

is paramount. Justice will be accessible,

affordable, comprehensible, and user-

friendly. A range of dispute resolution

services will be available under a single

roof at various locations around the state.

In this vision of the future the user will

leave the temple ofjustice with dignit)

intact, assured that someone listened

and responded with courtesy, respect,

and sensitivity.
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Public Need for

User-Oriented Courts

In early 1991 the Commission retained

Opinion Dynamics, a national public

opinion firm, to survey 500 residents

across Massachusetts about their attitudes

toward justice. The results revealed

several trends.

Contact with the courts is growing. People

under age 35 are twice as likely as those

over 55 to be involved in a court case.

This is not solely the result of increasing

youth crime. It suggests that some people

may be turning more to the courts to resolve

matters formerly settled outside the system.

People who have been involved with the

courts are divided about 50-50 between

those who had no complaint with the

experience and those who had.

Although slightly less than a quarter of

those surveyed felt informed about the

courts, the more informed they were, the

more likely they were to rate the courts'

performance as "poor."

Sixty-three percent of respondents agreed

that "the people who work in the courts

care more about their salaries and privi-

leges than about the public good."

When asked to look ahead to the future

of the Commonwealth's justice system,

among the improvements the public

considered most important were evening

and weekend court sessions, and child

care, in order to make courts more

accessible and easier to use.

When asked whether they had ever had

a problem they wanted to take to court

but had decided not to, the majority of

those surveyed reported they had had

no such problem. About a third of all

respondents, however, reported that

they had.

A Service Model ofJustice

Every employee, every procedure, every structure in the Massachusetts

justice system must put the public and the justice seeker first

The public todav finds the courts bureaucratic, self-serving, difficult to understand.

If their attitudes are to change, future justice in Massachusetts must more obviously

embodv an ethic of public service. Thejustice seeker, whether individual or corporate,

must feel welcome in the courts of the future, must come away feeling that he/she

has been heard, heeded, and helped. The courts of the future must, in short,

put the user first.

In 2022, as today, the courts' greatest resource will be those people who work

within them. Then as now, the system will be staffed with hard-working, committed,

sensitive employees. Even more clearly than today, however, employees will under-

stand that the courts belong to the public and not to its servants. Consumer

satisfaction can never take a back seat to the convenience of attorneys, court

personnel, orjudges.

There are many ways to persuade the public that the justice system is committed to

the user. From the most seniorjudge to the mostjunior clerk, the system must be

zealously non-discriminatory. It must be sensitive to illiteracy and other sometimes

subde personal barriers to effective access. The courts should schedule sessions on

evenings and weekends. Basic human services (e.g., benefits-eligibility evaluations,

family counseling) should be offered within the courts, and referrals to outside

providers should be commonplace. Advocates for the vulnerable (abused children,

the elderly indigent, for example) should always be available in the courthouses of

the future. .And by 2022 a fundamental right to representation in all important civil

matters should be acknowledged. In the meantime, our commitment to legal

services should be redoubled.

In the Commission's vision of future justice the courts will bear little physical

resemblance to the too often drab, ill-lit, poorly maintained facilities of today.

Physical access for the disabled is an obvious and critically important need: today's

courthouses leave much to be desired in this respect. Similarly, the court user's right

to easily accessible information should be taken for granted. The courthouses of the

future should be equipped with reception/information kiosks, signs in several

languages, human and/or electronic guides, simple computerized information

services, cafeterias, child-care facilities for court users and employees, and

separate waiting areas for victims and defendants in criminal matters.

PATHWAYS



"I come to the court wiffi a domestic

problem looking for redress Since then

I've been before 1 2 different |odges in

half a dozen courts in Middlesex County.

I live in Lowell, and it was traumatic when

I was told to make nursery school arrange-

ments for my children and appear in

Cambridge And when I did, the case

was postponed for a week, and I was told

to go to Concord. The next week I had to

go to Marlborough in my rickety old car

I have three or four milk cartons full of

papers ... I've stayed up till 3 or 4 a.m.

preparing forms and statements for my
lawyer to give to the court, only to have

them turned back to me without [having

been read]. [A]nd the problem I went to

court to have solved— I still have it."

Litigant

Lowell Public Hearing

November 13, 1990

A Network of

Comprehensive

Justice Centers

To be truly consumer-oriented

the courts of the future must

be able to treat a variety of

problems through a variety

of mechanisms under a single

roof. No longer traditional courts,

they will be comprehensivejustice

centers.

The public yearns for ajustice system

that providesjustice here and now—
not another day, another courthouse,

another paper, another expense. It seeks

demystified and simplified justice, in its

own town or neighborhood. A network

of comprehensive justice centers

(CJCs) is called for.

The concept behind the CJC is to provide

from a single location access to a wide

range ofdispute resolution options, both

before and after any case is filed. While

the CJC would provide one or more

forms of adjudication, there should also

be a variety of other dispute resolution

processes available. As an adjunct to

disputes processed in the center,

the CJC should also provide on-site

emergency services (crisis counseling,

psychological evaluation, etc.), with

efficient referral to off-site providers.

CJCs large and small, rural and suburban,

would be linked by sophisticated

telecommunications technology into

a true justice network.

Not only would comprehensive justice

centers be the principal dispute resolu-

tion providers of the Massachusetts

justice system, they would also perfor m
a dispute screening and referral function.

As quickly as a dispute entered a CJC it

would be evaluated and redirected. Some

would remain in-house, sent tojudges,

mediators, arbitrators, and mini-trial

presiders. Others would be sent out to

social service agencies and a range of

nonprofit and commercial dispute

resolution providers. CJC personnel

would track each dispute's progress

along the chosen avenue to justice.

A number of newjobs would exist in

the CJC. Cultural interpreters would

serve a multiethnic, multilingual

population. Intake counselors would

educate and inform walk-in disputants,

helping to translate problems into claims

and complaints when necessary.

Ambiguous or especially complex

matters could be directed to screening

counselors who would meet with the

parties— perhaps via interactive video

links— to clarify issues and explore

early settlement options. Once screened

and referred, case managers would

take personal responsibility for the

movement and disposition of cases,

ensuring timely action.

Because affordability is central to public

dispute resolution, CJCs, like the courts

of today, should be operated by the

judicial branch and publicly funded.

While the future will likely include an
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TREND
Technology

Modern technology's impact on work is

surpassing that of the Industrial Revolution.

Technology enables people to do things

they once could not, creates choices

where once there were none, and

challenges virtually every old institution

and system we know. The technology-

inspired electronic communications

revolution has created an era of data

processing and transmission that is transform-

ing daily life and creating vastly different

world relationships on most political,

social, economic, and scientific fronts.

Technology has also given birth to the age

of "information overload." Computers are

widening our access to data and reducing

or eliminating the need for manual labor

across a range of enterprises (farming,

mining, publishing, government record-

keeping, construction, manufacturing).

In The Futurist (September/October 1991)

Marvin Cetron and Owen Davies write:

"All the technological knowledge we work

with today will represent only 1% of the

knowledge that will be available by

2050."

Where personal/home computers are

increasingly common today, personal

communications units providing video,

audio, and fax functions— as well as

access to stored data bases and inform-

ation banks— may be equally common

tomorrow. Palmtop PCs (the size of a

checkbook), pen computers (writing with

a stylus on a screen), and multimedia

computers are already here. Society may

become increasingly paperless. Telephone

and postal services may go the way of the

dinosaur; photocopying machines may

one day be seen only in museums.

Videophones and public electronic mail

networks are the current state of the art in

wireless communications.

important role for private dispute resolution providers, the choice of process should

never be dictated by the user's ability to pay. CJC staffwould work in concert with

privately funded dispute resolution providers to meet the demand for multi-option

justice and to discourage the evolution of a two-tiered system (private services for the

"haves," public services for the "have nots").

The CJC network should be decentralized, perhaps even to a greater degree than

today's district courts. While cities would be home to large CJCs, satellite centers,

local annexes, and community dispute resolution centers would be widely dispersed.

Each CJC annex would be staffed with a justice ombudsperson, whose functions

would include monitoring consumer satisfaction with local justice. All CJCs, large and

small, would be electronically linked. In the near future, access to the CJC will be

possible through home and office computers.

Multilocationaljustice and long-distance justice emphatically do not suggest the

abandonment of constitutional rights. The right to confront one's accuser, for

instance, would be zealously preserved wherever necessary. Localized justice would

humanize and personalize justice, not render it parochial or regional. The CJC

would provide equal access to all. It can do so and still promise those due process

and equal protection guarantees that will be as vital in 2022 as they are today.

Courts Without Walls

The Commonwealth's courts should incorporate the bestjustice-

appropriate technology into their day-to-day life.

Thanks to communication, information, and transportation technology, life's tempo has

quickened. The pace of daily court business, its services, and performance must keep up if

the justice system is to remain relevant to the times and responsive to public need.

The process should begin with a comprehensive evaluation of existing computer

systems, with the objective of upgrading them into a true information management

and communications network. At the same time, communications technology to

enhance access to justice must be consistently factored into the comprehensive

plan for the future of the courts.

Technology already offers the Massachusettsjustice system a vast array of tools to

facilitate record keeping and to speed factual analysis, scheduling, calendaring,

and case processing. Most such tools have yet to be fully implemented in the courts.

And there will soon be a new universe of possibilities forjustice technology in the

Commonwealth. Many futurists predict that one day computers will routinely

PATHWAYS



translate legaljargon into simplified

English, or any one of dozens of other

languages at the touch of a button;

word processors that automatically

transcribe testimony will assist court

reporters; litigants will be able to opt for

video hearings from home;juries may

consist of individuals who are separated

by space but are linked via interactive

video technology; and robots may be

common in the courthouse.

In the future, the Commonwealth's

justice system should employ well-

tested technology to make dispute

resolution more efficient, more

fair, more comprehensible.

Justice must be assisted, not

dominated, by technology.

Already, technology is enhancing

criminal justice through improved

information systems, interactive video-

conferencing, electronic image

management and evidentiary analysis,

and through expert testimony and sen-

tencing guidelines provided by artificial

intelligence. New medical treatments

for drug-addicted offenders could

change the nature of corrections. And

there will surely be fuUire enhancements

for law enforcement and corrections—
laser shields, electronic fencing, and

asteroid prisons, to name but a

futuristic few.

In comprehensive justice centers

electronics will permit remote aa ess

to data and counseling for those who

cannot physically visit the center s

They will guide the literate or illiterate,

hearing or hearing-impaired, able-

bodied or disabled justice-seeker

through a range of available justice

options. They will help match disputes

to the appropriate dispute resolution

process. A new generation of courthouse

annexes permitting 24-hour-a-day

access to services could be located in

shopping centers, public libraries, and

other locations, much as automated teller

machines today facilitate access

to banking and financial services.

Technology will also enhance public

understanding ofjustice. Computers

will help evaluate cases at intake,

compare decision-making processes,

and improve dispute resolution out-

comes by helping disputants accurately

assess options and possible results.

Expert systems and artificial intelligence

offer exciting possibilities for the courts

and the law. Expert systems are special-

purpose computer programs, expert in

a narrow problem area; already they

increase the consistency of legal decisions

by providing relevant information to

decision makers. Artificial intelligence

describes a subset ofexpen systems that,

according to Professor Edwina Rissland

of the University of Massachusetts,

"make machines do things that would

require intelligence ifdone b) man."'

BY 2022 PEN TO
PAPER LIKELY
WILL BE A THING
OF THE PAST FOR
MANY COURT
PROCEDURES
AND WORK
PRODUCTS ...

BRIEFS AND OTHER
COURT-RELATED
DOCUMENTS WILL
BE SUBMITTED
ELECTRONICALLY.
ACTIONS ON
MOTIONS.
DECISIONS ON
SUMMARY JUDG-
MENTS. AND
OTHER COURT
DETERMINATIONS
WILL BE ISSUED
ELECTRONICALLY
Law Librarian and Professor of Law

Western New England School of Law

Springfield Public Hearing

November 14, 1990
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TREND
Artificial Intelligence

Artificial intelligence (Al) is moving into

the mainstream of practical application,

creating a revolution that may surpass

microprocessing. Writing in The Futurist

(May/June 1991) Joseph F. Coates,

Jennifer Jarratt, and John B. Mahaffie

note that "Intelligent machines may

eventually match humans in speech, vision,

language, communication, and thought."

By the year 2000, predict the authors,

Al will affect 60% to 90% of all jobs in

large organizations, augmenting, displacing,

downgrading or even eliminating human

workers. Its potential for solving problems,

assimilating data, teaching, and training

is immense. Some futurists predict detri-

mental effects from this new reliance on

technology: human physical degradation

and the loss of desire to cope with society.

Others see it as immensely exciting, with

potential for ever greater efficiencies.

The hybrid discipline of artificial intelligence and the law is exploring ways to

automate that part of legal reasoning that deals with formal rules. Artificial

intelligence and expert systems have already helped assess the monetary value of

cases for settlement purposes, examined statutes for ambiguities and loopholes,

and facilitated sentencing guideline systems. In the future, artificial intelligence

may enable disputants to conduct case assessments, review conflict resolution

options, examine likely costs, and analyze possible outcomes and setdements.

The practical economies of this technology, for both the public and the courts,

are virtually boundless.

The Supreme Judicial Court should create a Standing Task Force on

Technology andJustice to integrate existing and emerging technologies

into court operations systematically.
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MULTI-OPTION
JUSTICE PATHWAY
In seeking to resolve tomorrow s disputes,

the justice consumer will demand options

as surely as he or she will insist on choices

in seeking any other valuable commodity.

Then, as now, adversaryjustice may play the

leading role in resolving conflict. For thai to

be so, however, dramatic improvements must

be made in the way the courts operate and in

how cases are litigated and tried. At the same

time, consistent with strong public support

for options, the courts must be prepared t< i

offer non-adjudicatory methods for settling

conflict. Teaching constructive, creative

approaches to dispute resolution must

become part of school curricula at all levels.

Commitment to the twin goals of improved

adversaryjustice and a range of non-

adjudicatory alternatives will go far toward

improving the quality ofjustice in

Massachusetts.
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Public Disillusionment

In its public opinion survey the Commission

asked the people of Massachusetts to

identify the major problems facing the

courts today. While they gave a wide

range of answers, the greatest number

of respondents — more than 4 in 10 —
gave "caseload too full/too crowded"

and "process too slow" as their answers.

Sixty-nine percent of the public felt the

courts need "a lot of improvement" in

providing "speedy justice." And one in two

felt that such improvement was needed in

court management. Seventy-nine percent

of the public felt that "court procedures

are hard to understand."

Improved AdjudicatoryJustice
The Massachusetts courts should prepare for the future by beginning to

improve adjudicatoryjustice now.

The Commission envisions a future in which a range of conflict resolution options

is available to new generations of disputants. Traditional adjudicatoryjustice—
based on the advocacy of opposing positions andjudgments by impartial decision

makers— may continue to play the central role. But it will be a less utilized and

less satisfactory role unless bold measures are taken in the next 30 years to correct

what the public views as shortcomings in the process and administration of

"conventional"justice.

The challenges that confront today's courts as they attempt to provide qualityjustice

are not solely the product ofheavy caseloads and inadequate resources. While in 1988

the Commonwealth's courts saw more case filings than the national median, they

also had more money to deal with them. In 1988 Massachusetts criminal case filings

per 10,000 residents exceeded the national median by 27%; civil cases exceeded the

median by 40%. But the state's per capita expenditures on the courts in that same

year ($33.46) also exceeded the national average by 27%.

In the years ahead the courts will need systemic cures for heavily congested courts,

epidemic delays, high costs, and related administrative and management headaches.

Adversary justice must be made more efficient, more affordable, and more

accessible to the justice consumer.

Streamlined adjudication and court administration are essential to the Commission's

vision of future justice. Strategies to move the courts toward that goal include:

• A single Court ofJustice at the trial court level, divided into such statewide,

regional, and local functional or geographic divisions as the Supreme Judicial

Court deems necessary. Although we take no position on how many different

kinds of courts there should be, we believe that some basic divisions, such as between

Superior Court and District Court, for example, are sensible, at least at this time.

Whether that will be true in the future, however, as the business of the court evolves,

is another matter—hence the recommendation that the Supreme Judicial Court

be able to make these determinations as circumstances warrant.

• A permanentjudicial redistricting function within the courts to study and

recommend geographical changes as needed.
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• The power to reallocate resources throughout the courts as necessary to permit

a fairer distribution of resources and to facilitate the mobility of people and the

migration of good practices.

• A larger cadre of magistrates to handle some of the more routine judicial

functions, with their authority defined by the Supreme Judicial Court.

• Additional court-established standards for active case management, processing, ;uid

disposition. So long as quality control is guaranteed, local standards are acceptable.

• Individual case responsibility. Every' case entering the system should be the personal

responsibility of a case manager (ajudge, an administrator) accountable for the

case's movement and ultimate disposition. An "individual calendar system is

another possible approach. The key to the process is early case evaluation, early

intervention in the event of unwarranted delay, and personal accountability.

• "Managed discovery" to curb fact-finding excesses and abuses in civil litigation.

• Differentiated case management in both criminal and civil cases to sort cases

according to type and complexity and assign them to different time tracks for

discovery, trial, and other dispute resolution processes.

Strategies to improve criminal adjudication include:

• In certain complex criminal matters involving, e.g., multiple defendants, extensive

pre-trial work, or complicated facts and/or voluminous documents, a single judge

to hear the case from arraignment through sentencing.

• A comprehensive criminal justice information system to perform such tasks as

scheduling, docketing, and calendaring for every case; arrest, bail, sentencing, and

case management reports; universal file sharing; and generation of case histories

that provide automatic reporting on the disposition of even case by charge, count,

or by whatever means the state requires.

Public Predictions

About Future Justice

Asked to look aheod to the future and

imagine the biggest problem that will face

the justice system, Massachusetts residents

expressed a range of opinions By and

large they expect today's problems to

continue and grow worse The greatest

number (2 1 %) predicted that heavy

caseloads would be the number one

problem. The next largest number (14%)

felt that drugs, crime, and increasing

violence would be the system's greatest

challenge Sixteen percent of residents

of minority communities cited lack of

education as the second largest |ustice

problem, after drugs, crime, and violence

(18%). Financial problems, system unfair-

ness, and jail overcrowding were also

identified as problems by the general

population.
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TREND
Alternative Dispute Resolution

In the United States and Massachusetts

a wide array of alternative dispute resolution

(ADR) processes are employed with

increasing frequency in countless settings.

They include the familiar: mediation

and arbitration; and the not so familiar:

med-arb, mini-trial, neutral evaluation,

the multi-door courthouse, private judging,

ombudspersons, and summary jury trials.

Variations abound. ADR programs today

are funded by private individuals and

institutions, courts, foundations, govern-

ment agencies, municipalities, and

universities.

The trend is toward innovation. The

National Institute for Dispute Resolution

alone sponsors programs that include:

training family mediators at Child Find of

America to counsel parents by telephone

to help resolve conflicts that lead them to

abduct their children; training health

professionals at Boston University in

mediation to help resolve conflicts in

hospital settings; and through the National

League of Cities helping city councils

focus on common interests rather than

differences as a way of reaching

agreement on tough issues.

Fitting the Forum to the Dispute

Adjudication alone will not be adequate to accommodate the next

century's wide range of disputes and disputants. Multiple public and

private paths to justice must be tomorrow's reality.

Alternative dispute resolution (ADR) has evolved in part because in some cases non-

adjudicator)' conflict resolution techniques produce more satisfying results, swifter

resolutions, and lower costs, both social and personal. ADR's defining characteristic

is its search for consensus and common ground. It invites the individual to participate

more fully in the resolution of his or her own conflicts.

As ADR gathers momentum, there are growing numbers of trained neutrals

(mediators and others) providing ADR services. By 2022 judges may be less likely

to handle cases alone; they may work in teams that include other dispute resolution

facilitators, whose number and nature will depend upon the case at hand. And while

lawyers will surely continue to be advocates, in the future they may be known as

much for their counseling, advising, and problem-solving skills as for their advocacy.

Negotiation and mediation skills will be a staple in law school curricula and other

legal education settings. By 2022 full-service law firms will be advising and represent-

ing clients in a wide range of dispute resolution forums as a matter of course. Clients

themselves, increasingly sophisticated about available dispute resolution options and

their costs, will demand no less.

Institutionalizing ADR means that the Commonwealth's courts must accelerate

the incorporation of alternative dispute resolution into the justice system, even

as adjudication is improved. The network of comprehensive justice centers

(see previous section) , would go a long way toward meeting this objective.

Other strategies will be needed:

• Increasingly, court clerks and their comprehensive justice center equivalents

should be skilled at and committed to matching problems to the appropriate

dispute resolution options.

• In cases where referral to ADR would aid a more effective disposition,

the parties should be required to participate in an appropriate ADR process,

provided that: the parties' lights to trial are preserved; ajudge can allow a disputant to

opt-out for good cause; no additional financial burden is imposed on the litigants

beyond the normal filing fee; and other conditions are met and certain

guidelines for exemption are developed.
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• In every appropriate case, attorneys

should discuss with clients the advan-

tages and disadvantages of all available

dispute resolution options.

• The Supreme Judicial Court should

create a Standing Committee on

Dispute Resolution, composed of

judges from each court department,

members of the bar, academics,

dispute resolution professionals,

and the public, to foster experimen-

tation with and evaluation of dispute

resolution methods.

TeachingWin/Win
Justice

The courts should promote

training and schooling in

alternative dispute resolution.

A cadre of professionals will be in

the forefront of alternative dispute

resolution providers. But the courts can

also help ensure that all those who play

a role in dispensing adjudicatoryjustice

are provided with high-quality training

to increase their understanding ofADR

and improve their ADR skills. Three

groups seem obvious candidates. First

are judges, for whom a proficiency in

mediation can be a real boon. Many

judges mediate as a matter of course

but reportedly with uneven results;

many feel they lack necessary mediation

skills. Second are attorneys, who must

be fluent in a range ofdispute resolution

techniques. The key to most settlements

will continue to be the negotiating

skills of the lawyers involved. Third are

disputants themselves, who need to

know their conflict resolution options.

The central objective of alternative

dispute resolution is neither to combat

congested court dockets nor to relieve

overburdened judges, although it can

do both. It is instead to enable people

to participate in the resolution of their

own disputes. The courts should work

with educators to promote the

development of academic curricula

that incorporate instruction in conflict

management and reduction, munial

admission of fault, and the constructive

defense of rights and positions.

Mediation and negotiation training,

together with better education about

constitutional rights and the role of the

courts, should be integrated into the

curricula of all Massachusetts schools

at all levels. Teaching problem-solving

approaches, fact-finding, and other

skills that can help untangle issues

and emotions will help prepare the

disputants of the future to be activ e

participants in the resolution of

conflict.

Public Support for Alternative

Dispute Resolution

The Commission's public opinion survey

showed conclusively that the average

Massachusetts citizen today supports ond

is willing to pay for greater chotce in how

he/she resolves disputes. When asked

about courtannexed mediation, 84% of

the population sample expressed support

for the idea. When presented with a

hypothetical consumer/retailer dispute,

only one in five Massachusetts residents

expressed a preference for traditional

adjudication; 37% said they would prefer

to work with a courtprovided medwtor;

and 40% indicated a preference for

resolution in a community mediation

center.

When asked whether or not they felt it

was important to spend tax dollars on

having the courts provide a variety

of options for resolving disputes, 69%
of the public surveyed said it was. While

support for publicly funded commun'rty-

based dispute resolution services was

not as great, still more than half (54%)

of respondents surveyed felt it was

important.
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1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

A. Assault charges entered in

District and Boston Municipal Courts.

B. Ch. 209A, Abuse Prevention Act

petitions for restraining orders filed

in District, Probate and Family, and
Boston Municipal Courts.

C. Care and protection petitions filed

in District and Juvenile Courts.

Each petition = 1.9 children.

D. '1989 was the first year of the

one day/one trial system statewide.

SOURCE: Planning and Development
Department, Office of the Chief

Administrative Justice,

Massachusetts Trial Court

CHANGING
CASELOADS

36%1

23%
Juvenile
& Family
Matters



PUBLIC TRUST
AND CONFIDENCE PATHWAY
In 1978 the National Center for State

Courts commissioned a nationwide survey

of public attitudes towardjustice. The findings

revealed widespread dissatisfaction with the

performance of the courts; indeed, the public

ranked the courts' performance lower than

that ofmany other majorAmerican institutions.

This commission found similar public doubts

aboutjustice in Massachusetts today. In order

to regain the public's trust and confidence the

courts must dramatically alter their way of

doing business. They must enlist the support

and assistance of other institutions to demystif)

and explain the mission of the courts and to

address their problems. Programs aimed at

justice outreach and public "inreach" will be

necessary. Special attention must be paid to

the improvement of criminal justice, the

source ofmuch of die public's mistrust

and apprehension.
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"IF WE DO NOT
INVOLVE OUR KIDS
IN OUR JUDICIAL
SYSTEM ... WE'VE
LOST A GENERATION
IN SOME WAYS.
AND THAT GEN-
ERATION IS GOING
TO RAISE THE NEXT
GENERATION.
SOMEHOW ... WE
MUST INTERCEDE,
WE MUST MAKE
OUR CHILDREN
FEEL THAT THIS
IS WHERE THEY
SHOULD COME
FOR JUSTICE,
THAT THEY DON'T
HAVE TO DEAL
OUT JUSTICE ON
THE STREETS."
Public Defender

Roxbury Public Hearing

February 13, 1991

Regaining Public Trust

Fundamental to regaining public trust is improving the courts'

performance. In addition the courts should engage in effective public

outreach and do more to hold themselves publicly accountable.

As vividly demonstrated by the Commission's public hearings and opinion survey, the most

significant thing the courts can do to promote public confidence is to improve their

performance. Reducing delay, enhancing access, increasing efficiency, and improving

fairness and sensitivity will go a long way toward recapturing the public's trust.

There is another component of such a campaign. Rebuilding public confidence

injustice will require greatly improved communication between the community

and the courts, communication that produces greater public understanding ofjustice.

Such improvements should be initiated by the courts themselves. Among the many

possible strategies are: televised court proceedings; information campaigns; toll-free

information lines; workshops; and explanatory brochures. Giving the public both

formal and informal means for expressing dissatisfaction with the work ofjudges,

lawyers, and court personnel (through a formally established courts ombudsperson,

for instance) could add much to this effort.

Bringing the business of the courts into the community, through the people who

actually work in the system, is also critical to the public's understanding of the

process and how it affects their lives. An effective outreach campaign might require

judges and other court personnel (as well as the state's thousands of lawyers) to

contribute a week a year on behalfof the courts to public outreach, public education,

and public dialogue about justice. The result would be a greatly increased

appreciation of the courts' mission and problems, as well as enhanced good will.

Unking Courts and Communities
The courts should work to promote the public's trust by "demystifying"

justice. To enhance understanding, they should draw the public into

courts and comprehensive justice centers through partnerships with

the schools and the community.

Bringing the community into the courts through education, through television,

and through actual participation in court business should be the counterpart of the

justice outreach campaign described above. Public "inreach"— involving lay people

in the work of the courts— would give the public a greater sense of ownership in

the process.

PATHWAYS



Linking courts and schools is the natural

place to begin. Children are the leaders,

creators, users of— and potential victims

and offenders in— tomorrow'sjustice

system. Learning about legal principles

and processes in the courts themselves

would not only illuminate justice but

could also reduce the number of

youngsters who visit the courts later

as offenders. Our children would be

informed and enriched by the opportu-

nity' to talk with judges, lawyers, clerks,

and court staff.

The classroom presence ofjustice

professionals could do much to

establish youthful trust in justice.

To design and incorporate education

aboutjustice into academic curricula

would foster in young people an

appreciation for the utility of

constructive conflict resolution.

Helping students design their own

school-basedjustice systems to resolve

student disputes and address discipli-

nary issues would be yet another way

for the courts to help build court-

school relationships. Interactive video

programs could bring students into

the courts to observe a trial or to confer

with court personnel. School visits by

minorityjudges and lawyers would

provide positive role models for minority

youth. Setting up "roaming" court

sessions in schools and colleges in

the evenings would illustrate justice

in action.

Creating bridges between court

and community should include

establishing groups such as

community review panels, citizen

advisory committees, and focus

groups to further the dialogue

aboutjustice.

In seeking to rebuild the publk s

confidence injustice, the courts should

build working relationships with other

major social institutions. Collaborative

partnerships with the public are often

effective ways to improve government

performance. Administrators working

with citizen boards, for example, come

to better understand the public's point

of view. At the same time, citizen

members acquire a greater sensitivitv

to the challenges facing government

officials. Community review panels

should be established to consider

public views on justice and to consult

withjudges on court operations.Jury

pools should more regularly be used as

sources of information about the

public's perception of the justice system

and its needs. Finally, partnerships with

the professional community should also

be nurtured. The knowledge and

expertise ofbusiness and academe

especially can be a tremendous

resource for the courts.

Criminal Justice and

Public Confidence

The courts should promote greater

community involvement in

criminal justice.

To a large extent the public tends to

equate justice with criminal justice.

Mention courts to the average Bay

Stater and it is probably a criminal trial

that comes to mind. When media

reports and survevs show that public

trust injustice is down, they seem to

reflect the public's despair over ever

regaining peaceful control of the

Commonwealth's streets and

neighborhoods.

As valiantly as they mav trv. the courts

cannot single-handedly solve the problem.

The criminaljustice svstem is a complex

web of law enforcement, judicial, and

corrections functions. It is clear that even

that powerful partnership will never be

sufficient to control crime fullv.

What is needed is the participation of

the missing fourth partner the public.

Public participation means expanding

"neighborhexxi watch" programs.

It means organizing communities to

support sensible approaches to crime

control: because most crime is intra-

communitv, Ux~.il solutions \\\>rk best and

should be encouraged. In the future,

neighborlyxxi justice centers could

provide the forums to resolve minor

criminal matters in both informal and

court-annexed proceedings.
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,

The Crime Ridden Society

American murder rotes are seven

rimes as high as those in Europe The'e

are six times as many robberies as in

West Germany and three times as

many rapes As for the Commonweals

Massachusefts showed a 5% increase in

total crime in 1 990, compared with

1 .6% for the nation Although much of

this increase related to property crimes,

Massachusetts still placed 1 4th among

the 50 states in the rate of violent crime

per 100,000 people, substantially higher

than Rhode Island at 33 rd and New
Hampshire at 50th (FBI Uniform Crime

Reporting Study, 1990).

Where a trial is required in a minor

criminal matter, it should be local;

judgments and penalties tend to be

better informed and finer-tuned when

all the participants— victims, offenders,

witnesses,jurors— come from the same

community. There is great potential for

public/private partnerships in the future

of community criminal justice.

Additional strategies to improve criminal

justice should include: allowing the

accused to present evidence and be

assisted by counsel in grand jury pro-

ceedings; retaining the "one day/one

trial" jury system, which despite its flaws

is superior to the alternatives; giving the

Jury Commissioner's Office power to

enforce sanctions against citizens who

do not appear forjury duty, creating

additional alternatives to criminal

adjudication; and ensuring the safety

and dignity of victims and witnesses.

Sentencing requires immediate

and radical reform.

The lack of public confidence in

criminal justice is due in large measure

to sentencing policies and practices

that the public views as inscrutable,

inconsistent, and inequitable. And little

wonder. Sentencing in Massachusetts

— and undoubtedly elsewhere— is

sometimes all these things. Strategies

for achieving our vision of improved

sentencing include: a broadly

constituted sentencing commission to

create new sentencing guidelines and

oversee sentencing procedures;

sentencing decisions that address the

causes of the crime and, where

possible, promote the offender's

rehabilitation; greater use of restitution;

aggressive development of alternative

sentencing options so that in the future

incarceration will be reserved for only

those offenders who pose genuine

threats to public safety; diversion

programs, especially for first-time and

yourjiful offenders; and the elimination

of mandatory sentencing, which is

costly, eliminatesjudicial discretion,

and produces inequitable results.

Corrections reform must play an

integral role in re-establishing public

trust injustice. Locking up non-violent

offenders actually does little to make

the public anv safer and often limits

the few available opportunities for

treatment and rehabilitation. Michael

Bender, past Chair of the American Bar

Association's CriminalJustice Section,

is more specific:

"[Mjerely locking up more and more

people will not solve the crime problem.

The criminaljustice system cannot solve

society's problems . . . Adequate

education, access to housing, equal

TREND
Corrections

The fastest growing trend in corrections

today is the use of a very old corrections

option: probation. In the United Stoles

today some 25% of convicted criminals

are in prison, and 1 1% are on paroie.

This compares with 64°0 on probation.

At nearly 80%, the percentage of

probationers in Massachusetts is

substantially higher.
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BROKEN PIECES OF CORRECTIONS

Massachusetts

prison

population

growing

10%
per

year

Offenders

in the

Criminal

Justice

System
1-1-92

1

By 1998
Massachusetts

prisons

will be

short

4,000

beds

Probation

84,387

Prison

9,326

County Jails

6,142

Parole

5,146

Department

of Youth

Services

1,568

employment opportunities, drug education and treatment,

and a decent quality of life are but a few of the social needs that

must be addressed ifwe are going to reduce crime in America

on a long-term basis."

Social and economic transformation will not occur overnight.

In the meantime there, is a legitimate need for secure and humane

corrections facilities and sensible corrections policies. The

following strategies can accelerate our movement toward a

better future: the juvenile justice system must be retained and

new creative strategies for youthful offenders explored (e.g.,

home-based youth workers, adult companions working with

students in schools, after-school employment) ; pre-sentence

investigations must be routine if punishment is to fit the criminal

first, the crime second; parole should be preserved and enhanced;

all proposed changes to the criminal laws should be accompa-

nied by an assessment of their likely impact on court dockets and

corrections populations; Intensive Probation Supervision should

be further implemented as resources allow; and a wide range of

drug and alcohol treatment programs should be available to

treat offenders both inside and outside the corrections system.

Finally, technological alternatives to incarceration should be

investigated, tested, and constitutionally evaluated. While they

may conjure up visions of Huxley's Brave New World, technolog-

ical innovations in sentencing will be plentiful and very real

by 2022. Subject to withstanding rigorous constitutional

scrutiny, electronic monitoring via implanted monitors and

electronic or chemical stimuli to control behavior may allow

conduct to be molded to appropriate models.

SOURCES: Massachusetts Department of Corrections;

Massachusetts Probation Department



EQUAL JUSTICE 1
For many residents of the Common-

wealth today thejustice system does not

work. As documented by the Commission's

public opinion survey, minority residents

of Massachusetts in percentages even

greater than in the population generally

find too little access and too little fairness

in the courts. Over the next 30 years,

as the populations of the nation and the

Commonwealth become more diverse,

courts will have to do more to ensure that

equaljustice is available to all. The objec-

tive is not the creation of culftire-specific

legal standards or linguistically segregated

court sessions. It is the opposite: a system

with such a high degree of reliability and

professionalism that every citizen will use it

with the confidence that he or she will be

understood and treated fairly.

PATHWAY
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TREND
Immigration

According to the U.S. Immigration and

Naturalization Service, legal immigration

will bring some 8.5 million new residents

to America in the 1 990s. Illegal immigration

will bring many more. Birthrates, statistically

higher for minorities than whites, will add

to the rapid growth of minority populations.

Shifts in the demographic picture will

not be as profound in Massachusetts as

in many other states. Though immigration

to the state has jumped 38% since 1986,

minorities will constitute 1 8.5% of the

total state population by the year 2015.

Forecasters at Woods & Poole Economics

in Washington, D.C., predict a drop in

the Commonwealth's Caucasian popula-

tion from 96.3% of the total in 1 970 to

81 .5% by 201 5. By then, 7.8% of state

residents will be Hispanic (only 1.1%

were in 1 970), and 7% will be black

(up from 3.1% in 1970).

Increasing Diversity

Inexorably, the populations of the world, the nation, and the state are changing.

Among Americans, the trend is toward even greater heterogeneity in race, ethnicity-,

and language. The 1990 U.S. census showed that even today California's non-Hispanic

whites constitute a minority (44%) of the state's population. Closer to home— on

the streets of Lowell and Springfield, New Bedford and Boston— the familiar

sound of English is complemented by the cadences of Spanish, Korean, Cantonese,

Japanese, and Cambodian. In some places, "minority" may soon no longer describe

the same racial, ethnic, and cultural groups to whom the term is applied today.

The importance of this trend toward racial, ethnic, and cultural diversity' cannot

be overstated. Its effect on the justice system of the future will surely be as great or

greater than its effect on any other major social institution. The ever-changing mix

of peoples, and the ideas they bring to society and the courts, will bring new vitality,

new perspectives, and new talents to justice. If, in 2022, each Massachusetts resident,

regardless of race, ethnicity, or national origin, is to participate fully and willingly in

the justice system, then equal justice and equal access to justice will have to become

more reality than aspiration.

The courts must work zealously to ensure that by 2022 all people suffer

neither the reality nor the perception of unfairness.

The Commission's 1991 public opinion survey revealed some disturbing perceptions

about fairness in the courts. While almost a quarter of the general population strongly

agreed that blacks and other minorities are not treated fairly by the courts, 56%

of residents of minority' communities held that view. When asked about their

impressions formed in contacts with the courts, 25% of the overall population cited

delay and inefficiency as the biggest negative. Among minority' residents, however,

unfairness was the most significant complaint (25%).

Forty-five percent of the total population felt that people like themselves were not

treated fairly by the courts; 50% to 60% felt this was true for women, blacks,

minorities, and the poor.

For significant parts of the population today the Massachusettsjustice system is

not working. While the Supreme Judicial Court's Commission to Study Racial and

Ethnic Bias in the Courts and Committee for Gender Equalitv represent important

commitments to identifying, understanding, and eradicating discrimination in

our courts, there is more to be done.

PATHWAYS



TREND
Women in me Work Force

Women will soon outnumber men in the

American work force. In 1 986, 55% of

American women, regardless of age or

parenthood, were employed or seeking

employment, up from 43% in 1 970 and

only 38% in 1960, occording too 1988

Center for Law and Social Policy report.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics projects that

by the year 2000 women will constitute

59.9% of the work force. Over the next

30 years women will find richer profes-

sional opportunities than ever before,

better and more varied childcare services,

and more leadership roles. Working

women are significantly affecting fertility

and child-bearing patterns as they

establish careers first, delay having

children, and have fewer of them.

With increasing numbers of women in the

work force, employers will be pressured to

be more flexible about when and where

people work. Women employees will ask

for — and get — better salaries as well.

In 1 960 women's salaries averaged just

61% of men's salaries; by 1986 they

were 70% of men's; and by 2000 that

number is projected to be 85%.

Diversity in

the Work Force

In the future, the Massachusetts

courts must more closely mirror

society. They must be staffed with

judges, clerks, and other personnel

who reflect the races, ethnicities,

and genders of the populations they

serve. The chief administrative

justice should report annually on

progress toward the goal of

achieving diversity in the courts.

The Commission's Access toJustice

Task Force held hearings across the

Commonwealth in 1990 and 1991.

Frequendy heard was the view that

increasing racial and ethnic diversity

on the bench and in clerical positions

would significandy reduce the anxiety

and sense of intimidation that many

minorityjustice seekers reported feel-

ing in their contact with the courts.

Gender changes in society will affect

the courts of the future. There are

likely to be changes in laws (such as

those governing health and life

insurance, for example) that will

acknowledge the role ofwomen as wage

earners and leaders. The justice system

will be enriched by increases in the

number offemalejudges, attorneys,

mediators, and law enforcement

personnel. Already many law schools

report classes in which more than half the

students are women. On the Minnesota

Supreme Court today a majority of the

justices are women.

In time, the ways of doing business

in the halls ofjustice will change

profoundly under the influence of tlx

new mix of genders and peoples.

Understanding

Differences

All who work in the courts must

be skilled at dealing with Issues

of diversity. Ongoing training

and education programs focusing

on racism, ethnic bias, gender

inequality, and other forms of

discrimination should be manda-

tory. Such programs should be

based on the best available

scholarship and reviewed

and updated regularly.

There is racism in the justice system

today. There is also overwhelming

public support for its elimination. The

Commission's public opinion survey

found that 67% of the general population

and 91% of residents of minority com-

munities felt it was "important" or

"very important" to devote tax dollar s

to "expanding training programs for

justice system personnel to deal more

fairly with people from other cultural

or ethnic backgrounds."

Today many minorities and women feel

unwelcome and powerless in the courts

Many court users bring with them mis-

understandings and confusion about

thejustice system, some ofwhich stems

from their own cultural and ethnic
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traditions. Clerks, judges, bailiffs, and

other court personnel are often

unfamiliar with cultural and ethnic

perspectives that are different from

their own. Behavior and attitude can be

misinterpreted. Greater understanding

of and respect for the sources of these

confusions is necessary. In the meantime

the courts must deliver equal justice in

spite of them.

Valuing diversity can be taught, as

can sensitivity to the harmful effects of

"innocent" as well as willful ignorance

about differences among people.

Programs should be launched long

before 2022 to educate all justice

providers about real and potential ethnic,

gender-based, and racial misconceptions

and misunderstandings.

Each court andjustice center

should be staffed with "cultural

interpreters." Multilingualjustice

information systems should be

accessible by telephone and at

all courthouses.

In the Massachusetts of the future,

all people, regardless of their culture,

ethnic traditions, or spoken language,

must have easy access to useful informa-

tion about law andjustice. In the future,

justice seekers at the Commonwealth's

courthouses or comprehensive justice

centers should both understand and

be understood.

Courthouses and CJCs should be

adequately equipped with translators

trained not only to interpret for, but

to explain the system to, those who do

not speak English or who are deaf or

hearing-impaired. Interpreters should

be fluent in the language and culture

of the people they work with and in the

language and culture of the law. This

will ensure accurate translation where

needed for court user and court

employee alike.

In the future, a call to a courthouse or

CJC may be answered by an interactive

voice response system that will provide

basic information in a choice of lan-

guages. Such a system will one day be

able to route calls to specialized services,

give directions, and provide access to

various data bases. The intention here

is not to make computer technology a

substitute for clerks or counselors, nor

to create robot counsel for parties other-

wise pro se. The intention is to harness

technology to guide, inform, and educate.

The Commission's views on linguistic

diversity should not be construed as

a position for or against a policy of

bilingualism or multilingualism in

society, the schools, or the courts.

The over-arching objective with

respect to language and justice is

effective communication, under-

standing, and equal access for

every court user.

ARRIVAL AT THE
DISTRICT COURT
IS A FRIGHTENING
AND INTIMIDATING

EXPERIENCE. THE
CLERK'S OFFICE
IS CONFUSING;
ALL THE SIGNS
ARE IN ENGLISH:
THERE IS NO ONE
TO ASK WHERE TO
GO ... IF YOU DO
NOT SPEAK GOOD
ENGLISH, IT IS

IMPOSSIBLE TO
DO BUSINESS ...

Representative of the Cambodian

Mutual Assistance Association

Lowell Public Hearing

November 13, 1990
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WE HAVE A WHITE
JUDICIAL SYSTEM
WHICH IS

INCREASINGLY
DEALING WITH
PEOPLE OF COLOR.
WHEN YOU STAND
IN A COURT AND
ALL THE PEOPLE
IN POWER ARE
WHITE AND YOU
ARE NOT, YOU FEEL
AS IF YOU MIGHT
ASWELLBE IN

SOUTH AFRICA OR
BACK IN THE '50s

... BECAUSE YOU
DON'T FEEL THAT
YOU HAVE A
CHANCE ...

Attorney

Roxbury Public Hearing

February 13, 1991

Finding Common Ground
Justice in Massachusetts should respond to and draw upon other cultural

perspectives and practices as it fashions the adjudicatory and alternative

dispute resolution processes of the future.

Immigrants coming to the United States today are evincing increasing ethnic pride

and the desire to preserve the customs of their cultures. Many hold distinctly non-

Western views and expectations aboutjustice and how to attain it. They may argue

that their ways should be accepted by the historically dominant culture of America,

and they may wish to settle disputes in their own, non-Western traditions. They may

inject a new sense of tolerance and mutual respect into the American mosaic. But a

larger, more diverse population may also produce more disputes, many of them

stemming from intercultural conflict

The justice system has a critical role to play ifAmerica is to be successful as an ever

more diverse society. The primary mission of the courts must continue to be the

impartial adjudication of disputes and the impartial enforcement of consistent and

uniform laws, regardless of the race, gender, cultural or ethnic background of the

disputants. But in order to sustain this role it is essential that all people respect the

justice system as the ultimate authority in resolving disputes and enforcing laws. To achieve

and maintain that respect, the courts have important decisions to make about how

conflicts should be resolved. In making these decisions, the justice system should

evaluate a wide range of alternative approaches— some of them distinctly non-

Westem— to resolving disputes. Such a notion is consistent with the Commission's

vision of a statewide network of comprehensive justice centers, each offering a

diverse menu of dispute resolution options and services.

PATHWAYS



NEW MODELS '

OF LEADERSHIP
For a host of reasons the courts of today

have been neither encouraged nor in some

instances allowed to develop real leadership

models. In the Commission's vision of the

future, leadership will be cultivated at all

levels of thejustice system. Today the courts'

'justice culture" and "management culture"

are separate and distinct, with objectives

and methods that not only differ from one

another but sometimes acmally conflict.

For the courts of the future to transcend

today's sometimes fractious and fractionated

administrative environment, leadership

must begin now to create new management

models and practices to meet tomorrow's

challenges. A new professionalism must

be expected, encouraged, and rewarded

in all those who work within the courts.

And in exchange for new authority over

and responsibility for their affairs,

the courts must be held accountable

for their performance.

PATHWAY
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LEADERSHIP
IS THE ART OF
ARTICULATING A
PHILOSOPHY AND
OBTAINING THE
COMMITMENT OF
PEOPLE AT ALL
LEVELS. IT HAS
LESS TO DO WITH
RULES AND
PROCEDURES
THAN WITH
SPIRIT.

Organizational Spirit

The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court should embark on a major

initiative to define and develop administrative leadership at all levels

of thejustice system.

While there is much discussion about management in the courts, of even greater

importance is leadership. Leadership is the art of inspiring people to internalize,

work toward, and promote an organization's goals. It requires articulating a

philosophy and obtaining the commitment of people at all levels. It has less to

do with rules and procedures than with spirit.

Because leadership is a matter of spirit, its cultivation can occur independent of

changes in institutional or management structures. Real leadership exists in the

justice system today, but its greater development has been inhibited by the belief

that structural change in the courts was a necessary precursor. (The flexibility to

make structural changes is, of course, also critical.) Invigorated, vital leadership

must be tomorrow's rule, not its exception.

Many of the dynamics of court administration conspire against strong leadership

in the courts. Judges are viewed mainly as independent, individual contributors who

have been selected for their personal abilities and qualities in deciding individual

cases. But they are not generally selected for their abilities to influence or control the

ebb and flow of a court's business. This does not make leadership any less necessary

in the courts. Indeed it makes it more essential and also more complex. It under-

scores the need for a careful process by which judicial leaders can be identified

and developed.

Today there are two valued cultures in the courts. The traditional one is the justice

culture, with its emphasis on individual discretion, careful deliberation, and inde-

pendence of decision making. In many respects its values are not readily compatible

with the values of the other, newer culture, the management culture, where qualities

such as efficiency, productivity, cost effectiveness, and accountability are valued.

The clash between the justice culture and the management culture is a fact of life in

court management today. It is not peculiar to Massachusetts. It is the fundamental

factor that must be taken into account in redesigning court systems. And it is clearly

not without its benefits, as it reminds us thatjustice must not only be done but must

appear to be done. The appearance ofjustice is often affected by the quality of

judicial administration and management.

PATHWAYS



The Future of State Court

Administration

"(SJome organizations may be shifting

to ... what Buckminster Fuller calls

'The Tensegrity Organization/ and the

organizational structure Afvin Toffter has

referred to in his book The Third Wave

[N]o longer is big better; no longer

is centralization efficient; no longer is

synchronization necessary; instead a

more individualized or "demassified"

society is forming ...

It may also lead to an organization based

on tensegrity — where each individual in

the organization has equal access to any

other individual and wherein power is

defined as competence and not as power-

over-others. The dichotomy between the

administrative and adjudicatory dimensions

from this new model would be non-

existent."

Sohail Inayatullah

Futures Research Quarterly

Spring 1986

In the justice culture, thejudge is a

powerful, isolated figure, in many

respects an icon of the entire justice

process. But in the management

culmre, free-flowing communication is

essential. Preserving thejudge as the

embodiment of the judicial process

may be a useful and important element

of the justice process, but in many

cases it serves as a brake on open

communication within the courthouse.

People do not communicate easily with

judges, and vice versa.

Leadership can be demonstrated but is

not easily taught. Strategies to enhance

it throughout the justice system are

needed. As a starting point, the Supreme

Judicial Court should sponsor a series of

conferences at which issues of leader-

ship are addressed. Successful judicial

leadership models elsewhere should be

surveyed. Leadership positions should

be established at appropriate points

in the court system to facilitate the

development and advancement of

persons with leadership abilities and to

promote the transfer ofgood practices

within the courts. There should be an

emphasis at all levels on "management

[and leadership] by walking around."

This is the best way to remain involved

with— and to influence— all levels

of the organization.

Quality Management
Aphilosophy ofmanagement must

be developed and articulated.

Many aspects of the Massac husetts

justice system meet or exceed national

standards. Missing from all three

branches of Massachusetts government,

however, is a shared vision of how the

Commonwealth's courts should be

administered. The result is that no

concrete plan of administration or

administrative philosophy to provide

guidance has ever been adopted by the

courts. Specific goals and objectives have

not been internalized. The problem is

born partially of an ambiguous statutory

scheme that seems to emphasize uni-

formity and strong central leadership

even as it deprives the courts of basic

management controls. It is an arrange-

ment that both requires and frustrates

high performance standards.

Historically, administration of the local

courts has been quasi-political, and

good management has often served as

a subordinate objective. Management

has had little direct relationship to

cases; it has merely followed particular

practices and procedures or sought

more resources to apply to problems.

At the same time, the present statutorily

prescribed structure of the system and

its administration is inflexible. There

is little opportunity for significant

improvement. This discourages strong

management and innovation. Larger)

because of legislative control there is an

unequal distribution of resources, and

there are few effective means within

the judiciary' to redistribute resources.
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SOURCE: Projections 2000, Monthly Labor Review,

U.S. Department of Labor Statistics, September 1 987



TREND
The Changing Employee-Employer
Relationship

As service-industry jobs requiring

more education increase, employers are

expecting more of, and investing more in,

their workers. Quality employees ore

recognized as increasingly valuable,

and employers with foresight are working

harder to cultivate and keep them. As

more women enter the work force, as

there are more families with two working

parents, employer support for families is

becoming an important work benefit.

There will soon be greater flexibility in

work schedules and locations, and more

support for work-related education. Home
and work lives are already becoming

increasingly integrated. Parental leave

policies and employer support for child

care are emerging trends

Individual courts have benefitted or

been burdened by this situation over

the years depending on their influence

within the legislature.

Today there are too many separate

management units within the courts,

too many trial court departments at the

state level (7) and too many individual

courts at the local level (108) . Paradoxi-

cally, the emphasis on centralization

ofjudicial administration has inhibited

local initiative. There is a strong

tendency- to await instructions from

headquarters, partly to avoid acting

without authority and partly to avoid

the responsibility and discomfort of

decision making. Structural, cultural,

historical, and other factors lead to

inadequate communication throughout

the system. At the state level, communi-

cations tend to be top-down. Internal

communication within the local courts

is poor, a reflection of the almost

complete absence of integrated

organization at this critical level.

Strategies for improvement should

include the development of a system-

wide court management plan. The

genesis of such a plan should include

a series of statewide and regional

management conferences, perhaps

integrated with the leadership confer-

ences described above, and should be

a major high-visibility effort. Once the

plan is adopted an annual courtwide

planning effort would ensure that it

evolves along with changing norms

and goals, thatjudicial and support

staffs are mobilized towards common
objectives, and that revolutionizing

management and leadership Is a partici-

patory process that encourages the

system's best thinking.

Fostering Professionalism

The future of the courts is in the

hands of those who work within

them. Mechanisms for enhancing

job performance and developing

talent through merit recognition

and career paths should be

instituted.

The American worker of 2022 will

be very different from today's. As the

worker changes, so must the employer:

each will expect more of the other,

each must invest more in the other.

The justice system, as an employer,

cannot afford to be an exception.

It will have to accommodate the new-

work force by competing effectively

with other employers for educated,

professional, competent workers.

It will have to prove both to workers

(from entry-level clerk to the most

seniorjudge) and the public that it

supports and rewards talent and

performance. If it is successful it

will be rewarded with workers who are

versatile, energetic, and committed.

In the future, employee-specific

professionalism-enhanc ing strategies

should be developed to recognize

justice employees for high-qualityjob

performance; to institute systemwide
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merit-based compensation; to maximize the involvement of personnel from all levels

in court system administration and policy making; and to fully integrate continuing

education into the court's work schedule and into each employee's work life.

All new employee appointments and promotions should be based exclusively on

merit. This will ensure that the courts benefit from the talents of their employees

and will remind all employees that there are rewards for excellence.

Autonomy and Accountability

In the future the courts must be afforded greater autonomy but with

accountability.

The autonomy of the judicial branch is born of the need for complete independence

in decision making.Judges should not be influenced by extraneous factors in the

decision-making process. Massachusetts protects the independence of itsjudges more

than most states by granting them tenure to age 70 so long as they remain on "good

behavior." hi contrast, the Cbmmonwealth's courts have enjoyed far less independence

in their aclministration, with a large number ofbasic management functions affected and

largely controlled by the executive and legislative branches. Some view this as inter-

governmental meddling. Others legitimately ask: ifjudges do not stand for election,

where is the public accountability for court administration? Put in more practical

terms, how can the public be assured that thejudiciary will utilize responsibly the

administrative autonomy that it requires?

Among those strategies that would create greaterjustice system accountability,

promote the public's trust and confidence, and at the same time preserve judicial

independence are:

• Appointment by the governor of the chiefjustice of the Supreme Judicial Court

for one non-renewable term of 10 years. At the conclusion of that term the chief

justice, if not yet 70, would become an associate justice of the court. The governor

would then appoint another associate justice to the position of chiefjustice, unless

a vacancy existed on the court, in which case the new chiefjustice could be

appointed from outside the court. The rationale for this proposal is to inject new

ideas and new energy into the highest administrative echelon of the court system at

regular intervals. It also recognizes that the chiefjustice's managerial role is an

extremely taxing one that no one man or woman should have to perform for an

indefinite period. This recommendation must not be construed as a lack of

confidence in the administrative abilities of any chiefjustice, past or present.
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Give additional weight in the appointment process to the

chiefjustice's role as administrative head of the entire court

system. While the chiefjustice's foremost role is that ofjurist,

his or her leadership and administrative qualifications

should also be considered.

Maintain ajudicial peer review/enhancement program.

The heart of ajudicial review system should be the confidential

review of ajudge's performance by a panel of his or her peers,

with the objective of assistingjudges in improving their

judicial performance. While this process should be

confidential, it should also allow for the inclusion of input

from other informed sources, expressly including the public.

Whilejudicial productivity (e.g., the volume of cases decided) is

one legitimate consideration, judicial quality (e.g., diligence

to duties, patience and courtesy to litigants and attorneys,

dignity, and impartiality) must also be recognized and

given weight in the equation. The substance of individual

decisions should not be a factor unless, taken as a whole,

the decisions indicate a consistent disregard for the law.

Institute a performance review system for court managers.

Just as institutions are audited to evaluate their financial

health, courts should be audited periodically on their

overall administrative performance.

The SupremeJudicial Court should create and appoint the

members of a new body to be known as the Judicial Conduct

and Tenure Commission.

- The members of the newJudicial Conduct and Tenure

Commission should include judges, lawyers, and members

of the public who are neitherjudges nor lawyers.

-The functions of the existingJudicial Conduct Commission

(i.e., the investigation of complaints ofjudicial misconduct

and disability and the recommendation to the Supreme

Judicial Court of appropriate action) should be merged into

a newJudicial Conduct and Tenure Commission, the

additional duties ofwhich are described below. The new

commission should operate pursuant to standards and rules

promulgated by the Supreme Judicial Court.

- Every complaint filed with the ( iomrnission shoukl be

acknowledged. F.very < omplainajit should be notified of the

disposition of his or her complaint. The Supreme Judic lal

Court should implement a program of publk outreach to

inform die public of the existence and purpose of the

Commission, and of how a complaint can be processed.

- In addition to reviewing claims of misconduct and disabilitv

.

the new commission should periodically review the overall

performance of every judge in die Commonwealth and report

its evaluation to the SupremeJudicial ( SourL In the event the

Commission finds serious deficiencies in ajudge's performance,

it may recommend non-retention.

- By constitutional amendment, the SupremeJudicial (>>urt

should be granted the power to remove ajudge from office.

This new authority would in no way intrude upon the

legislature's present ability to remove ajudge from office

through constitutionally provided means.

- The existingjudical appointment process should remain

unchanged.Judges should serve until age 70. unless rejected

for retention and removed bv the Supreme Judical Court.

-The Supreme Judicial Court should establish standards

and rules to govern the review process and establish the

frequency with which such reviews should occur. Thev she >uld

occur often enough to assure the public that the courts are

committed to high-quality judicial performance and diat

oversight is real and ongoing but not so frequentlv as to

unduly affect die day-to-day duties ofjudges.

- As in peer review, the substance of ajudge's decisions should

not be a consideration in the retention review process unit ss

diose decisions, taken as a whole, reveal a pattern of miscon-

duct, disability, or disregard for the law.

-The Supreme Judicial Court's campaign to inform and

educate the public about the functions of die new Judicial

Conduct and Tenure Commission should include the

regular publication of a calendar of those judges coming

up for review in a given year and information to guide the

public in its participation in the process.
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AND JUSTICE FOR ALL ^
In the waning years of the 20th century the role of

the courts in society has changed dramatically from

that ofa century, or even a generation, ago. Issues of

ethics and social policy that were once the province

of other governmental and social institutions have

become and seem likely to remain wards of the court

While questions concerning access to housing,

health care, and education— not to mention the

right to life and the right to die— raise legal issues

that are not altogether new to thejustice system,

the nature of the questions has changed. The courts

are increasingly asked to be the arbiters of last resort

in the allocation of scarce resources. And they are

asked to uphold and enforce laws providing benefits

and services that governments can sometimes no

longer afford. Thejustice system of today and

tomorrow does not and will not shrink from such

responsibilities. Society and government should

acknowledge, however, that thejudicial branch has

been obliged to take on the role ofhealth and human

services broker/social policy maker and provide the

courts with resources adequate to the task In addition,

for there to be "equal access" to stanitorilv created

programs and assistance, there must be sufficient

public support for legal services to ensure that all

those who needjustice can obtain it.
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TREND
Poverty

The combined effect of decreasing state

revenues, the decline of federal support

for poverty programs, and the widening

gap between rich and poor has been to

increase poverty in America and exacer-

bate its effects. In 1 986 more than 32

million Americans were poor. The gulf

between society's "haves" and "have

nots" continues to grow wider. There is

increased stratification and polarization

along socio-economic lines. The median

income of the wealthiest tenth of American

families grew more than $ 1 3,000 between

1 970 and 1 987, while income among

the poorest two-fifths of families actually

dropped more than $500.

Futurists predict the total number of

Americans in poverty will climb; children,

minorities, and those living in households

headed by women will be especially hard

hit. The so-called feminization of poverty

is a function of rising divorce rates, the

breakup of traditional families, declining

welfare benefits relative to inflation, and

the continuing inequities in earnings — all

subtrends that are expected to continue.

Iliteracy, reduced educational and economic

opportunities, and inadequate support

services will ensure that poverty remains

the key factor in a variety of other tenacious

social problems: homelessness, family

breakdown, drug-related crime, and AIDS.

In Massachusetts the effects of economic

restructuring can be felt across the state.

Wages and salaries dropped by nearly

1 5% between June 1 989 and April 1 991

,

with continuing impacts on construction,

finance, insurance, real estate, and service

employment. Fewer jobs mean fewer

opportunities, particularly for the less

welkducated and the less affluent.

The Arbiter of Last Resort

In the future, the courts must do more to facilitate access to health and

human services and other statutorily created public programs. Where

necessary, the courts should order the provision of services mandated

by law, even where those services are underfunded or otherwise not

adequately provided for.

Unless age-old economic cycles are unexpectedly interrupted in the next century,

the fiscal health of the nation and the Commonwealth will continue to wax and wane

for the forseeable future. This trend creates obvious challenges for government,

and for the courts especially. In times of economic plenty legislatures and executive

agencies create programs and initiatives aimed at addressing important social needs.

Then, when the inevitable economic downturn occurs, those same programs too

often become victims of underfunding and neglect, frustrating the needs of those

who rely on them.

This phenomenon poses a dilemma for the courts. While mandatory and

discretionary programs remain on the books and eligibility standards remain

unchanged, appropriations dry up and program capacities plummet But in many cases

the courts are still statutorially compelled to use them. For example, treatment

programs for drivers convicted of operating a vehicle under the influence of alcohol

are both indicated by common sense and provided for by statute. Yet treatment slots

in such programs are in woefully short supply. Only a small percentage of those

offenders who could benefit from treatment can actually be placed in such programs

by the courts. Similarly, while there is overwhelming evidence that drug offenders

can be effectively rehabilitated in treatment programs that cost a third to a tenth as

much as incarceration, available programs are grossly oversubscribed. Spaces simply

do not exist. There are coundess other examples of programs— some discretionary,

some mandatory—whose doors are effectively closed to those who can use them

(the public) and those who are obliged to use them (the courts).

It is not only legislative enactments that confront the courts with difficult choices in

the face of dwindling resources. The Constitution and those judicial decisions that

interpret it also impose grave responsibilities on judges. Education is a case in point.

As articulated in Brown v. Board ofEducation (1954) and elsewhere, the federal

Constitution forbids unequal access to education. Education is critical to a better

future; quality schooling must be a reality if generations ofAmericans are to acquire

the skills necessary to participate fully in society. Today's debates about inequalities

among Massachusetts school districts and about the trend toward the defacto
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re-segregation of urban schools may

well end up in the courts. Such issues

will have future analogues. Courts are

likely to be asked to ensure equal access

to quality education notwithstanding

government's inability to pay for it.

What are the courts of today and

tomorrow to do in such cases? Are they

to heed the entreaties of over-extended

agencies and ignore the needs of those

desperately in need of— and in some

cases statutorily entitled to— services?

Or should they adhere to the intent and

the letter of the law and compel the

responsible agencies to find or create

spaces and eliminate inequalities?

The latter is the only tenable course.

The courts of the future must insist thai

their co-equal branches rjfgovernment

observe the requirements of the laws thev

enact If fiscal constraints stand in the

then such statutes should be amended

or repealed.
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TREND
Education in Peril

Even as the need grows, American

education continues to suffer qualitatively.

America's new jobs will require more

education. With the advent of the tech-

nology age, and a projected increase in

jobs in service and knowledge-based

industries (the World Future Society predicts

that the service sector will account for 88%
of the work force by the year 2000), new

standards for employment are emerging,

especially in jobs requiring analytical,

problem-solving, and communication

skills. Jobs will increasingly depend on

post-secondary or college training.

The demand for adult education will

expand considerably.

While the future's average worker may

have to be better educated, this is bad

news for at least a third of the nation's

school children who now rely on public

education. Statistics indicate that many in

this group are likely to live in a single-

parent household, have a poverty-level

family income and/or non-English speaking

parents, or may be members of a minority

group with patterns of below-average

academic achievement. Their chances for

staying in school are not good. In larger

urban centers the dropout rate can be

between 40% and 60%.

Even for those who stay in school, quality

education is not assured. Even as we

move toward a work force requiring

more education, our public school

systems seem to be falling farther behind.

The cycle of economic and intellectual

poverty will repeat itself in succeeding

generations.

PATHWAYS

New Partnerships

The courts of the future must be partners in the public/private sector

coalitions seeking solutions to societal problems that continue to clog,

directly and indirectly, the courts' own dockets.

The courts of the future will continue to act as society's "circuit breakers," stepping

in when social tensions run too high. They will continue to be society's emergency

room, providing treatment for society's dispossessed. And for better or worse they

will continue to be asked to remedy social problems not of their making. They have

only limited hope for relief and regaining control of their caseloads. To do so they

must participate fully in the alliances of public and private interests seeking to

address those social problems that are at the root of the courts' distress.

More immediately, the courts must decide how to manage the mechanics of match-

ingjustice seekers in need of services with the appropriate providers and programs.

While the justice system itself cannot act the part of health and human services

provider to any significant extent, the courts should create a Department of Court

Services to provide limited on-site services and to refer those in need to executive

branch and private providers.

Access to Justice

Access to justice must be a public priority. The right to representation

in all vital legal matters must be guaranteed. Public support for legal

services for those who cannot afford them will continue to be

necessary in the future.

Downward economic spirals and increased demands on legal service providers

are directly related. The services provided to society's dispossessed are very basic:

food, shelter, and health care. In the fumre, the courts will need to provide legal

services in essential matters to all those who cannot afford them, whether they are

technically "poor" or not. While comprehensive justice centers will make justice both

more affordable and more accessible, it is likely that there will always be a core of

critical matters in which representation will be required.

The public is acutely aware of the importance of legal representation; for those who

cannot otherwise afford it, the public is prepared to subsidize or pay for it outright.

Seventy-nine percent of Massachusetts residents polled by the Commission (and 91%

of minority residents) believed it was "important" to "devote tax dollars" to "making

court-appointed counsel available at no cost to very poor people in important civil

cases." Seventy-four percent of the general population and 82% of residents of

minority' neighborhoods said it was important to spend tax dollars on "making
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lawyers available at a reduced fee to

middle-income citizens in important

civil cases."

The justice system should respond

through several strategies. There must

be a substantial and stable pool of public

legal service providers. Public service pro-

grams utilizing both recent law school

graduates and practicing attorneys

should be developed. Both public and

private legal insurance plans should be

supported, as should certain fee-shifting

statutes. Every member of the bar should

acknowledge law-related public service as

a condition of bar membership. If the

bar and the courts are serious about

such a commitment, it could be made

binding by requiring attorneys to renew

periodically their license to practice,

and by making the performance of a

significant amount ofjustice-related

public service a condition of relicensing.

Guidelines to govern such a require-

ment could be developedjointly by the

bar and the Supreme Judicial Court.

1987

Thejustice system must begin

now to accommodate dramatic

changes in the nature and volume

of family law and elder law

matters, and the related need

for human services.

The number ofelder Americans is rising

sharply. As a nation, we are going gray.

The Washington-based Population

Resource Center reports that by 2020

there will be an estimated 51 million

Americans over the age of 65, compared

with today's 29 million. That means the

elderly will comprise some 21% of the

total U.S. population, due to better

standards of living, better medical care,

a boost in life expectancy, the maturing

ofbaby boomers, and a lower fertility rate.

In Massachusetts today, one in eight

residents is 65 or older. By the year 2020.

it will be one in five. The increase over

1970, when just over 11% of our popu-

lation was 65 and older, is significant

TREND
The Changing Family

The old definition of "family" no longer

holds, and new definitions are evolving

rapidly. No longer can we say what an

American family truly is. The rules about

how to start one, support it, and define its

responsibilities are changing with blinding

speed. Divorce rates are high; the rate

per 1 ,000 married persons rose from 35

in 1960, to 47 in 1970, to 131 in 1986,

according to the Center for Law and

Social Policy. We are delaying marriage

or electing to remain single, even with

children. We and our spouses work, often

full-time, and our children are raised by

others. Single parents must often handle

the job alone.

Increasingly, the head of the American

household is a divorced working mother,

a never-married teenager, a foster parent, a

grandparent, a single father. Stepparents

struggle to unite their blended families.

Infertile parents are renting the wombs of

surrogate mothers. The new family of

2022 looms on the horizon, a diverse

combination of bioparents, surrogates,

perhaps even clones and inter-species

parents. Many observers have said that

as the family changes, its stabilizing

influence and control over young people

declines, leading to more conflicts based

on changing behavior, norms and values.
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RIGHT NOW OUR
CASELOAD IS

CHARACTERIZED
BY MOTHERS 25

TO 30 YEARS OLD
WHO HAVE THREE
TO FOUR CHILDREN,

WHO ARE INVOLVED
WITH POLY-DRUG
USE AND ALCOHOL,
WHO HAVE ABUSIVE
AND ASSAULTIVE
MALE RELATION-
SHIPS, AND WHO
ARE OFTEN
PREGNANT WITH
ANOTHER CHILD.

AND THAT IS THE
SORT OF FAMILY
SCENE WE ARE
LOOKING AT....

CommissioneT of the

Department of Social Services

Springfield Public Hearing

November 1 4, 1 990

Because of the presence of colleges and universities in and near the Commonwealth's

largest cities, and because of their attraction for young entrepreneurs and new

immigrants, these areas will probably remain "younger" than other parts of the state.

Areas outside of these cities, most notably Cape Cod, may be home to the larger

number of the Commonwealth's elderly.

An older population raises the potential for more inter-generational conflicts.

Competition for declining financial resources— funds to support schools, health

resources, and other community services— will increase, with elders packing con-

siderable political clout. A growing elderly population will affect urban housing and

related property taxes, retirement plans, pensions, and estate planning. Greater life

expectancies will mean later retirement, which increases the potential for competition

and conflict in a work force composed of two or even three generations.

There will be changes in health care delivery systems, employment practices, and

family structures. There are already growing numbers of two-generation geriatric

families, with adult children in their 60s and 70s caring for parents in their 90s;

both generations are simultaneously in need of elder services.

Among the state's poor, there could be new conflicts ov er the allocation of services for

the young poor versus the elderly poor. An aging population will bring more indigent,

physically and economically vulnerable elderly into the courts.

Weakened family structures and the evaporation of health and human services

are having a profound effect on families. Child, spousal, and elder abuse are on the

increase. Latchkey kids and the children of those who are doing time or doing drugs

are angry and alienated. Their crimes add to the burden on the criminal courts.

The very young and the very old will continue to be the most vulnerable, especially

where pov erty is a factor. The courts of the future must begin preparing now for

the new challenge.

New Cases for Courts

The justice system must prepare for the scientific, environmental,

and technological developments of tomorrow if it is to meet the

attendant legal challenges.

The courts and society stand at the rim of a future in which many disputes have no

precedent As science and technology advance, so will the courts'journey into realms that

they are only now beginning to explore: bioengineering, life prolonging/terminating

technologies, new environmental liability doctrines, to name but a few.
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Bioengineering and the Law

"In a future of bioengineered and

genetically altered human beings,

disputes would arise between the haves,

fashionably reconstructed in the race du

jour, and the have nots, unable to afford

reconstruction and stuck in the race into

which they were born. Reverse discrimi-

nation would develop a plethora of legal

meanings. If would also enable interesting

forms of business and personal fraud and

forgery: entire bodies could be forged,

not merely signatures

Family conflicts would also be much more

complex as families themselves were more

complex, with diverse combinations of

bioparents, education and profession

parents, surrogate parents, clone

parents/siblings, inter-species parents,

and in general a greatly extended legal

definition of 'ramify.' Divorce, adoptions,

spouse/child abuse, and similar family

conflicts would take on new forms. Finaly,

those who do cross over the boundaries

of species and organism will experience

norm, value, and behavior conflicts beside

which those currently experienced by

immigrants will pale."

Wendy L. Schultz

"Culture in Transition: The Changing

Ethnic Mix in Hawaii and the Nation"

Hawaii Research Center for Futures

Studies, University of Hawaii

August 1991

The environment will require more

from our courts in the future. The next

30 years will see new environmental

threats, new technologies to address

them, new arguments about who should

pay, and new legal theories about what

constitutes degrading the planet. In the

near future in Massachusetts, as public

spending on environmental policing

and cleanup declines, the courts can

expect to see more litigation over

environment-based public health

problems, toxic waste, industrial develop-

ment, and water supply contaminants.

A few years further out, "mega-cases" may

predominate, with a growing focus on

global environmental threats. As distances

shrink and "disputingjurisdictions"

expand, true "world courts" may emerge.

Technology will be the source ofendless

new ethical and legal conundrums in

the years ahead. Medical/engineering

science has produced laser tools, artificial

organs, bionic limbs, and procedures

never before dreamed of. Medical care,

surrogacy, and genetic engineering are

densely mined with potentially explosive

legal questions. To the extent that

science looses its creations on the world

before the ethical and legal issues are

sorted out, the courts once again will

be the forum of last resort.

New training, new expertise, and new

methods should be built into the justice

system of tomorrow to ready it for new

science, technology, and ethics. With

effective strategic planning the courts

can prepare themselves to manage

effectively the cases of tomorrow

Thejudges of 2022 should work t losrh

with engineers, scientists, and ethicists

— or alternatively be trained in those

disciplines themselves— to help resolve

future disputes. Highly specialized court

sessions may emerge, or it may be that

non-adjudicatory dispute resolution will

be best suited to such matters. In either

event, by 2022 the day may be long

since past when those trained in the

law alone can adequately fill the

Massachusetts bench.

To be effective agents of change the

courts need not be judicial activists"

in the traditional meaning of that

concept However, as the pace ofchange

quickens, as society becomes ever-more

pluralistic, a new sort of activism will be

called for, one dedicated to keeping

tempo with the times, to honoring

differences among us as never before,

and to anticipating the very different

disputes of tomorrow.
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As the Commission submits this report to the ChiefJustice in 1992,

the world is not what it was when work began in 1990. Where the

Soviet Union then stood, there is today a commonwealth of

independent republics struggling with new freedoms unattainable

until yesterday. The birth ofa new European Community, politically

and economically integrated, is close at hand. Diseases that two

years ago confounded medicine— cystic fibrosis lor one — now

see promising new treatments emerging. Clearly there can be

new things under the sun.

In 'The Governance ofSpace Societies" (in TheFederalAppellate

Judiciary in the 21st Century, FederalJudicial Center, 1989) now-

retired Supreme CourtJustice William J. Brennan encourages the

United States, as a spacefaring nation, to begin planning die law i

A

space communities, in anticipation ofeventual moon bases and Mars

outposts. Massachusetts would do well to heedJustice Brennan s advice

to keep an eye on the future by beginning now to make those-

incremental changes in our institutions, processes, and thinki-

that will prepare the Commonwealth for the next century.

What follows is a scenario. It is an image ofwhat the courts i rf

the future could look like if there is conceited effort to move them

forward with intelligence, imagination, and compassion. The section

concludes with a timeline that charts in fictional form how some of

the Commission's recommended initiatives might unfold over the

next 30 years. It is not intended to be a prescription tor action.



STATE OF JUSTICE ADDRESS
January 15, 2022

Honorable Zoe Chan Fernandez, ChiefJustice

Massachusetts SupremeJudicial Court

Good evening.

I need not tell you how different our courts look from those of the relatively recent

past. Technology has assisted us greatly in regaining control of our dockets. We have

assumed a much expanded role in resolving society's disputes. We offer multiple

paths to justice. Citizen participation in the process is greatly increased. And our

financial resources are now more or less adequate to our task. The biggest changes,

however, have not been in technology or resources but in how we conduct ourselves

and our work, and in society itself.

Historically, the courts were the impartial deciders of contested matters. A dispute

came to court, was processed, and was eventually resolved by ajudge orjury.

This changed in the decades that preceded and followed the beginning of the new

millennium. Our society was truly in crisis. The seemingly imminent collapse of the

social infrastructure at the turn of the century was causing many more problems to

show up in the courts. Things had to change and they did.

For example, over the past few decades real improvements in education occurred

nationwide, in response to an increasingly competitive global economy. Jobs in the

new century simply required better skilled American workers. A campaign to eliminate

functional illiteracy was part of educational reform. Juvenile caseloads dropped

as schools became centers for creative learning, as well as forjob training.

New ways to work were fostered by unanticipated new technologies and a deter-

mination, spurred by the business sector, to increase productivity. This improved

the quality of life for many. Sophisticated communication and information

networks and teamwork were the key agents behind these changes.

Other changes occurred when the number of the nation's homeless people became

too numerous for society to tolerate. Resources were devoted to providing adequate

shelter and nutrition. This too seemed to influence the business of the courts,

criminal justice in particular.

NEXT STEPS



Long ago we recognized that unfairness

in society was adversely affecting the

process ofjustice. Policy makers at the

turn of the century began to understand

that the troubled state of the justice

system was directly tied to society's

inability to address the fundamental

causes of injustice.

The trend of declining socially cooper-

ative behavior has been reversed, as the

Commonwealth, led by itsjudiciary,

recommitted itself to the fundamental

values of ajust society: equality, the

inherent dignity of every human being,

mutual respect for differences, fairness,

full participation in political and social

life, and an ethic of shared

responsibility.

These changes were fully under way at

the time I took office, and they have

influenced me profoundly. Several

years ago I decided to expand the annual

State of the Judiciary address to go

beyond a diagnosis of the state of the

courts. I wanted to discuss with you, the

public, the implications of the business

we see here in the courts. Now other

members of the bench are also regularly

speaking out, and we try to do so with

a single voice wherever possible.

At the same time as society was putting its

own house in order, the General Court

recognized that it had to adopt a new

philosophy about the courts— that

their purpose was not only to decide

cases on the law but to promote the

satisfactory resolution of underlying

disputes.

That broadening of the courts' mandate

was born of the conviction that legal

principles were but one element of

justice, that other factors could well be

just as, or more, important to the

disputants. This "holistic" concept of

justice was then codified in those law s

that effectively transformed courts into

the comprehensive justice centers of

today. With that change came new ideas

about how wejudges view ourselves and

how we do the public's business. It also

brought about fundamental changes in

the culture of the courts. Let me

elaborate.

Conflict Resolution

Today we offer a wide variety of dispute

resolution processes and forums for

civil conflicts. (The private sector is almost

our equal in this. The biggest alternative

dispute resolution chain, McFriendly's,

claims that it has settled over two billion

disputes.) Typically a disputant brings a

case to a comprehensive justice center

where an intake counselor determines

what track the dispute should be on.

The final determination results from

a consideration of the nature of the

dispute, the relationship of the people

or institutions involved, and the kind of

outcome desired. Speed and economy

are built in.

The tracks vary. The traditional track

still involves a trial, with or without a

jury. Other tracks offer a variety of

methods for seeking consensus and

common ground such as mediation.

POLICY MAKERS
AT THE TURN
OF THE CENTURY
BEGAN TO UNDER
STAND THAT THE
TROUBLED STATE
OF THE JUSTICE
SYSTEM WAS
DIRECTLY TIED
TO SOCIETY'S
INABILITY TO
ADDRESS THE
FUNDAMENTAL
CAUSES OF
INJUSTICE.
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NO LONGER IS

OUR SYSTEM ONE
IN WHICH PEOPLE
SUFFER UNDUE
DELAYS,
INADEQUATE
COUNSEL WHEN
THEY NEED
REPRESENTATION
BUT CANNOT
AFFORD IT,

OR BARRIERS
AGAINST THOSE
WHO ARE
LINGUISTICALLY
DIFFERENT,
ELDERLY, OR
INFIRM.

NEXT STEPS

neutral evaluation, and mini-trial. The forum is matched to the case, rather than

the other way around as in the old days. The important point here is that these

alternatives enable the disputants to participate in the resolution of their own

problems.

Judges participate in some of these non-adjudicatory paths to justice, but thejudge

is only one of several possible neutrals. The others may be lay persons or non-legal

specialists— another example ofwider public involvement injustice.

In the late 20th century, it took an actual case or controversy to invoke the power

of the court. Today, the potential for harm, even in small matters, is reason enough

to involve the courts in dispute prevention proceedings. No, we're not trying to be

busybodies, but I think most people in the Commonwealth believe that the court

can often prevent larger harms by becoming involved early in small disputes.

In serious criminal matters, the more "traditional" legal process has been retained,

along with the fundamental purposes of criminal law: public protection, restraint,

punishment, and rehabilitation. Pre-trial diversion, victim restitution, alternative

sentencing, treatment, special probationary terms—innovation generally— are the

rule rather than the exception in our system. Thanks in part to the Sentencing Com-

mission, we have a good set ofsentencing guidelines that are constantly being refined.

(The Sentencing Reform Act of the year 2000 ended mandatory sentencing.)

Today we see a strong link between criminal justice and social justice, and this is

where the judiciary has become involved in the public debate on social concerns

and the root causes of crime. As I said earlier, once passive on these matters, we

now speak out on such issues as poverty, illiteracy, and family breakdown, as well

as on corrections reform and crime prevention.

The safety and dignity of victims is another matter that ranks high on our criminal

justice agenda. The creation of a CriminalJustice Secretariat (Acts of 1996) was a

major organizational accomplishment.

The Courts and the Community
Reforms notwithstanding, the judicial process remains complex. But we're proud

that today the public is keenly interested injustice and plays a direct operational role

in the system through a variety of programs. Lay people serve as mediators, they monitor

and evaluate the quality of proceedings, and they assist in the processing of cases.

They serve as constructive critics and advocates for change. I think it's true that

members of the public, especially, are experts at knowing qualityjustice when they

see it. We involve people in the system to ensure that we continue to see justice as

clearly as they do.



Wc still believe our most important

resource is public confidence. History

shows that public faith in the system

was not strong in the closing decades

of the last century. People felt then that

they did not have real access tojustice

and that they could not use the system

to obtain prompt,just results. I'm glad to

say this isn't the case in 2022. No longer is

our system one in which people suffer

undue delays, inadequate counsel

when they need representation but

cannot afford it, or barriers against

those who are linguistically different,

elderly, or infirm. We said good-by to

those bad old days in the last decade

of the last century.

Just as the public is doing more and more

"inreach," the courts are doing more

and more outreach. Judges and others

in the system now spend significant

amounts of time in the community.

All court professionals take seriously

the requirement to spend a full week

each year in community activities on

behalf of the court. There is also a

much closer school-court relationship

than we saw in the late 1990s, with

court personnel helping educators

develop curricular programs that train

students in dispute resolution as a basic

life skill. (The ChiefJustice's Prize for

Justice and Dispute Resolution Education

is annually awarded to those leaders in

education, business, and government who

have done the most to spread effective

learning about dispute resolution.)

Many children and their parents take-

part together in our monthly

communityjustice seminars. And a lot

of them have made a point of meeting

and getting to know the court ombuds-

person in their community.

The Bar
Lawyers today have changed, too. They

are trained quite differently tiian 20th

century lawyers were. Today they have

skills in a variety of disciplines, and legal

training has evolved into true multidisci-

plinary education. Attorneys today are

not merely officers of the court in the

technical sense; they are partners in the

resolution of cases. All are schooled in

a range ofdispute resolution techniques.

Meanwhile, many still function in the

traditional adversarial ways when a case

demands it, and some cases still do.

After all, the clash of competing

interests before neutral fact finders

and law givers is still a bulwark of our

legal system.

Our expansion of legal service programs

has made attorneys more available to

those who need them. All members of

the trial bar participate in die criminal

justice process, and all members of the

bar meet a broadly defined public

service requirement. Public and private

legal insurance is now widely available,

and fee shifting occurs in certain c ases.

AFTER ALL,

THE CLASH OF
COMPETING
INTERESTS
BEFORE NEUTRAL
FACT FINDERS
AND LAW GIVERS
IS STILL A

BULWARK OF
OUR LEGAL
SYSTEM.
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I THINK THE
COURTS HAVE
COME A LONG WAY
IN REASSURING
PEOPLE, WHETHER
INFLUENTIAL OR
FRIENDLESS,
NATIVE OR NON-
NATIVE, THAT
THE SYSTEM HAS
HEARD THEM,
UNDERSTOOD
THEIR NEEDS,
AND RESPONDED.

Access

Today you are probably all familiar with our satellite comprehensive justice centers,

those remote annexes linked electronically to the larger urban centers. They may be

small but I'm certain you'll agree that they deliver the product And they are not the

only access-enhancing innovation of the last decade. You may recall your last visit to

the central CJC in Boston. You should have been provided materials that were simple

and easy to understand, that allowed you to take more control of your case, without

an attorney's help ifyou chose. And perhaps nearby there was a non-English- speak-

ing family using the same materials, but thanks to the computerized translator, in

their native language. I think the courts have come a long way in reassuring people,

whether influential or friendless, native or non-native, that the system has heard

them, understood their needs, and responded.

Organization

The keys to effective court management and administration today are flexibility

and simplicity. Happily we no longer must appeal to the legislature every time an

organizational change is necessary. Independence, tempered by accountability,

has afforded us sufficient authority to make such changes internally.

Many years ago now we set aside such metaphysical issues as how many trial courts

there should be. Today there is a Commonwealth Court ofJustice, under the ultimate

control of the Supreme Judicial Court, whose divisions (if any) the Supreme Judicial

Court decides as circumstances warrant. We designate chiefjudges for individual

courts, groups of courts, and types of cases as the need arises.

We also adhere to the philosophy that management should be as close to the ground

as possible, located at the lowest level that can accomplish it most effectively, consistent

with centralized leadership and a common vision. Thus my involvement as chief

justice in matters of day-to-day administration is limited; I depend heavily on front-

line management now. Judges still play an important role in setting policy, right

down to the local court level. The public, properly, still holdsjudges responsible

for the quality ofjustice.

Thanks to the completion of our professionalization programs, each comprehensive

justice center is now under the direction of a professional local administrator, and all

non-judicial professionals report to him or her. Long gone are the feifdoms of the

last century. Judges and administrators today work peacefully together to produce

the "product" of the system: fair, equitable, affordable justice.

NEXT STEPS



New Efficiencies

Since last year's State ofJustice address,

we have further streamlined our dispute-

processing practices. Just to set this

accomplishment in perspective,

remember that only 30 years ago,

dispute processing required a large

clerical staff. Now some of that work

is accomplished smoothly by private

sector service bureaus and our own

small robot staff. The private vendors

have been quite imaginative in adapting

new technology for us, and we utilize

several such companies in order to

stimulate competition, innovation,

and cost-effectiveness.

We completed the statewide installation

of interactive video terminals in all central

and satellite centers many years ago.

These can be used in the usual manner,

to find a lawyer or obtain information

and counsel. But they can also be used

to forward suggestions or concerns

about the system to our "idea factory,"

the Office ofJudicial Innovation.

This office is charged with gathering

the best thinking from both public

and private parties about improve-

ments that can be made in the

delivery ofjustice.

Technology
The great grandmother of change, 21st

century technology, has been a boon to

us since the turn of the new century.

We use it constantly to bring people

together— in the courtroom, in the

seminar room, in the dispute resolvers'

offices, in the annexes— and to

facilitate fact gathering. We make broad

use of videotaped transcripts as well as

those provided by automatic court

transcribing computers. Technology

allows us to provide basic instructions

and information to the public. I have

already mentioned the interactive video

terminalsjust inside the CJCs that instruct

the public about available services.

We have learned three valuable things

about technology. First, what is techno-

logically feasible may not always be

desirable. For example, technology,

for all its gifts, may not always serve the

public with the same dignity, respect,

and friendliness that human beings

can. So while we may experiment

with many new technologies here in

the justice system, we are careful not to

substitute technology where a human

presence is more helpful. Second,

justice should never be on the "cutting

edge" of technology; dignity and due

process are too important tojeopardize

through potential systems failure or

malfunction. So we traditionally trail

the private sector by 5 to 10 years. And

third, contrary to some court watchers'

beliefs early in the century, it wasn't

technology that saved our ailing justice

system in the 1990s. It was people, assisted

by technology.

CONTRARY
TO SOME COURT
WATCHERS'
BELIEFS EARLY
IN THE CENTURY.
IT WASN'T
TECHNOLOGY
THAT SAVED
OUR AILING

JUSTICE SYSTEM
IN THE 1 990S.

IT WAS PEOPLE.
ASSISTED BY
TECHNOLOGY.
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WE LISTEN TO
PEOPLE, TO LEARN
WHAT THEY NEED,
HOW WE CAN
IMPROVE, HOW
WE CAN REFINE
THE DELIVERY
OF JUSTICE.
WE THINK OF
ACCOUNTABILITY
AS PART AND
PARCEL OF THE
ETHIC OF PUBLIC
SERVICE.

Accountability

One big benefit to the professionalization of court management and administration

is accountability. The people have always deserved that, and now they get it. Judges

are still appointed for life by the governor. However, they are now subject to periodic

retention review of their overall performance. We have enhanced accountability by

havingjudges and other dispute resolvers routinely sit in each other's disputing

rooms to evaluate the proceedings, by sending lay court monitors unannounced to

observe proceedings (the private sector has been doing this for 25 years), and by

randomly selecting cases and analyzing how they were handled. .And we listen to

people, to learn what they need, how we can improve, how we can refine the delivery

ofjustice. We think ol accountability as part and parcel of the ethic of public service.

Leadership

Unlike the old judicial system, our contemporaryjustice culture is premised on

open interaction and communication, informality, and close working relationships.

We believe that leadership in this culture is the art of inspiring people and getting

them to internalize and work toward the institution's goals. We believe it provides

vision, articulates values, and finds or creates opportunities for improvement. So we

have made a commitment to nurture and tend leadership qualities in our personnel.

We talk about leadership a lot, have regular leadership conferences, and often look

at leadership models in other states and cultures. We do a lot of self-analysis and

try to avoid deluding ourselv es about the quality ofour work. We believe in decentralized

leadership and the empowering of local courts. We have created leadership positions

at many points in the system. The results of our focus on leadership have been

extremely gratifying. Among almost all managers and judges there is a refreshing

commitment to quality and a continuing drive for excellence.

Conclusion

In May of this year we will celebrate the 32nd anniversary of the creation of the

Commission on the Future of the Courts by my predecessor, ChiefJustice Paul

J. Liacos. He was willing to look ahead to the courts' long-term future at a time

when many people inside and outside the courts were despairing about the courts'

day-to-day survival. The Commission's report, you may recall, was released in an

environment of controversy and debate over court reform. The work of the Com-

mission expanded the debate's horizons to consider strategies for leading the

Commonwealth's justice system into the 21st century. Outreach, education, and

implementation followed; new coalitions of public and private interests were forged;

and a new partnership among government's three branches was conceived.



Today I am pleased to announce the

appointment of the members of a new

Future of the Courts Commission, to

create a vision for the next 30 years.

The opening of the first comprehensive

justice center in 2000 represented the

culmination of our efforts to regain

the public's trust. CJCs remain places

where people know they can come

for help. Even though the universe

continues to change and grow smaller

every day, we have found that the need

for qualityjustice remains a constant.

The Commission on the Future of the

Courts helped to define what a quality

justice system should be — one that

deliversjustice creatively, efficiently,

speedily, and with respect and dignity

for all justice seekers. In the years

ahead, we will continue to create a

better future.

By way of a brief postscript, the students

of history among you may be interested

in the sequence of initiatives and

reforms that brought us to where we

are today. We have prepared a timeline

that includes some of the more exciting

developments of the last 32 years.

Thank you.

EVEN THOUGH THE UNIVERSE
CONTINUES TO CHANGE AND GROW
SMALLER EVERY DAY, WE HAVE
FOUND THAT THE NEED FOR QUALITY
JUSTICE REMAINS A CONSTANT.
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Chief Justice Paul-J.

Liacos launches the

Chief Justice's

Commission on the

Future of the Courts.

Supreme Judicial

Court creates the

Commission to

Study Racial and

Ethnic Bias in the

courts.

Court reform the

subject of legislative

initiatives, bar

association reports,

and much debate.

Presentation of

"Reinventing Justice,

2022: Report of

the Chief Justice's

Commission on the

Future of the Courts."

"Action for Justice,"

Dispute Resolution,

and Technology and

Justice standing

committees created

to carry forward

the work of the

Commission on the

Future of the Courts.

Citizen Assistance

Council created to

enhance the justice

system's responsive-

ness to the public.

SJC creates

Commission on

Juvenile Justice (CD).

CJJ returns report

recommending

sweeping changes in

law and procedure

governing juveniles

in the courts.

Judicio-legal

"scanning" introduced

into systemwide court

planning process,

previewing emerging

trends.

First series of Leader-

ship Conferences for

all personnel and

judges.

Court-affiliated child

care launched.

Pilot projects

created to:

• link schools and

courts in education

programs

• produce first multi-

lingual video/audio

tapes explaining

judicial processes

• install interactive

videoconferencing

as an alternative

to physical appear-

ances at certain

hearings

• test programs

of automatic

transciption/"real-

time reporting"

• mandate mediation

of small claims

cases in selected

courts

Judicial Conduct and

Tenure Commission

created to conduct

ongoing judicial

performance reviews.

Office of Judicial

Innovation created.

Monthly Community

Justice Seminars

tested in two courts.

Standards certifying

court-affiliated

dispute resolution

providers issued.

Extended court hours

(evenings, weekends)

instituted.

Drug treatment

programs in prisons

expanded; prison

functional literacy

programs

inaugurated.

First Court Users

Conference held

to spearhead the

judiciary's efforts

to regain public

support for courts.

Extensive testing of

alternative dispute

resolution first

incorporated into

the Massachusetts

bar exam.

"Community activity"

requirement for

court professionals

instituted.

Management

training programs

for judges launched.

Videotape transcript

program piloted in

selected courts.

Unification of courts'

computer systems into

systemwide network.

First corps of judicial

ombudspeople

selected for training

from court rank and

file.

Alternative dispute

resolution training

curriculum for judges

developed.

CJIS (Comprehensive

Criminal Justice

Information System)

brought on-line in

Massachusetts.

Courthouse cafes/

cafeterias opened.

Telephone access to

multilingual justice

information offered.

"Courthouse of the

Future" prototype

opened.

Department of Court

Services formed.



First pool of cultural

interpreters selected

for training.

Customized judicial

software showcased.

Mandatory

sentencing

abolished.

New cadre of

magistrates appointed

to perform quasi-

judicial functions.

Opening of first

comprehensive

justice center

Local citizen

advisory teams

organized to work

with community

courts to guide

transition into state-

wide network of CJCs.

On-site emergency

social services/off-

site referral program

instituted.

Completion of state-

wide installation of

interactive video

terminals in central

and satellite CJCs

Post-law-school

required internships

first instituted in

Massachusetts.

Computer program

to provide legalese"/

English translation

marketed

. r _ v -.

computer programs

installed in

comprehensive

lusnce centers to

conduct cose assess-

ments review dispute

resolution ophons,

examine costs,

outcomes and

settlements

CW Jushce

Fernandez

—
. -ces

appointment of a

new Commission

on to Future of

to Courts
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There should he some arm of the court there

to show that it's not "big brother, " that it's

sensitize, to make peoplefeel welcome when

they walk up the steps to the courthouse, that

it's not a big monster, that it's their right to

walk into that courtroom and stand upfor

whatever reason — not with a heavy heart

butfeeling mat people will relate to them.

Paul Faucher

Springfield Public Hearing

November 14, 1990

VISION
We envision ajustice system in 2022 that

creates and reflects the values of a just

society. Among these values are equality,

the inherent dignity of every human being,

mutual respect for difference, fairness, full

participation in political and social life, and

an ethic of shared responsibility for one

another. We see in 2022 a society that

acknowledges and cherishes these values,

that reflects these values in its institutions,

and that has closed the gulf that today

separates our values from ourjustice s\-stem.

We envision in 2022 ajustice svstem that

leads society in recognizing and realizing

these values, not one that drags behind

and resists change, and ajusuce svstem that

embodies these values in its procedures

and substantive rules. We see a justice

system whose purpose is to bring these

values to other social institutions, both to

those we now call "private" and to those

we now call "public."

The justice svstem of 2022 will be an

institution amenable to change. It will

understand the inevitability of rapid and

significant change in society, and it will be

able and willing to anticipate and respond

to such change. It will be an institution that

is dynamic, not static. Its procedures will be

flexible, and its strucmre and processes

will be open to intelligent revision.

In our \ision of the future, courts will

continue to be the public institution to

which individuals and groups turn for

redress when other social and public

institutions have failed. Courts will continue

to develop as institutions w here we can go

to obtain justice and, in finding justice, to

further our sense of what justice is and

what it requires.

Creating the future is a matter of conscious,

willing choice. We can create a society far

more just than the one w e know today.

The first act in creating that societv is to

imagine it. "If something can take place

in the world of the imagination, it can

take place." 1

"ACCESS TO JUSTICE"
Access to justice means more than simply

access to courts, lawyers, and the judicial

process. The presence of an attorney or

the existence of ajudicial forum do not

themselves assure that justice will be done.

Providing access to justice means providing

the opportunity for a just result.

Access to justice was born, as an idea and as

a commitment, out of the recognition that

society is often deeply unjust; the very concept

of access tojustice would have little meaning

in a trulyjust society. While it points up

society's injustice, "access to justice" also

signals society's passion for justice.

What makes a societv- just? The answer lies

in part in the idea and ideal of democracy:

as a moral and a political matter all people

are equal, and all people should participate

in the life of the community. While equal,

people are also very different from one

another. Our concept ofjustice should

recognize and build on these differences.

Equal is not "same." Equal here means that

each person deserves equal concern and

equal respect Participation in the community

means that each person brings to the

community his or her individual background,

hopes, and points of view.

When we speak of "differences" among

people we speak of differences from one

another, not departures from the paradig-

matic able-bodied, English-speaking, property-

owning, white man that has historically

been the measure of a person's fitness to

participate in public life in the Common-
wealth and elsewhere. But even today that

historical measure still determines, either

explicitly or implicitly, who does and does

not participate in the public life of the

community. It is in this sense, then, that

we can say that society is unjust.

Real access in our view implies the creation

of a system that truly belongs to the people.

Inherent in this concept is the institution

of a culture of public service among court

personnel. Justice system users must be

convinced that they have the right and the

responsibility to challenge poor treatment

and to participate fully in creating the law

that governs their affairs.

This is a condensed and edited version of the report of the Access to Justice Task Force. The complete report

may be obtained from the Public Information Office of the Supreme Judicial Court. The views expressed and

recommendations made herein are those of the task force and do not necessarily represent those of the

Commission. Task force members were: Ruth M. Batson and Lonnie A. Powers, co-chairs; Hon. Christopher J.

Armstrong, Regina F. Lee, Hon. Mary B. Muse, and Margaret D. Xifaras, members; Margot Kempers, special
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District CourtJudge Gordon Martin

testified before the Access to Justice Task

Force in Roxbury that "access means a

feeling of belonging and understanding

what's going on." Mamie Warner and Donald

Dunn, both law librarians, stressed that

access to justice requires access to infor-

mation. Information, critical as it is, does

not create understanding, however. And
even understanding does not necessarily

bring about a sense of belonging.

Most people who use (indeed, depend on)

the justice system do not have a sense of

power and responsibility. They do not

believe that the justice system belongs to

them; some may even doubt that they are

entitled tojustice. This should be no surprise.

Most people have not had a hand in creating

the justice system under which they live.

Most people have not contributed to the

system's standards, rules, procedures, and

rationales. Most people find these rules

and rationales foreign. Most people have a

passive relationship with the justice system;

the system merely acts upon them. This does

not equal a sense of belonging, in which

the public feels it owns and is responsible

for the justice system. This is not the justice

system of a real democracy.

BARRIERS TO JUSTICE
Justice todav is inaccessible for a great many.

Factors both extrinsic and intrinsic to the

justice system make this so. Among the

intrinsic is the adversarial system itself,

which in theory produces truth, in theory

leads to justice. Adversarial justice is not

always realjustice, as certain family disputes,

for instance, demonstrate. Other intrinsic

barriers are court procedures themselves:

rigid procedural requirements, incompre-

hensible ^egalese," and scheduling practices

that produce prolonged, unexplained

delays. Extrinsic barriers include poverty

and prejudice, which neither begin nor

end at the courthouse dooi

In most cases a complex set of factors, not

any one, prevents people from obtaining

justice. Poverty, for instance, often goes

hand in hand with lack of education and

prejudice. But the biggest barriers are

structural, and removing them will mean

redesigning the house ofjustice.

Economic Barriers

Our justice system depends on attorneys

but does not ensure that people in need of

attorneys always have them. Poor people,

and increasingly the middle class, suffer as

a result. As more parties appear pro se

(without counsel), more and more

bewildered litigants are lost in the maze.

Worse than the confusion is the unfairness.

In a recent study of housing courts, the

American Civil Liberties Union reported

diat nationally 71% to 80% of landlords

are represented by lawyers in housing

court proceedings, while only 5% to 10%

of tenants are represented. 2 Ominously,

in the New York housing courts there are

about 28,000 eviction orders a year, and

more than one-third of the families evicted

end up in New York's homeless shelters.
(

A 1987 study revealed that only 15%, or

one in six, of the legal needs of the poor in

Massachusetts were being met 1 There were,

as of 1987, more than 760,000 poor people

in the Commonwealth." This studv consid-

ered all of the government and privately

funded legal services for the poor. Among

the unmet legal needs were housing

(including evictions), familv law, receipt

of public assistance, and others equall)

critical. The irony here is obvious: the poor

are in greater need of legal help than the

non-poor and are are less able to obtain it.

Cultural and Linguistic Barriers

The Commonwealth is made up ol

people from a wide variety of cultures and

ethnicities. This has historically been the

case, and it will fx- the same in the future.

As a vivid example, in a five and a half

month period in 1988, of the 1,504 people

who appeared in criminal matters before a

single judge in Roxbury Distric t (Court, just

over 80% were North American, including

Black Americans. L'.S.-bom Caucasians.

American-born Hispanics. American-bom

Cape Yerdeans, (Canadian-born blacks, and

Caucasian Quebequois. Slight tlv more than

10.5% were from (Central and I.atin America

(Puerto Rico, (Cuba, Honduras. (Colombia.

Panama. Guatemala, Yenezuela. Peru. (Costa

Rica, El Salvador. Mexico, and Argentina).

Nearly 6% were Caribbean, from the

Dominican Republic, Jamaica, Haiti, Bar-

bados, Trinidad, the West Indies (exact

locale unknown), and the Virgin Islands.

Slightlv more than 1% were Portuguese-

speaking and were either Cape Yerdean.

Brazilian, or Portuguese. Nearlv 1% were

from Africa: Nigeria. Morocco. Ethiopia,

Senegal, Tanzania, Sierra Leone, and the

Sudan. Others present in small percentages

were Europeans (from Russia, (iennanv.

including German-bom blacks. Greece.

Italv, and Turkev ); Asians (from Korea.

China, and Yiemam): Middle Easterners

(from Iran and Iraq): and South Pacific

Islanders (from the Philippines)."

There are clear impediments to justice for

such a diverse population. Differences in

customs and traditions can create misun-

derstandings in court, as elsewhere. The

shortage of language interpreters causes

delavs and confusion. Because conn

personnel and judges do not reflect the

diversity of the Massachusetts population,

an increasing number of conn users feel

little or no connection to the svstem.
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Barriers Against Children

"Ifwe do not involve our kids in our

judicial system . . . we've lost a generation

in some ways. And that generation is going

to raise the next generation. Somehow

between now and the year 2020, we must

intercede, we must make our children feel

that this is where they should come for

justice, that they don't have to deal out

justice on the streets."

Leslie Harris, Esq.

Roxbury Public Hearing

February 13, 1991

Family problems, particularly those involving

children, pose unique and urgent problems

for thejustice system. Children are the most

unrepresented constituency in the courts

and therefore the most vulnerable. They

are increasingly not products of traditional

families. And seldom is there any special

physical accommodation made for children

in court, or for litigants with children.

Barriers Against the Elderly

and the Physically and Mentally

Handicapped

The task force acknowledges the particular

needs of the sight- and hearing-impaired.

Today there are more than 30,000 residents of

the Commonwealth who are legally blind

and more than 40,000 who are completely

deaf.
7 Greater access for thesejustice system

users could be obtained through reduced

delay, better training for court personnel,

and technology. For instance, in "realtime

reporting" a court reporter's stenograph is

connected to a computer, the notes are

translated instantaneously, and the words

appear on computer screens only seconds

after they are spoken — a significant

advantage for hearing-impaired people.
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The preamble of the report of the American

Bar Association's 1991 national conference

on the court-related needs of the elderly

and persons with disabilities says in part:

the justice system should commit itself to

the removal of attitudinal barriers and

serve as a model of accessibility based on

the principle of "universal design," which

requires a barrier-free and technologically

enhanced environment in which what is

needed by one is available to all.
8

The Barriers of Prejudice

'Tribal members believed that they were

getting their day in court not because of

the legal merits of their case, but rather

because they stood out (as do most Indian

Tribes) as an embarrassing reminder to

the legal system that "equal justice

for all" is a myth.'*'

Margot Kempers

Associate Professor ofSociology

Fitchburg State College

As ably documented in the work of the

Supreme Judicial Court's Commission to

Study Racial and Ethnic Bias in the Courts

and Committee for Gender Equality, many

members of racial and ethnic groups and

women feel unwelcome in the courts or are

subject to discriminatory treatment. This

biased treatment, in addition to prejudice

against the economically disadvantaged and

the "disabled," is clearly not tolerable in

that institution from which society most

expects fairness: our courts.

Barriers Against Victims

"Our son gets murdered. Now we start in

with the court process .... There's a lot of

avenues people are going down, but

they're not taking us with them .... There's

no sensitivity .... We have to sit there, go

through the steps without having any type

of input .... You have to stand in the same

hallway with the murderer .... [T]here

should have been someone from the court

that would've had a system, an agenda, to

tell you 'This is where you're going.

This is what's going to happen.
"

PaulFaucher

Springfield Public Hearing

November 14, 1990

In its hearings around the Commonwealth,

the Access to Justice Task Force heard

impassioned and poignant testimony from

victims who said they often felt superfluous

to the justice process. In criminal proceed-

ings they felt that they seldom had an

opportunity to tell their story, to talk about

the effects of crime on them. Victims and

their survivors felt that the courts and/or

otherjustice agencies should have made

greater efforts to initiate contact with them,

to guide them through the labyrinth that is

the criminaljustice system. A comprehensive

victim (and witness) assistance program

that provides high-quality personal advocacy

assistance is important.

BLUEPRINT FOR CHANGE
The future we hope to create is emphatically

not one that replicates the present. The

future we would like to inhabit and bequeath

to our children and our children's children

must not exacerbate society's deep divisions.

We do not wish, for example, to create a

two-tier system in which the wealthy can

purchase prompt, qualityjustice and others

must wait. We envision equal access, across

the socioeconomic spectrum, to a range of

quality dispute resolution mechanisms and

to qualityjustice. Achieving these goals is

less a matter of invention than of will.



ComprehensiveJustice

The justice system should have a wide

variety of forums available to resolve

conflict, tailored to the wide variety of

disputes that come before the courts.

These forums will be accessible through

comprehensive justice centers (CJCs).

Comprehensive justice centers should be

located in large communities with satellites

in smaller communities (ombudspeople

with access to CJC resources through

advanced information and communication

technology).

In the future, relatively few matters may be

resolved through adjudication, perhaps

only serious criminal cases and certain civil

matters appropriate to the adversary process.

Litigation in which a party challenges the

practices of major institutions (hospitals,

prisons, schools, labor unions, large corpo-

rations) could merit a separate forum.

Lawyers in all major institutional disputes

(e.g., corrections litigation, redistricting,

school committee elections) could be

subsidized with public funds.

Both new and existing mediation programs

should be examined. Innovative mediation

and other dispute resolution initiatives (e.g.,

"assisted mediation" and "community-

wide" mediation) should be explored.

In the future, mediation will be available to

resolve personal disputes that arise within

families, at work, and among small com-

mercial parties. It will be tailored to situations

in which both parties have roughly equal

bargaining power and are in continuing

relationships.

In conflicts where one party is at a significant

"power" disadvantage (e.g., in landlord-

tenant, consumer-utility, consumer-business,

employer-employee relationships) , "assisted

mediation" may be appropriate. The party

lacking real bargaining power might be

assisted by a lawyer or other advocate, at

reduced charge or no charge, as necessary.

We imagine a future in which community-

wide mediation and conflic I resolution

programs will be available to address

patterns of violence, persistent prejudice,

or other divisive social problems. Court

personnel will convene meetings under

court auspices to aid the community in

fashioning solutions to persistent

problems when needed.

Certain specialized courts will still be

appropriate and will surely exist. Housing

and family courts are examples. These

courts might employ personnel with

special expertise, interest, talent, and

experience in the legal, social, economic,

and psychological aspects of disputes that

arise in these specialized areas. The family

court will be equipped with multidisciplinary

teams of social service workers, psychologists,

education counselors, and others. Children

will deserve the assistance of their own

advocates; if parent or guardian is unable

to pay, the court will arrange for an

advocate free of charge.

The comprehensive justice center should

be a place where people can obtain a

variety of public services, as well as

information about and referrals to

services the center cannot provide.

In addition to judicial services, the compre-

hensive justice center will be a place where

the public can obtain administrative and

other services. Hearings on public benefits,

license applications (of all kinds), zoning

board proceedings, and the like could be

conducted there, as could neighborhood

council proceedings, public meetings to

comment on the suitability of proposed

judicial personnel, and so on.

In providing comprehensive justice, the

courts should build working relationships

with other major social institutions, e.g.,

business and acidemia.

By making available external expertise

and revnirces, these partnerships will aid

the courts in the delivery of justice and will

also educate other institutions about the

processes and problems of the judiciary.

We recommend the creation of a standing

committee, "Action for Justice." n-prr-v-nuurw

and consisting of court users and legal

providers, to ensure the implementation

of the "access" recommendations in this

report and to develop others.

Its members should serve overlapping but

finite terms. It should have direct links to

the Supreme Judicial Court and interact

with courts on all levels, as well as other

institutions involved in the delivers of legal

services.

Other bodies should be created (focus

groups, community review panels. ad\isor\

committees, etc. ) to ensure regular and

diverse public comment on court rules

and practices.

Community review panels should be

established to receive compliments and

complaints about court procedures and

personnel and to consult with judges on

court operations. Members ofjun ptx)ls

should more often be used as sources of

information about the public's perception

of thejustice svstem. its needs, and solutions.

An annual working conference on the future

of the courts would allow those within and

outside die court svstem to chart regul.u h

the system's vovage into die future.

Hospitable Environment

In the future our justice svstem's facilities

will be clean, bright, aestheticalh satisfum.;.

and appropriate to the functions of justice.

Their architecture will reveal them to be

public spaces. "Public" will connote high

ceilings, light, art and sc ulpture from

the manv cultures that comprise the
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Commonwealth, and poems and pieces of

history about our society'. These facilities

will never be, as they so often are today,

drab, dirty, ill-lit, and poorly maintained.

The Action for Justice group should ensure

justice system compliance with the federal

Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and

devise additional ways to guarantee access

(such as "universal design" standards).

In the future court facilides will apply

"universal design" standards throughout

courthouses and comprehensive justice

centers to accommodate people of all ages

and abilities. Areas that may need redesign

include: parking areas, exterior steps, heavy

doors, security gates, interior stairs, floors

(too slippery, too many changes of level,

etc.), restrooms, counters, narrow hallways,

water fountains, public telephones, cafeterias,

waiting rooms, law libraries, thejudge's

bench, jury box andjury room, witness box,

counsel tables, public courtroom seating,

microphones, acoustics, and lighting. 10

Courts should incorporate information

and communication technology to inform

people about court processes and procedures

(e.g., by placing interactive videos at

information/reception booths in courthouse

entry areas, and later in comprehensive

justice centers).

Information booths will be staffed by multi-

lingual personnel who will welcome court

users. The booths will contain simple-to-use

computers, interactive video screens, and

other technologies to provide information

and to direct users. These machines will

operate in a wide variety of languages,

keyed to particular communities.

There should be clear, well-marked,

multilingual, easy-to-read signs in all

necessary languages throughout the courts.

In addition, all courthouses should provide

access to child-care facilities staffed by

high-quality, trained personnel. Each court-

house or comprehensive justice center

should have a cafeteria, where people

can wait, meet, and have a meal. A paging

system will inform patrons of the status of

proceedings. In criminal proceedings

there should be separate waiting areas for

defendants and for victims and witnesses.

Many court services should be offered

in the evenings and on weekends.

In the future, there will be expanded hours

of operation for court proceedings, to

better serve those who cannot easily attend

weekday sessions. Some services will be

available at all times (information,

scheduling, referrals, etc.) by telephone or

electronically through a system similar to

airline information and scheduling systems.

Improved Services

To a surprising extent, courts operate

today as they have for centuries. In 2022,

however, they will operate differendy and

provide a variety of services not available

today. Some of the services should enhance

the court's ability to better perform tradi-

tional roles, e.g., interpreter services. Other

services should reflect 2022's changed views

of the purpose and function of court

proceedings.

Each court and justice center should be

fully staffed with linguistic and "cultural"

interpreters, should be supported by

computer-assisted scheduling and other

sophisticated information technology,

and should offer social services both

on-site and off.

In 2022 courts and justice centers should

be adequately staffed with sensitive, skilled

personnel trained to interpret for those

who do not speak English. There should

be interpreters trained in American Sign

Language for the deafand hearing-impaired.

Interpreters should be trained in both the

language and culture of the people for

whom they are translating and in the

language and culture of the law. This

should enable the interpreters to translate

the words and their meanings for both the

litigants and the court personnel.

Scheduling practices of 2022 should ensure

that interpreters are on hand when needed

and that proceedings are not postponed

for lack of an available interpreter. Tech-

nology could assist in this process as

appropriate. Use of computer-assisted

scheduling systems would help to ensure

that cases will not be unexpectedly post-

poned or delayed and that all persons

necessary for a proceeding will be present

when the matter is called. Such scheduling

systems should be accessible by telephone

or electronically 24 hours a day.

By 2022 the justice system will acknowledge

that many of the cases that come to the

courts are difficult to cast as "legal" problems

solvable through "legal" solutions. Courts

today have become social service providers

of a sort. Social conflict is on the rise, and

institutions that have traditionally prevented

or resolved social conflict have lost some of

their authority (the family, the community,

religious institutions) or have been most

overwhelmed by caseloads at the moment

when they are most underfunded (social

service agencies) . As a result, people seek

from courts definitive and effective solutions

to problems that have not historically been

the province of the justice system. In a

letter to the Access to Justice Task Force,

Northeastern University Law School

Professor Mary O'Connell wrote:
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"Ourjudicial system is called upon to

redress and resolve a broader range of

issues than the court systems of virtually

every other country .... [The Probate and

Family Courts are] serving as an emergency

room for the rendering of social services.

Just as medical patients, lacking an entree

into the health care system, are now over-

loading emergency rooms with complaints

once handled by family physicians, so families

experiencing a variety of severe social

stresses are overwhelming our family courts."

As the justice sy stem comes to properly

understand that many cases involve complex

human problems with social and personal

dimensions not resolvable byjudicial decree,

it should consider making some social

services available within the courts or by

court referral to external programs. In the

future, psychologists and other counselors

might be employed by the courts to assist

people when referrals cannot be quickly

made and in other emergencies. Court

partnerships with training institutions,

hospitals, and universities would promote

this objective. Placement in education and

training programs, family therapy, parent-

ing training, Big Brother and Big Sister

programs, mentor programs, substance

abuse counseling, and programs for elderly

and handicapped shut-ins are among the

social services most needed.

Court personnel should be highly

sensitive to illiteracy and other

impediments to access.

Appropriate services should be provided 10

those who cannot read and write. Function-

ally illiterate court users obviously require

special assistance. In 2022 illiteracy services

should include provision of litigant advocates,

counsel, and referral to literacy education

programs. Court employees should provide

these services in a warm and direct manner

and avoid any action that tends to stigmatize

or exclude the illiterate justice seeker.

The courts of the future should provide

advocates for those who need them.

What the task force has in mind here are

those individuals in especially vulnerable

positions without her or his own advocate.

In such cases a court-supplied advocate

should be provided to guide the individual

through the dispute resolution process.

Location of court facilities and

transportation problems should be

addressed.

Many barriers to access are related to

transportation. Affordable transportation

must be available to all courthouses and

justice centers.

The courts of the future should provide

simplified forms, "do-it-yourself" packets,

and computerized instruction programs.

By 2022 the court should have revised its

procedural forms to make them simple,

straightforward, and non-technical. They

should be available in a range of languages.

Through the use of interactive video and

computer programs all will have access to

justice system procedures and information.

Courts should work to ensure access for

those who do not have use of computers

and should provide speech recognition

technology (which allows text creation and

control by voice instead of by typing) to

ensure computer access for individuals with

disabilities. Computerized instruction

programs, multilingual and in plain, direct

language will be available on computers

for public use in the courts, justice centers,

libraries, and by remote electronic inter-

face. These instruction programs would

accompany information pamphlets and do-

it-yourself packets for a variety of legal

actions, such as divorces, spousal abuse

petitions, and consumer complaints.

We recognize that encouraging pro v
proceedings raises iroublevjme issues,

and we recommend a review bv a litigant

advocate in all possible rases.

Court Personnel

Justice system personnel should embodv

an ethic of puhlic service, demonstrate

respect, and preserve dignity.

The courts of today are staffed with manv

devoted public servants who understand

the ethic of serving the public. In the future,

court personnel will be respectful, attentive

to inquiries and concerns, welcoming, and

aware that participants in the justice process

are often troubled and vulnerable.

In the future, justice system personnel

should represent a mix of women and men
from all ethnic, racial, and cultural groups

in the Commonwealth.

Court personnel will be able, committed,

patient, and courteous. In the future, no

one group will dominate the ranks. Clerks,

judges, litigant advocates, probation officers,

court officers, mediators, hearing officers,

and others should be women and men
with Hispanic. .Asian. .African .American.

Caucasian, and other origins. Their back-

grounds will as often reflect economic

struggle as economic privilege.

Diversity training and other ongoing

educational programs should be available

for and required of all court personnel.

Diversity training programs will educate

court employees about the manv cultures

ofthe Commonwealth's citizens, explore

preconceptions, and teach the need for

mutual respect and wavs of demonstrating

it. These programs will join manv other

continuing educational opportunities and

requirements for court personnel of the

future.
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Public accountability mechanisms for

judges, other decision-making officials,

and other court personnel, as well as

mechanisms for public involvement in

the selection ofjudges and other judicial

decision makers, should be developed.

In the future, the community will be notified,

through local press and electronic and

other means, of the names ofcandidates for

judicial and non-judicial justice system

positions; and they will be invited to com-

ment. Mechanisms will also be created to

allow the public to offer names for consi-

deration for appointment to judicial posts.

We are not recommending the election of

judges, only that there be opportunities

for public input.

Working conditions and arrangements

for court personnel should be improved.

In the future, we imagine courts will be

adequately staffed to perform their varied

functions. Educational and other career

development programs will be available to

court personnel, and participation in these

programs will be encouraged. By 2022 family

leave policies for court personnel will have

been long established; flexible work arrange-

ments that reflect changes in the nature of

the work place will be common. There will be

an ombudsperson to hear the complaints

and concerns of court personnel.

Delivery of Legal Services

In 2022 every person who needs legal

representation or advice will receive it.

To this end, changes in the structure of

the legal services delivery system in the

( Commonwealth are essential.

The right to representation in all vital legal

matters must be guaranteed. There should

be a substantial pool of public legal service

providers and public service programs

for practicing attorneys and recent law

school graduates.
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By 2022 every person in the Commonwealth

with an essential legal need will have access

to legal representation, guaranteed by the

court. In our view, "essential" legal needs

include help for legal problems involving

housing (e.g., evictions), health care, public

benefits, and divorces, to name a few.

By 2022 there will be many different kinds

of legal providers. The bar will have greatly

loosened its grip on the legal profession,

and current debate over "practicing law

without a license" will have resulted in a

differentiated system of providing assistance

to users of thejustice system. The important

role played by those known today as

"paralegals" will be acknowledged and

their prestige enhanced.

There will be new, specialized roles in

supplying legal services. One type of legal

provider could be trained in the counseling

profession and could accompany disputants

to court in matters that are legally routine

but emotionally difficult for the parties

involved. Others might be specialists in

certain areas of the law characterized by

routine, predictable procedures but heavy

with paper and process— uncontested

divorces, real estate transactions, for

example. Still others might specialize

strictly in administrative practice.

In the future, there will be an adequate

pool of government-paid attorneys and

other legal providers for people who do

not have the means to obtain such services.

Those in need of dispute resolution services

could be charged a sliding-scale fee based

on income. Funding for such providers

could come not only from general revenues

but from user fees. Such fees might be

determined by the size of the claim a

disputant is pressing, the resources it

represents, and the disputant's success.

Revenue could also be raised through public

fines against disputants who have violated

public standards (environmental standards,

housing codes, civil rights laws, etc.).

As another means of bridging the gap

between the need for and the provision

of legal services, public service should be

made a condition of bar membership.

Volunteer efforts known in the legal field

as {no bono publico (for the public good)

should be made universal.

All attorneys should be recertified every

10 years, and a demonstration that the

attorney has participated in a significant

amount of public service should be one

of the requirements for recertification.

The options for fulfilling the public service

requirement will be very broad, both in the

substantive areas in which lawyers can offer

their services and in the means by which

they can provide these services.

In the future, new attorneys should spend

some reasonable period of time (12-18

months) as paid apprentices, subject to

direction by experienced attorneys, in a

wide variety of public service programs.

Law students who obtained government or

private loans to finance their legal education

could perhaps partially pay off the loans by

continuing to work in public service.

To ensure affordablejustice there should be

both public and private legal insurance plans.

By 2022 such plans might be a regular

employee benefit. Employers over a certain

size could provide legal insurance covering

routine legal matters. The Commonwealth

could provide legal insurance to those who

are unemployed or who otherwise do not

have legal insurance through their work

place, such as small employers, seasonal

workers, part-time workers, and self-

employed persons. These plans will

emphasize preventive legal care and

will be analogous to universal health

insurance plans.



In the future, there will he walk-in legal

clinics, lawyers will advertise regularly and

responsibly, and law school clinics will have

expanded so that all law students will

participate in some kind oflegal clinic

(counseling, tax preparation, litigation

representation, rural legal services, etc.).

There should be new laws to shift fees

in appropriate cases and ensure equal

access to justice.

Attorneys' fees and litigation costs mav be

borne bv unsuccessful civil rights, environ-

mental, and other institutional defendants.

Perhaps the cost of successful litigation

against die Comm< mwealth should be borne

bv the Commonwealth. New laws to effect

such changes would better encourage

private parties to undertake litigation to

redress broad statutory and constitutional

affronts, effectivelv acting as private

attorneys general.

Education for the Just Society

"You take the $8 billion that they were

talking about last vear adding to the war on

drugs and you put it to work in the war on

ignorance in this country."

Leslie Harris, Esq.

Roxbury Public Hearing

February 13, 1991

Education is the non-discretionary element

in our preferred future. Education is the

means to independent thinking, to self-

respect, to connection to society, to

participation in community life.

We recommend programs to link schools

with courts, to enable judges and other

court personnel to visit schools, and to

encourage students to visit and work

within the courts.

Peer review panels and conflict resolution

curricula should be dev eloped and expanded.

In the future, schools should include in

their curricula courses in legal rights and

responsibilities and conflict resolution.

To accomplish this goal, schools should

develop an institutional affiliation with

courts. Judges, court peisomiel, lawyers,

and other legal prov iders will participate

in school programs. Students will visit and

observe courts on a regular basis as part of

their education. Thev will be encouraged

to think critically about what thev see.

Courts will facilitate programs where

students work within the system, such as

the Judicial Youth Corps, a cooperative

partnership between the Massac husetts

courts and the Boston public schools.

We envision a future in which schools

establish their own judicial systems."

Peer review panels for student discipline

and other matters should be developed

and expanded.

Students would learn about shared

responsibility, how to use dispute resolution

techniques, and how to be advocates tot

diemselves and others. As diey cycle through

various positions in their "justice system,"

thev will see disputes from more than one

point of view. As community activist Mel

King said at the task force's Roxburv public

hearing:

"In these institutions [todav ] our youth

aren't dealt with bv their peers. And if that

is a value in the administration ofjustice

then we've got to take a look at \\a\ s for

vouth to lie dealt widi bv dieir peers . . . people

who in some way can understand them."

Finally, education about the justice system

will continue after formal schooling ends.

Educational programs for members of the

community as well as for court personnel

should be promoted. Sessions at compre-

hensive justice centers will offer courses

about basic rights and responsibilities and

the availability of services.
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Discourage litigation. Persuade your neighbors

to compromise wheneveryou can. Point out to

them how the nominal winner is often a real

loser— infees, expenses, and waste of time.

Abraham Lincoln

VISION

In 2022 justice in Massachusetts will be

much transformed yet much the same.

Its sameness will derive from adherence

to principles (freedom, fairness, and due

process) that have secured the foundations

ofjustice in Massachusetts for 300 years. Its

transformation will come in significant part

from the greater use of alternative dispute

resolution (ADR) processes, still consistent

with those fundamental principles yet as

varied as necessary to fit the types of

disputes 30 years hence.

Democracy is premised on several basic

notions. One is that in a democratic society

eveiy person has the basic responsibility for

his or her individual destiny. An element of

that responsibility is the effective resolution

of conflict. In 2022, although there will

exist a wide range of public and private

dispute resolution sen-ices, the individual

will participate much more fully in the

resolution of his or her own conflicts.

In the future, alternative dispute resolution

processes will increasingly be seen as effective

alternatives to trial. There will be a special

emphasis on participator)' processes that

seek consensus and common ground.

Similarly, in all dispute resolution the

primary objective will be the recognition

and disposition of underlying issues and

not just the treatment of symptoms. Dispu-

tants will be given a range of options for

effectively resolving their disputes.

The impetus for this changed world

will derive in large part from an increased

acceptance of these and related objectives

and from an increasingly well-informed

and cost-conscious public able to evaluate

which disputes warrant a traditional trial

(a limited and expensive resource even in

2022). The institutionalization ofADR will

not come, as some critics suggest, merely

from the need to combat congested dockets

and relieve overburdenedjudges.

The centerpiece of this vision of an alter-

native justice system of the future is the

comprehensive justice center (CJC). The

CJC, ofwhich there will be a network across

the Commonwealth, will resemble a marriage

between a court and an administrative office

of today. Like today's courts the CJCs will

be operated, financed, and managed by the

Commonwealth. They will also house facilities

for processing civil complaints, as well as

minor criminal matters directed there by

police and other criminal justice agencies.

There the resemblance to today's courts ends.

The CJCs will be the dispute-screening and

referral centers of the Massachusetts justice

system, and the providers of court-annexed

dispute resolution services. Each CJC will

act as the point of initial contact for all

cases other than serious criminal matters.

As quickly as disputes enter the CJC they

will be evaluated and redirected. Some
will remain in-house, sent on tojudges,

mediators, arbitrators, and mini-trial

adjudicators. Others may be sent outside,

to neighborhood justice centers, to social

service agencies, and to a range of other

commercial and non-profit dispute resolu-

tion providers. Thereafter the CJC will

track each dispute's progress along the

chosen avenue to justice.

The judicial branch will manage the CJC

network. The CJCs, in turn, will exercise

oversight and quality control functions with

respect to the universe of court-annexed

and private dispute resolution providers to

whom they refer cases. Almost all cases will

enter the system through the CJC. While

fewer cases will go to trial in 2022, those

that do will be conducted in the CJC itself.

Thus by 2022 the justice system will be

wearing an important new hat. As well as

adjudicating disputes it will manage a vast

array of public dispute resolution services.

Justice system personnel, both judges and

others, will be skilled, trained, and committed

to matching the problem to the appropriate

forum. They will long since have been

persuaded of the virtues of a variety of

dispute resolution options both within

and outside of the courts.

A number of newjob descriptions will exist

in the CJC of the future. Cultural interpre-

ters will be available to serve a multiethnic,

multilingual population. Intake counselors

will educate and inform walk-in disputants.

Where necessary these intake counselors

will help translate problems into claims

and complaints. They will also manage the

actual referral ofdisputes to the appropriate

form of dispute resolution, in the CJC or

elsewhere. Ambiguous or especially complex
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matters will be diverted to a screening

counselor who will meet with the parties

— perhaps via interactive video links—
to clarify issues and explore all dispute

resolution options. Because screening

counselors will be trained mediators many

cases will be resolved at that initial conference.

CJC processes will be swift, efficient, and

readily understandable. Most business will

arrive via communicator screens, as widely

available and as easy to use in 2022 as the

telephone is today. Walk-ins will be encour-

aged. Once screened and referred, disputes

will be tracked by case managers who will

take personal interest in and responsibility

for individual cases and will ensure timely

and appropriate action. As a result of this

hands-on tracking, "re-referrals" will be

possible as cases once appropriate for one

path (arbitration, for instance) change in

character and become better suited to

another (mediation).

Technology will play an important role in

this new: world. We have already mentioned

interactive video technology and commu-

nication screens. Equipped with facsimile

transmission capabilities and able to translate

all major languages instantly, the CJC's

ability to provide access to justice will be as

simple as pressing aJUSTICE key. In addi-

tion, expert systems and other artificial

intelligence programs will be available to

help disputants analyze and evaluate conflicts

and learn about various dispute resolution

methods and possible dispute remedies.

In actual dispute resolution forums long-

distance participation by one or more parties

will be possible in both two-dimensional

(interactive video) and three-dimensional

(hologram) formats. The net result of this

technological innovation will be enhanced

access to justice that is more affordable and

convenient.

By 2022 another important piece of the

disputing puzzle will be in place: educational

programs aimed at changing attitudes

about conflicts and how to address them.

From the pre-elementary years onward

schooling will impress upon our children

the value of constructive problem solving,

of mutual admission of fault, and of finding

mutually acceptable solutions. Different

expectations about the appropriate role

of adjudication and other forms of dispute

resolution will emerge. Schools will also

require basic education in dispute resolution

methods, ensuring that every citizen of the

Commonwealth has at least a rudimentary

understanding of negotiation and mediation.

Conflict will be minimized. Where disputes

cannot be prevented they will often be

resolved by the disputants without the aid

of any external dispute resolution service.

Education about dispute resolution theory

and practice will not be limited to primary

and secondary schools. Consistent with its

responsibility to provide the highest quality

justice at reasonable cost, thejustice system, in

partnership with the bar, will devise and

implement programs to train lawyers and

inform parties about the use ofADR options.

Beyond that, bench and bar will take a

leadership role in encouraging the public

to accept new dispute-resolving techniques

and in inventing ever more innovative

methods to address the unforeseeable

disputes of the future.

Although its components are several,

the vision is simple. Public attitudes about

disputes and their resolution will be radically

different. Those conflicts that do reach

the level of "disputes" will be individuallv

screened and referred early. Unlike todaj

.

the forum will be matched to the case.

Multiple avenues to justice will ensure that

problems— not symptoms— are honest 1\

addressed. Litigation, though unlikely to be

absent from the world of 2022, will lie less

fashionable. Justice will be more effective,

more affordable, and more satisfying.

ACHIEVING THE VISION

The vision will not become reality

overnight. Some innovation will surely

occur in the near term (one to five years),

but other progress will take much longer.

More important than any single step is the

consistent forward movement toward a

high-quality, comprehensive, options-based

public system for resolving disputes.

Institutionalizing Variety

in Dispute Resolution

Comprehensive Justice Centers

The comprehensive justice center is central

to our recommendations. As noted earlier,

the concept behind the CJC is providing

from a single location access to a wide range

of dispute resolution options both before

and after any case is filed. Counseling,

dispute screening, referral, and on-site

adjudicatory and non-adjudicatorv dispute

resolution arejust a few of the services a CJC

can provide. CJCs will be located across the

Commonwealth and, as we have said, will

be accessed either in person or from remote

locations, such as home, office, communin
center kiosks, and so on.

For the new CJC network we recommend

considering the adaptation of existing

facilities. District courts, for instance, are

numerous and widelv located. Although

designed for todav 's adjudicatory proceed-

ings, space for other dispute resolution

processes could be designed into the

Commonwealth's rehabilitated courthtxLses

over the next 30 vears.

We recommend building on existing

ADR innovations and programs in the

Commonwealth. Thev are not onlv

valuable near-term models for dispute

resolution methods: thev are also effective

laboratories for collecting ADR data, such

as determining which conflicts are most
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appropriate to which dispute resolution

procedures, which stages of a conflict are

best suited to a particular dispute resolution

technique, and how screening can best

be accomplished.

Accordingly, we recommend the creation

of a network of CJGs, committed to easily

accessed multi-option justice.

Funding

Central to the vision is affordability. The

choice of dispute resolution process must

not be dictated bv the user's abilitv to pay.

Thus, like today's courts, the CJCs must

be publicly funded.

We also envision an important future role

for private dispute resolution services, both

commercial and non-profit. We emphasize

that what is proposed here is not a two-

tiered system in which monied "haves" opt

for private justice, while poorer "have nots"

are shunted off to the state system. To the

contrary, private dispute resolution pro-

\iders are expected to work in concert

with CJCs to meet the demand for varied

senices. Nor will .ADR become another

costly "hoop" through which the poor must

jump as an antecedent to adjudication.

\ irtuallv all cases will originate in the CJC;

costs will be borne by the Commonwealth.

Mandatory Use of Alternative

Dispute Resolution Procedures

Alternative dispute resolution has the

capacity to address conflict fairly, creatively,

affordably, and in a timelv fashion. Often

the result for the disputant is a much higher

level of satisfaction — certainly a much
lower level of frustration — than from

man) adjudicatory proceedings. Yet those

unfamiliar with ADR procedures are often

reluctant to use them. Accordinglv, we

believe that required partic ipation in ADR
is appropriate under certain circumstances.

Mandator) ADR can take different forms,

h can amount simply to requiring attendance

at an educational session that describes

dispute resolution options, or it can involve

mandator) participation in a particular

dispute resolution process. It can be required

b) categorj ol case (e.g., all personal injury

c ases must be reviewed by a c ase evaluator)

or bv ajudge's referral of a specific case

after pre-trial review. It can occur after filing,

as in the examples above, or can be a pre-

requisite to filing. These are questions of

public policy, w hich is customarily made 1>\

legislative bodies. Indeed Massachusetts has

a statute (Mass. Gen. L. ch. 21 IB, § 19) that

gives the chief administrative justice authority,

within limits, to establish a "mandatory

alternative dispute resolution program.''

We expect that bv 2022 the benefits ofADR
will be self-e\ident and that it will have sold

itself. In the near term we recommend that

parties be compelled to participate in

mediation, arbitration, case evaluation, or

other dispute-resolving procedures where

such referral would aid in the more effective

disposition of the case, provided that:

• the parties' rights to trial are preserved;

• ajudge has the power to allow a

disputant to "opt out" of the mandatory

procedure for good cause shown;

• mandatory procedures do not impose

any additional financial burdens on

litigants beyond the normal filing fee;

• referral is to highly skilled professionals;

and

• mandatory automatic referral is not used

in certain kinds of cases more fully

described below.

Exemptions from Alternative

Dispute Resolution

Some matters will be inappropriate for and

should be exempted from .ADR. While in

2022 the comprehensive justice center's

intake screener will have thejudgment and

acumen to make such determinations, in

the near term ajudge, acting in his or her

discretion, is the appropriate partv to make

that decision.

There are some classes of cases, however,

that screeners and judges should perhaps

not be permitted to refer to ADR for reasons

of public policy. While we are sympathetic

to the view that private parties, assisted bv

the court, should be able to settle their

cases as they wish, unimpeded by public

interests, there are two types of cases that

clearly point to possible limitations on this

view. First there are cases in which die public's

interest is paramount. Serious criminal

cases are the most obvious example in this

category. Second there are important cases

in which one party agrees to mediate but

does so without die freedom or competence

necessary for meaningful negotiation.

A dramatic example of such a case might

be spousal abuse.

There are additional non-generic problems

arising in particular cases. For example, if

.ADR would interfere with a person's abilitv

to use the court's coercive power to obtain

eridence, or to bring an important third

party to die table, or to deal widi a complex

compliance issue, then the wisdom ofusing

it is questionable. We recommend that guide-

lines be developed that would delineate the

circumstances in which referral to alternative

dispute resolution is inappropriate.
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EncouragingJudicial Use of

Alternative Dispute Resolution

Until CJC intake screeners are well in place,

judges must decide whether and when a

case will benefit from ADR. The role of the

judge in encouraging parties to experiment

with dispute resolution procedures is complex

and sometimes subtle. Today it is often only a

judge who can successfully encourage parties

and counsel to give it a try. We recognize

that there are delicate issues of potential

judicial coercion here. Still, we recommend

matjudges be explicitly encouraged to refer

cases to ADR. We further recommend train-

ing forjudges in the uses and limits ofADR.

A related issue concerns present-dayjudges

performing some of those functions that

in 2022 will be performed by CJC neutrals,

specifically participating as a neutral in

negotiations aimed at settling particular

cases. Such a role is not unknown today.

Again we acknowledge the potential for

coercion, most likely unintended, of parties

byjudges. However, in our view the risk is

outweighed by the potential benefits of

havingjudges involved from time to time in

some non-adjudicatory dispute resolution.

The court should provide, for those judges

who desire it, education both in ADR and

setdement techniques, and in the appropri-

ate limits on such a role for ajudge.

The Attorney's Role in

Alternative Dispute Resolution

In the future, the relationship of the lawyer

to ADR will be much changed. While today

the role of the dispute resolution lawyer is

most often that of an advocate, it was not

so long ago that the role wasjust as often

that of conciliator. Counseling, advising,

and problem solving generally were the

skills that attracted clients to lawyers.

There is today a trend in some f ull-service

law firms to create the institutional ability to

advise and represent clients in all available

dispute resolution forums. Indeed, some

firms have "ADR partners." This trend is

likely to continue as clients become increa-

singly sophisticated about the range of

available dispute resolution options.

The initial attorney-client interview is often

the first opportunity for clients to learn

about the potential costs and benefits of

utilizing any one ofmany dispute resolution

options. The lawyer, then, has a critical

role to play in informing and educating

about the disputing environment. In every

appropriate case attorneys should discuss

with clients the advantages and disadvantages

of all available dispute resolution options.

Openness of Dispute

Resolution Proceedings

In the future, an increasing number of

conflicts will be referred to non-adjudicat< wry

.

justice-system-managed dispute resolution

processes. As in adjudicator)' proceedings,

the issue of the public's "right to know" poses

real dilemmas, although in adjudication,

at least, the right is presumptive. The con-

cept of public access is founded on several

principles: public confidence is enhanced

by openness; publicly supported dispute

resolution processes must be as accountable

and subject to public scrutiny as any

other public process; secrecy holds out

the possibility of exploitation; and closed

proceedings can affect third parties and

the public generally, all ofwhom have a

right to know.

Privacy in dispute resolution also has its

arguments: a private conflict should not be

the stage on which to act out grand policv

disputes; commercial transactions of ten

involve business-sensitive information

entitled to confidentiality; and negotiated

settlements are statisticalK more likely to

succeed when protected from tin-

inhibiting glare of publicity

A number of significant distint tions attend

this debate. Should the public haw ar r ess

to the process? The result' (h both? ShoukI

a different standard govern adjudicative

and mediative proceedings? Should some

members of the public (e.g., affected third

parties) have different rights of access

than, say, the press? Shejuld openness be

determined by whether a court is called on

to enforce an agreement? Should a specific

policy control, or does judicial discretion

better serve the private and public interests

in certain matters?

Such questions are at the frontier of dispute

resolution policy . They will require much

additional investigation and consideration

before satisfactory answers are found. In

some instances specific statutorv provisions

(such as open-meeting laws) mav govern.

In view of these considerations we

recommend the following:

For court-connected proceedings:

• Adjudicative proceedings (e.g.. court-

annexed arbitration ) should be

presumptively open. The outcome should

normally be part of the public record.

• Settlement procedures (e.g., court-

annexed mediation and summaryjury trial i

should normally be private. Any resulting

settlement should also normally be

confidential, unless the court, for good

cause shown, orders otherwise.

For non-court-connected proceedings:

• Dispute resolution proceedings and out-

comes should normally not be open to

the public.

• Where a court is called on to enforce the

outcome of such pnxvedings, courts may

review the proceeding to be sure it

complied with procedural standards

(e.g., the parties were apprised of the

desirabilitv of recourse to an attornev).
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Quality of Service

In the future, as today, high-quality personnel,

services, and facilities will be needed to

ensure public trust and confidence in the

wide array of dispute resolution processes

that will be available. The following recom-

mendations are intended to provide a

framework for the development and

enhancement of high-quality service and

public trust in the coming years.

Qualifications of Dispute

Resolution Service Providers

The skills of a good dispute resolver are

sophisticated and subtle. They should not

automatically be inferred from either an

appropriate temperament or a law school

degree. We recommend that serious

attention be given to assuring the professional

competence and integrity of dispute

resolution service providers. This is parti-

cularly true where the service is mandated

by a court or where an outside provider

receives court referrals.

Standards to measure competent mediation

practice are still evolving and are likely to

continue to do so for a number of years.

We recommend that the Massachusetts

courts establish a procedure for approving

dispute resolution providers who work for

or on behalf of the courts. We further

recommend that in approving service

providers the court do so on the basis of

ADR skills demonstrated in performance

evaluations and relevant subject matter

knowledge demonstrated in appropriate

tests, rather than on the basis of traditional

credentials-such as the possession of

academic degrees.

Training

The most effective way of raising the skill

level of dispute resolvers is to provide all

those who are part of the process with

high-quality training. We recommend

that the court assume responsibility for

assuring adequate training in the field of

dispute resolution. There are three target

groups and objectives for this training:

Mediation Training forjudges

Manyjudges mediate as a matter of course,

reportedly with uneven results. Somejudges

are concerned about potential conflict

between the roles ofjudge and mediator,

and others feel they lack the necessary

mediation skills. As suggested above, we

believe that those judges who do engage

in mediation would benefit from training

in mediation skills and from formal

discussion about the appropriate role

ofjudge-mediators.

ADR Training for Attorneys

The key to the vast majority of settlements

is (and in 2022 still will be) the negotiating

ability of attorneys. The more skilled their

performance the higher the number of

settlements and the higher their quality.

The public, therefore, will be the direct

beneficiary of negotiation training for

attorneys. In addition, as pointed out earlier,

attorneys have a fundamental responsibility

to educate clients about ADR options.

We recommend, therefore, that the

court and the bar assume responsibility

for ensuring attorney awareness ofADR
processes, as well as training in negotiating

skills. Further, the court should encourage

ADR education and skills training in law

schools and continuing legal education

settings. We also recommend that, as a

means of raising the awareness of law

students and law schools about the variety

of ways to resolve disputes, the court move

to introduce issues of dispute resolution

into the bar examination.

Dispute Resolution

Training for Disputants

The more skillful parties are at negotiation

and at using mediation, the more adept

they will be in shaping a strong and lasting

resolution of their disputes. We recom-

mend, therefore, that the court assume

responsibility for educating parties about

dispute resolution options and training

them in negotiation skills.

The courts could develop a variety of

educational programs to promote the

availability and use ofADR, such as brief,

readily understandable written materials

mailed to the parties; videotaped examples

of skillful negotiating behavior made

available for viewing at CJCs; and video

games that test negotiating skills.

Parties and Dispute

Resolution Proceedings

In the future, people who seek to resolve

disputes and constructively address conflicts

will play a much more significant personal

role in the process. By encouraging parties

to be present at mediation proceedings, we

increase the likelihood that they will play a

more informed role, not only in accepting

or rejecting offers but in shaping the process

and the content of those offers. Furthermore,

experience has shown that parties who

participate in settlement proceedings are

more likely to adhere to their outcome.

For these reasons and because participation

is likely to be a powerful educational tool

for teaching dispute resolution techniques,

we recommend that, wherever possible,

parties be required to be present at dispute

resolution proceedings. In the future, this

may be allowable via interactive video-

conferencing.
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The Role of Technology

As described elsewhere, technology can play

a major future role in improving access

to dispute resolution proceedings and in

improving the quality of dispute resolution

outcomes. Technology can facilitate long-

distance "meetings" among parties, increase

the ability of parties to manage complexity

in disputes, and improve disputants' ability'

to assess future probabilities more accuratelv

.

In some cases the requisite technology is

already available but will be improved and

become more affordable by 2022. Tele-

conferencing, for example, has been used

for vears bv businesses and the military to

facilitate "face-to-face" meetings, in some

cases over vast distances. Expert systems

(computers that think) are already being

used to assist in dispute resolution. The

Multi-Door Courthouse in Washington, D.C.,

for example, has developed a computer

program to help diagnose the dispute

resolution needs of cases at intake. And in

very large, complex cases, computer analysis

of decision-making processes has been

helpful in managing data and in assessing

the probability of v arious outcomes. In the

fuuire, artificial intelligence and other expert

systems will provide dispute resolution

processes and practitioners with even

greater assistance.

We recommend that the judiciary be open

to the opportunities that communication

technology and expert systems will offer

in the field of dispute resolution, with the

aim of developing, as technology permits,

a "court without walls." This would allow

people who wished to do so to participate

conveniendy in dispute resolution proceed-

ings from home, office, or community

center.

Maintaining Momentum
To say that alternative dispute resolution has

already had a profound influence on the

way courts function is an understatement.

Its impact will resonate even more clearly

in the next 30 years as it provides greater

benefits to the courts, the bar, and most

importantly, the public. Dispute resolution

methods and techniques are still developing.

It seems likely that they will do so even

more rapidly in the future. New issues will

arise, and new challenges will have to be met

The courts and the bar must be prepared

and able to respond imaginatively and

energetically.

To assist the court in this process, we

recommend that the Supreme Judicial

Court create a Standing Committee on

Dispute Resolution, composed ofjudges

from each court department, members

of the bar, academics, dispute resolution

professionals, and the public. This group's

principal purpose will be to foster experimen-

tation with and evaluation of new approaches

to dispute resolution. The Standing Commit-

tee will also help the court maintain a

leadership position in the ADR field and

interact with other dispute resolution

programs and providers in the Common-

wealth. The Standing Committee could

also help the courts translate this task

force's recommendations into an action

plan, pilot projects, and experiments m
particular court settings.

The ADR movement has made the progress

it has in Massachusetts because of the energ)

of those in the movement and because the

courts have been receptive and supportive.

The Standing Committee on Dispute

Resolution will help advance the vitalit)

and effectiveness of the Commonwealth's

dispute resolution system.
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"A Letter from 2022"

Dear Commission Members:

Thank you for die invitation to tell you how tilings have changed here in the Commonwealth

Court ofJustice in the year 2022.

I came to work for the courts over 30 years ago. Things are much different now than they were

then. The administrative confusion of the old days was basically eliminated by the Court

Reorganization Act of 1992 and its aftermath. It changed a lot of things that needed changing.

Judges are still selected in the same way: nomination by a blue-ribbon commission, appoint-

ment by the governor, confirmation by the Executive Council. But now there is a retention

board that passes on ajudge's performance every seven years. Fewjudges are rejected by

the board, but when it happens there is usually widespread agreement that it was for good reason.

In the old days we would have lived with the problem or addressed it as a disciplinary matter,

which seemed to take forever and involved great expense.

In 2022 we have a performance evaluation process. The judges opposed it at first, but now

they like it, especially the newerjudges. It keeps them alert, and it reassures the public that

the system is under regular review. The judges welcome the chance to "talk shop" with their

colleagues, which is a routine part of the evaluation process. And having otherjudges sit in

on judges' trial sessions has improved communication amongjudges and made practices

more uniform throughout the court. It has brought the hot topic ofjudicial performance

into the open and lowered the temperature. Since implementing retention review and

performance evaluation there have been many fewer disciplinary cases. This has spared

the judges a lot of anxiety.

In your day there were endless debates about how many courts there should be— Superior

Court, District Court, Probate Court, etc. (as if there were really an answer to the question).

And whether the Boston Municipal Court should remain independent. With a single Court

ofJustice, those issues are now addressed within the judiciary and in a much more relaxed

fashion. In the first few years after court reorganization the small courts were merged into

the bigger ones, and about 20 years ago the Probate Court was merged into the Superior

Court. We are now experimenting in five counties with the merger of the District Court and

the Superior Court. I'm sure it will come to pass everywhere eventually. But the subject is not

the big deal it was in your day.

This is a condensed and edited version of the report of the Organization and Administration Task Force.

The complete report may be obtained from the Public Information Office of the Supreme Judicial Court. The

views expressed and recommendations made herein are those of the task force and do not necessarily represent

those of the Commission. Task force members were: Thomas P. McDermott and Michael E. Mone, cochairs;

Jerome S. Berg, Deborah S. Capeless, Hon. Suzanne DelVecchio, Ira A. Jackson, Hon. Salvatore F. DiMasi,

Hon. Arthur M. Mason, and John J. Neuhauser, members; and Lisa Gabriel, reporter.
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We still have a number of specific divisions— a major crimes

division, a family division, and so on. Recently we set up a technology

crimes division because of the growth of technology-related

criminal activity . We hope such crimes will soon be a thing of the

past. We used to have a drug division, but we dropped it after the drug

problem subsided. Thejudges like these divisions because thev can

specialize in something for a while without committing their lives to it.

The post-1992 improvements in administration have produced

some profound changes. The whole atmosphere is different.

Evervone knows that the chiefjustice of the Supreme Judicial

Court is ultimately in charge, even though she doesn't often get

inv olv ed in the day-to-day. The chiefjustice of the Court of Justice

and the presidingjustices and court administrators around the state

have that responsibility. Here in Norfolk County we have a court

administrator at the court's headquarters in Dedham and deputy

court administrators in the other four courts in the county.

We once had fiv e courts, but we closed one four years ago because

the business didn'tjustify it. In your dav you required legislation

to do that, and everv one from the police chief to the paper boy

showed up to oppose it.

The court administrator works with the Norfolk County presiding

justice, and his deputies work with the PJ's managingjudges at each

location. Thejudges now crave these administrative slots because they

come equipped with professional administrative assistance, and

thev get extra pav . You would think that the more seniorjudges

would wind up in these positions, but it doesn't work out that way.

Manv of the newerjudges are tapped for these slots because of their

energy and their more recent administrative experience.

Unlike the old laissez-faire davs when the management of the local

courts was mostlyjust a turf battle, things are now unified. It is accepted

in the courthouse that the court administrator is in charge. She holds

regular staff meetings. Today there is a big emphasis on quality because

it is widely understood that the chiefjustice is serious about it.

Courtjobs were always considered goodjobs, but today we really feel

better about ourselv es, knowing that people care what we think.

We have a merit salary plan, so people who excel get paid accord-

ingly. There is also an employee recognition plan where a person

can get special compensation for ideas that lead to major

improvements.

Here in the future we can move easily from court to court. I still

remember the davs, however, when an indication that you might like

to go to another court could actually be interpreted as disloyalty.

And there is a "career ladder" that means something. I started out

as a Procedures Clerk I, and now I'm a deputv court administrator,

and in a different court.

Things are much more open than they once were. We see the

judge often — he's always dropping in and talking to us about

how things are going. Twice a year the chiefjustice herself visits

the courts around here, and anyone who wishes to can meet with

her to say whatever they like, privately. It's nice to know that vou

have access to the top now and again.

There is a much greater emphasis on local responsibility in the

system today and much less central control. The "bad news" is that

we really have to produce. People from "central" are often around

looking at things, and we're always a little nervous to see ho\% u<

compare with other courts. But we're used to it now. The big difference

is that today after the headquarters people leave something happens.

The old problems, such as inadequate resources, still exisL

But resources are now allocated on a caseload basis, so at least

we feel we hav e our fair share. We always need more, of course,

but there are many more incentives to get by on what we have.

If the court next door can close more cases with the same resources,

someone will be asking why we can't do the same. Back in vour

time we'd just pass the buck up the line— not enough of this,

not enough of that, always someone else's fault. Now w e just trv

to do a betterjob. I MialK we can.

We found that, like most things, it is more a matter of attitude than

anything else. Even with major changes in structure, leadership was

the key to improvement.

Thank you for your interest in the future.

REINVENTING



POINTS OF DEPARTURE
Administration and the

Judicial Process Generally

The text of this subsection has been incorporated

into pp. 35-36 ofthe Commission report.

Hawaii's Sohail Inayatullah, a commentator

on judicial administration, has identified

some of the changes that can accompany

adoption of a corporate model ofjudicial

administration:

"For the judiciary as a whole, centralization

has modest costs. However, 'for individual

judges, who may have lost some of their

former autonomy, the cost of a modest

degree of administrative centralization

may be perceived as relatively high.' . .

.

[In the final step in the adoption of the

corporate model] .... the idea of the lone

independentjudge is dispelled forever

.... The judiciary becomes a system,

individuals become actors with specified

functions within this larger system. Parts

become interrelated to each other, and

changes in one part of the system cause

perturbations elsewhere .... While this

may lead to new levels of efficiency, judges,

attorneys, and employees may not accept

the loss of autonomy and the loss of

individuality that such a structural shift

would entail."

The natural tension in the courts between

the judicial culture and the management

culture finds many illustrations.

In the judicial culture, decision making

occurs in a hierarchical environment.

Cases move from lower courts to higher

courts, with review only after the lower

court has made a decision. Interaction is at

arms length, with all considerations based

strictly on the record. In a management

culture, however, the hierarchical approach
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is inefficient. Effective, ongoing, informal

communication and interaction between

levels is essential.

This highlights the very different roles

that we expect from our Supreme Judicial

Court. The Court's case-related (judicial)

role is to decide questions of rights and

responsibilities. The Court's superinten-

dence (management) role is to oversee the

court system. This second role has taken

on vastly greater importance in recent years,

to the point where the high court is held

accountable for the state of administration

in the trial courts. There is a fundamental

question about whether the Court's case-

related role is so different from its adminis-

trative role that the Court cannot properly

perform the latter on an active, rather

than an oversight, basis. While the Supreme

Judicial Court must always have the overall

power of superintendence over the trial

courts, and the ability to supervene the

actions of lowerjudicial officers, we believe

that the primary responsibilities for adminis-

tration must fall closer to the trial courts

themselves.

The judicial process is a passive one. Courts

wait for cases, they do not solicit business.

They serve as umpires in an adversary process

where each side is expected to advocate its

position firmly. The management process,

on the other hand, is a dynamic, anticipatory

process. It requires planning, different

actions, and different instincts.

In the judicial culture, thejudge is a

powerful, isolated figure. In many respects

he or she is an icon of the entire justice

process. But in the management culture,

free-flowing communication is essential.

Preserving thejudge as the embodiment

of the judicial process may be a useful and

important element of the justice process,

but in most cases it serves as a brake on

good communication within the court-

house. People do not communicate easily

with judges, and vice versa.

In the justice culture, judges tend to

view the business of the courts in terms of

individual cases. In the management culture,

on the other hand, managers often must

view business in the aggregate, subordinating

elements of individual cases to factors

affecting the business of the whole.

The point is that the administrative

environment of the courts is, at best,

extraordinarily complex, its management

far easier to criticize than to control. This

argues for, among other things, a stronger

management structure at the local court

level, where these complicated processes

must be confronted and addressed.

Administration and the Judicial

Process in Massachusetts

Many elements of the Commonwealth's

judicial system are quite advanced, by

national standards, particularly at the

state level. The Supreme Judicial Court

has codified powers of general superinten-

dence over the entire court system. The

various departments of the trial court are

headed by chiefjustices. There is a chief

administrative justice and a trial court

administrator to coordinate the whole.

There are common rules of procedure and

fairly broad uniformity of forms, a single

statewide budget (now with nearly complete

transferability among line items) , a common

personnel system with a uniform compen-

sation and classification plan, salary parity

among all trialjudges, ajudicial nominating

commission, free transferability ofjudges

among the various trial courts, and a

Commission onJudicial Conduct for judges

and a similar body for clerks. Thejurisdiction

of the various departments of the trial

court is uniform throughout the state.

Prominent among the system's strengths

are its personnel, many ofwhom are intelli-

gent, committed, and giving. There is



tremendous knowledge within the system

about needed improvements and great

enthusiasm about moving toward improved

performance. The absence of good people

is not among the court's major liabilities.

These assets notwithstanding, the system

has problems. The specific problems of

court management in Massachusetts have

been recounted often, and in greater detail

than is necessary' here.

The text of this subsection has been incorporated

into p. 37 of the Commission report.

Local court structure and organization is not

integrated. It is fractionated. The diffusion

of responsibility means that no one is in

charge. There is no chief operating officer

of the local court It should come as no

surprise that the concept of statewide court

administration wins no popularity contests

in a system where unified management of

even a single courthouse is unknown.

Thejudiciary lacks control over the selection

of certain key personnel. Local first justices

in the District Court and Probate and Family

Court succeed to their important positions

by statutorily defined seniority . Clerks of

court are either appointed by the governor

or elected in partisan elections.

Key personnel often play conflicting roles.

In the District Court, for example, clerks

are managers. They are also quasi-judicial

officers, however, with authority over

important functions such as bail setting

and the issuance of criminal complaints.

They are essentially first-line judges. In this

environment, the quasi-judicial role usually

receives prioritv, with management becoming

a secondary function often delegated to others.

The Challenge

The fundamental administrative challenge

in the courts is to properly blend the judi-

cial culture and the management culture

into an effective operational scheme, one that

preserves the basic elements of the justice

culture that have evolved over centuries

and that define our basic conceptions of

justice, while at the same time permitting

management of the process with maximum
efficiency and effectiveness.

Dean Roscoe Pound recognized the

difficulties inherent in the administration

of the court system when he observed that

court management was no sport for the

short-winded. The worlds ofjustice and

management are so different that to expect

efficient management without an organiza-

tion and structure fairh designed to support it

is to elevate faith over both hope and reason.

It is to deprive well-intended and hard-

working court officials of a fighting chance.

The mission for the future is to create a new

reality in the administration of the courts,

an environment where good management

can thrive and judicial decision making

can itselfbe enhanced. The most important

element of this new reality will be the

emergence of a new way of thinking about

judicial administration on the part of all

three branches of government.

BLUEPRINT FOR CHANGE
Flexibility in Court Structures

andJudicial Administration

Is Essential

The only certainty about the future is its

uncertainty. Whatever may be the actual

scenario under which we will live, it is clear

that the strucuxre and administration of

the system— the underpinnings diat will

determine whether the system'sjudicial

and management goals are achieved—
must be flexible. It must be able to adapt

quicldv and easily to changing circumstances.

This is the key to confronting future

change in the courts.

We have not adopted specific recommen-

dations on some of the issues that have

occupied much of the attention of current

reformers: the number of separate courts

that are needed; the degree to which the

chiefjustice of the Supreme Judicial Court

should possess plenary power over the

court system; whether there should be a

governing board of some kind; the role of

a state court administrator. We believe that

in looking to the future these "governance"

issues, while important in the design of actual

structures, are of secondary importance.

In addition, they admit to a wide varietv of

legitimate approaches that mav properly

vary over time.

The more important questions for the

future are how power, wherever located,

is best exercised; what the overall manage-

ment philosophy of the courts should be:

and how the administration of the courts

at the key delivery point— the local court-

house— can be improved. Strength in

local management will minimize the

need for large statewide structures.

To address these and other issues, the

watchword of court organization in the

future must be flexibility.

There should be a single Court of Justice

at the trial court level, divided into such

statewide, regional, and local functional

or geographic divisions as the Supreme

Judicial Court deems necessary . Although

we take no position on how manv different

kinds of courts there should be. we believe

that some basic divisions, such as, for

example, between Superior Court and

District Court, are sensible, at least at this

time. Whether that will be true in the

future, however, as the business of the courts

evolves, is another matter— hence the

recommendation that the Supreme

Judicial Court be able to make these

determinations as circumstances warrant-
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The Supreme Judicial Court should

determine what boards, trial court chief

justices, statewide court administrator or

other administrative mechanisms and

offices are appropriate, and it should

define their roles.

The number of statewide court

departments and the number of local

courts should be reduced. Consideration

should be given to grouping local courts for

administrative purposes so that additional

resources and professional managers can

be provided and shared among them.

There should be the power to reallocate

resources throughout the courts as

necessary. This proposal will not only permit

a fairer distribution of resources, but to the

extent personnel are given the opportunity

to work in new court environments, it

facilitates the mobility of people and

the migration of good practices.

A cadre of magistrates should be designated

to handle some of the more basic and

routine judicial functions. The Supreme

Judicial Quirt should be allowed to define

the authority of magistrates.

There should be a permanent judicial

redistricting function within the court system

to study and recommend changes in

judicial districts as needed.

Every 10 years there should be a mandatory

legislative re-examination of the courts'

subject matter jurisdiction. In order to

determine what business should remain in

the courts and what should be added or

removed, a periodic, thoughtful look at

jurisdiction is desirable. Some cases may

appropriately fx- shifted to administrative

tribunals, while others may be brought into

the courts. These arc laigelv politic al decisions

but important ones that can dramatically

affect the functioning of the courts.
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Leadership in Administration

Must Be Actively Developed

at All Levels

The text of this subsection has been incorporated

into pp. 36-37 of the Commission report.

The SupremeJudicial Court should embark

on a major initiative to define and develop

administrative leadership at all levels of the

court system and among all appropriate

personnel, includingjudges. The Supreme

Judicial Court should sponsor a series of

conferences where issues of leadership

are addressed.

Successful judicial leadership models

elsewhere should be surveyed.

Leadership positions should be established

at appropriate points in the court system to

facilitate the development and advancement

of persons with leadership abilities and

promote the transfer of good practices

within the system.

There should be an emphasis on "outside

management" ("management by walking

around" ) at all levels. This is the best way

for managers to stay in touch with the

organization and to influence it.

The Court System Should

EnjoyAutonomy but with

Responsibility

The text of this subsection has been incorporated

into pp. 40-42 ofthe Commission report.

The chiefjustice of the Supreme Judicial

Court should be appointed for a renewable

term of seven years. This proposal seeks to

acknowledge both the responsibility and

accountability of the chief justice for overall

court administration, while not committing

the chief justice to this difficult role for an

indefinite period.

The chiefjustice's role as administrative head

of the entire court system should be given

more weight in the appointment process.

In many respects this is the chiefjustice's

most important role in the eyes of the public.

There should be an ongoing, mandatory

judicial performance review system. The

heart of such a system should be peer

review, but it should include solicitation

of input from a variety of other informed

sources as well. It should be oriented toward

assistingjudges in improving their perfor-

mance. While productivity is a legitimate

consideration, qualitative issues in the

decision-making process should also be

addressed.

There should be a performance review

system for court management. Just as

institutions are audited for their financial

health, courts should be audited periodically

on their overall administrative performance.

The review should consider die hill range of

administrative issues facing die courts,

including caseflow management internal

court administrative processes, and public

satisfaction witii die administration of die

court

Judges should be subject to a retention vote of

a Judicial Performance Commission every

seven years. The task force recommends

that the judicial appointment process

remain as is, with the governor appointing,

subject to Executive Council confirmation,

from a list of candidates screened by a

Judicial Nominating Council. Judges would

be appointed to serve until age 70. The

retention process would require a five-

person Judicial Performance Commission

appointed by the Supreme Judicial Court

with due regard for the inclusion ofjudges

and others in whom the Supreme Judicial

Court has confidence. Operating under a

strong presumption of retention, an appro-

priate means of review of the overall

performance of ajudge can be made



without chilling the independence of the

judicial decision-making process. The

Judicial Performance Commission may

consider information generated by the

judicial performance review system

discussed above.

The court budget should be allocated to

the judiciary in one or a few line items.

Allocations throughout the court system

should then be by the Supreme Judicial

Court or the chiefjustice thereof, or their

designees. The task force is not in favor of

self-financing or retained revenue mechan-

isms at this time. The traditional budget

process, with a reduced number of line

items, provides a useful means of ensuring

accountability in a non-elected branch of

government.

The Supreme Judicial Court and the

legislature should re-examine fees. Court

fees should reflect the level of service that

the court must provide in a case.

Both a Philosophy of Manage-

ment and Enhanced Management

Accountability Mechanisms

Must Be Developed

The text of this subsection has been incorporated

into p. 37 ofthe Commission report.

The development of a systemwide court

management plan is essential. Once a

management plan is in place local courts

and other offices should be viewed, in

management terms, as "accountability

centers," as mechanisms for ensuring

management accountability.

A series of statewide and regional manage-

ment conferences should be convened to

develop a management plan for the court

system. As already noted, a formalized

management plan can serve an important

purpose in articulating the roles and

responsibilities of key personnel at both

the statewide and local levels. This should

be a major high-visibility effort. It might

be beneficial to integrate it in part with the

leadership conferences discussed earlier.

Increased management responsibility and

authority should be lodged in the local

courts and such additional non-statewide

court structures as are created. Although

the judiciary should determine its own

management philosophy, a decentralized

approach is best. Responsibility and authority

should be placed at the lowest level of the

system where it can be accomplished

effectively.

Judicial leaders should spearhead an

annual courtwide planning process.

In addition to the development of the

management plan described above, this

would permit the upward flow of best

thinking, clarify expectations, and achieve

commitment to goals. Such a process would

be an important factor in mobilizingjudicial

and support staffs toward common goals

and a convenient medium for communi-

cating clear direction on where both

individual courts and the court system as

a whole are heading. The process should

be participative, with subsidiary plans

designed at each accountability level.

The subsidiary plans should cov er a one-

year horizon. They should address both

new and ongoing initiativ es. While we do not

presume to prescribe all the components of

such plans, among them might be sections

on: goals, strengths and weaknesses, budget,

proposed improvements (in quality, pro-

ductivity, caseflow, systems, and plant),

human resources, and the unit's role in

the courtwide plan.

The Courts Should Prepare

Themselves for a Broader

Role in Services to Offenders,

Persons at Risk, and Others

Needing the Assistance of the

Court

In the future, the courts will play a much

greater role in the direct or indirect delivery

of services to offenders, persons at risk, and

others in need of services. The court today

already performs many functions that are

entirely outside dispute resolution.

The most vivid example is the probation

service. Begun byJohn Augustus as a modest

effort to giv e the court a set of eyes, ears, and

hands to deal with criminal defendants,

probation has developed into a large and

important service delivery system. The

service delivery concept has now spread far

beyond probation, with the introduction of

on-site court clinics and a host of programs

and affiliations that a well-run court todav

considers indispensable, treatment programs,

mediation programs, diversion programs,

alternative sentencing programs, and manv

other communitv resources.

In the future, the courts are likeh to plav

an expanding role as the service provider

of last resort. Whether that role is plav ed

out directlv or through other agencies,

it is clear that the court should approach it

deliberately. A developing service function

will bring new challenges and administrative

complications. Among other things, it will

bring with it manv of the same pressures

and problems that are common to executive

branch social service agencies.

There should be a Department of

Court Services within the judicial branch.

The goal of this department should be to

provide necessarv personal assistance to

those who .ire inv olved in court cases and
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who need help related to their case.

The core of the department should be the

probation service, but the role of probation

should be broadened from criminal and

family cases to court-related service

deliver) generall)

.

The Knowledge and Abilities

of Court Personnel Must Be

Harnessed and Developed

In the litany of problems and constraints

facing the courts it is easy to forget the

system's greatest strength: the quality of

judges and other court personnel. What

does need enhancement, however, are

mechanisms to make the most of this

reservoir of talent, to permit good ideas to

influence the process in appropriate ways.

While the courts have no monopoly on

insight, we believe that the answers to many

questions lie within the system itself.

The constructive involvement of personnel

at all levels of court system administration

and policy making should be maximized.

Committee structures should be re-

examined and formalized.

Continuing education should be fully

integrated into the court's work schedule

and become a fundamental part of each

employee's work life. As an antecedent to

this process the system should set goals for

how much of an employee's time should

be devoted to training and education.

An employee recognition program should

be established at all levels of the court

system to reward positive performance.

A merit-based compensation plan should

be established to reward high performance

and innovation.

A system of statewide job postings should

be established to facilitate career

movement within the judicial service.
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An Office of Judicial Support should be

created to respond to the unique personal

and professional needs ofjudges. This

office should havejurisdiction over issues

such as law clerks, stress management, and

retirement planning. Included in this office

should be in-house or on-call experts in

complex new subjects that confrontjudges,

such as medical technology , the environment,

genetic engineering, and artificial

intelligence.

Appointment of new court personnel,

and promotions, should be based

exclusively on merit. In the future, this

will be important not only to ensure that

the courts benefit from the talents of the

very best people but also to remind

employees that doing their best leads

to appropriate, tangible rewards.

Judges Must Remain Involved

in and Have the Ultimate

Responsibility for Court

Administration

There is a tendency to want to solve the

two-cultures problem by simply dividing

the court process in two, leaving thejudging

to the judges and the administration to the

administrators. While we strongly support

the concept of professional local court

administrators, we do not believe that the

court process should or can be easily split.

Judges must remain involved in administra-

tion in a meaningful way. We do not support

a model of administration that would make

judges visitors in courthouses run by others.

The interrelationship of judicial and

management issues is inherent and

inextricable. The judicial side of the

equation includes the basic elements of our

concept ofjustice: the adversary system, gtiilt

and innocence, sentencing, fairness, trials,

due process— the building blocks of the

courts and the law. The management side

consists mostly of what happens outside

the courtroom. It includes such things as

dealing with the public over the counter;

being able to find a case file; clerks and

probation agreeing on what the disposition

in a case was; recalling warrants so people

aren't wrongly arrested; having an accurate

criminal record for bail-setting and

sentencing purposes; collecting monies

that have been ordered paid; and

surrendering defendants who are in

violation of their probation. In the area

of case management it includes effective

communication with the bar: starting court

at 9:00 a.m.; scheduling business efficiendv;

and having a firm continuance policy.

In the future, we will need a fuller

appreciation of how profoundly the

management side of the court affects the

judicial side, and of the dire consequences

to justice when the "clockworks" are left

unattended. The two sides of the process are

so closely intertwined as to be inseparable.

To this end judges must remain appropri-

ately involved in management. Even more

importantly, judges must remain involved

because ultimately, whatever the actual

administrative structure of the court system,

and regardless of whose job it is to do

what, the people will alway s holdjudges

responsible for the system's performance.

The relationship of ajudge to a professional

court administrator is important and cannot

be avoided by an artificial separation of

duties. The management of the court must

be a partnership, with the court administrator

providing the management knowledge and

the hands. The central challenge to local

court administration is to make that

partnership work.

Judicial positions that carry with them

administrative responsibilities should be

filled from within the judiciary for stated



terms. Judges should be selected for

administrative judicial positions based

solely on their administrative ability.

Statutory requirements on seniority

should be eliminated.

Ajudge, with professional assistance, should

be in charge of each accountability center

within the court system, including each

local court and such regional and statewide

groupings of courts as are established.

Judges with significant management

responsibilities should receive extra pay.

Because the Administration

ofJustice Is Largely a Local

Process, the Integration and

Professionalization of the

Local Courts Is Essential

Despite the national trend to structure

courts into "state systems," the judicial

process is basically local. Most cases have

litde significance beyond their immediate

locale. Counsel is usually local, as are

non-support workers, abuse prevention

counselors, social workers, law student

advocates, district attorneys, the police

department, and other participants in

the justice process.

The local courts must be strong administrative

units. There are natural and inevitable

tensions and dysfunctions that emerge when

state level officials attempt to manage local

functions. More importantly, because courts

are institutions that exercise profound

power in individual cases (depriving people

of their liberty, their children, their

property, their homes) and because the

judicial side of the court and the manage-

ment side are so inextricably intertwined,

the local court's authority on the manage-

ment side must parallel its authority on

the judicial side. An institution with broad

powers in judicial matters but little control

over its own administration is doomed to

failure. No organization can function in such

a schizophrenic environment.

The structure of the key service delivery

unit of the justice system— the local court

— is fundamentally inadequate, as presently

structured, to meet modern day adminiv

trative challenges. Whatever may be the

uncertainties of authority and responsibility

at the state level, the situation at the local

level is worse.

Clerks are not properly accountable, being

either appointed by the governor or elected

in partisan elections. Communication

between the clerk and the probation office

is often strained. The operations of the

local court are completely unintegrated.

The local court does not function as an

administrative unit. Although each office

of the court— thejudge's office, the clerk's

office, and the probation office— makes

an important contribution to the justice

process, the barriers to effective administra-

tion that exist in many of our courthouses

can be overcome only by the most agile or

persistent Thejudge is nominally in charge,

but in this trifurcated environment no one

is truly in charge. Local court administration

often becomes passive, uncoordinated,

and idiosyncratic. It isn't so much that the

court is mismanaged. It isjust unmanaged.

The future will require the introduction

of professional court administrators in the

local courts. This is the path that other

professions have followed toward improved

administration. They have recognized the

need for persons with skills different from

those needed to produce the "product"—
in this case, management skills rather than

judging or case-related skills.

The cost and complexity of health care

delivery has led to the management of

hospitals by professional administrators.

In the public sector, the demands ofmodem
public administration have given birth to

professional city and town managers.

In the legal arena, lawyers are turning to

law firm administrators in order to meet

modern standards of legal administration.

These groups know that professionaliza-

tion of administration is indispensable to

both the quality of service and the bottom

line. This is as true in the courts as elsewhere.

A resource reallocation plan should be

developed. There is widespread agreement

that court resources— personnel, funds,

and equipment— are not allocated

efficiently. A major reallocation of these

resources should be undertaken so that

courts feel they have their fair share. Some

resources may be reallocated immediately,

while others may require more time.

The appointment of clerks by the governor,

and the election of clerks and registers,

should be eliminated.

The courts should employ professional

court administrators, selected for their

administrative ability, in the local courts.

The court aoVninistrator should work

closely with the judge in charge to manage

the court as a single administrative unit.

.Ml local court management functions

should be placed under the court

administrator. The court administrator

should be responsible for and have the

authority to address all management

issues in all offices of the courthouse.
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VISION
In the future, criminal justice in the

Commonwealth will mean equal justice,

without regard to race, gender, ethnicity,

income, or class.

In the future, criminal justice will ensure

"correctness of result" above all else. Speed

and efficiency are important objectives but

mere adjuncts to correctness and fairness.

In the future, the criminal justice system

will increasingly resemble a public/private

paruiership, committed to ensuring the

public's safety. There will be a greater sense

of public obligation to participate in and

improve criminaljustice. Businesses, schools,

churches, and other organizations will

contribute to the process.

In the future, integration and cooperation

among the system's components will be the

rule. Resource-driven competition among

agencies will abate. The balkanization of

the system c. 1992 will be a source ofamaze-

ment to the criminaljustice historians of 2022.

In the future, enhanced communication

betweenjudges, lawyers, andjustice person-

nel will produce efficiencies undreamed

of today.

In the future, society will better understand

the real objectives of sanctions: to restrain

where public safety so requires and to

rehabilitate and treat where possible.

Alternatives to incarceration will flourish.

Mandatory sentencing will be a quaint relic

of a time when the public was ill informed

about the costs and benefits of various

sanctions, and when society had less faith

in the wisdom and discretion of judges.

In the future, criminal jusdce in Massachu-

setts will be swift but fair. It will be focused

on the individual, yet its standards will be

applied uniformly. Public trust and

confidence will be restored.

Finally, in the future the sometimes

forgotten link between social justice and

criminal justice will be an article of faith.

To the extent society provides meaningful

educational and economic opportunity to

its citizens, so will it be free from crime.

Strip a people of hope for their future and

a downward spiral into lawlessness is assured.

POINTS OF DEPARTURE
Throughout its work the task force was

especially concerned with the socioeconomic

pieces of the criminal jusdce puzzle. There

is no mystery in the link between poverty

and crime: to the extent that educational

and economic opportunity do not increase,

to the extent that society's "underclass"

condimes to grow, crime rates will rise.

The cycle of poverty and its effect on child-

ren and adolescents is especially troubling.

While the total percentage ofyoung people

in the Massachusetts population is

decreasing, their numbers in the underclass

are increasing. ProfessorJames Alan Fox
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of Northeastern University, in testimony

before the U.S. SenateJudiciary Commi-

ttee, drew a succinct relationship between

the young urban poor and crime:

"[AJdolescents in our urban centers are

beset with idleness and hopelessness.

Unless we are willing to direct funding

toward providing in-school and after-

school programs so that there are desirable

alternatives to violence and gang member-

ship, the demographic will mean much

more trouble to come."

In her book Deadly Consequences, Commis-

sion member Dr. Deborah Prothrow-Sdth

writes:

'Turning the dde of violence . . . for all the

frightened and beleaguered residents of

very poor neighborhoods will not be easy.

The economic, political, social, and familial

problems that breed violence in these

communities are formidable. No single

form of intervention, no single institution

can bring about the kind of change needed

to restore a sense of safety and order to

everyday life. What is required are

comprehensive, multi-institutional,

community-wide solutions that address

the violent behavior of the young, while

redressing the social conditions in which

violence flourishes."

Education and literacy hold out the promise

of reversing the tide of crime. Probation

Commissioner Donald Cochran reported

to the Criminal Justice Task Force that the

"typical" Massachusetts criminal is illiterate

and a high-school dropout. Suffolk County

SheriffRobert Rufo notes that 75% of those

incarcerated in the Suffolk County jail are

functionally illiterate. He adds, however,

that the recidivism rate among Massachusetts

convicts drops from 50% to 17% among

inmates who participate in structured work

release programs prior to release.



BLUEPRINT FOR CHANGE
Some of the strategies that follow are

inexpensive. Others clearly are not.

Some of our recommendations can be

implemented in the near term; others will

require a generation. The following proposals

are grouped roughly according to three

phases in the criminal justice process:

adjudication, sentencing, and corrections.

A small number of issues not easily catego-

rized are discussed in a fourth section.

Adjudication

An accused should have the right to present

evidence and to the assistance of counsel

in grandjury proceedings.

While the Supreme Court in Wood v. Georgia

(1962) described the grandjury as "primary

security to the innocent against hasty,

malicious, and oppressive prosecution,"

the reality is not so convincing. The majority

of the 50 states no longer use (or never

used) grandjuries. While the task force

considered recommending the abolition

of the grandjury in Massachusetts, we stop

short of that. We make this suggestion in

the interest of ensuring a more level playing

field for the accused, and in addressing

through greater procedural safeguards

any non-uniformity in prosecutorial

procedures.

The best available, well-tested technology

should be employed to help administer

the jury system.

As we enter the 21st century a \iable,

effective, and efficient justice system will

require the full participation of an involved

and knowledgeable citizenry. The most

common link between lay people and the

criminal justice process is the jury system.

Jury management systems exist today that

can automate and expedite most aspects of

jury administration, including identifying

juror candidates, randomly selectingjurors

for service, takingjuror attendant e,

assigning jurors to cases, keeping track of

case histories, handling juror payroll and

service certifications, and maintaining

comprehensive statistics.

The Massachusetts "one day/one trial"

jury system should be retained and

enhanced.

The Massachusetts "one day/one trial"

jury system should be enhanced and its

shortcomings addressed. The state, in

cooperation with private employers,

should further facilitatejury duty. Under

no circumstances should a juror be unduly

penalized, financially or otherwise, for

serving on a panel. Furthermore, theJury

Commissioner's office should have the

means available to enforce sanctions against

citizens who do not appear when called

forjury duty. The state should provide

child-care facilities forjurors who would

otherwise suffer hardship. By 2022, jury

service should be viewed as privilege

rather than penalty.

In certain complex criminal cases a single

judge should be assigned to a case from

arraignment through sentencing.

There should be earlyjudicial intervention

at the pre-trial stage of complex criminal

proceedings involving, e.g., multiple

defendants, extensive pre-trial procedures

and motions, and complicated facts and/

or voluminous documents. Thereafter the

assignedjudge should, barring compelling

reason, see the case through to its conclusion.

Adherence to the federal model of indivi-

dual judicial calendars would promote

greaterjudicial continuity and efficiency.

As information management systems

become available, the courts should create

a differentiated case management system

to sort criminal cases by type and create

special "tracks" to accommodate them.

Already in effect elsewhere in the country,

and enjoying limited use in Massachusetts

(e.g., Dorchester District Ojurt jury-of-six

drug offenses section), differentiated case

management is the wave of the future.

Early case sc reening can produce enormous

benefits. Minor property offenses can be

diverted to programs for negotiated

settlements, including but not limited to

restitution. Drug offenses are also a logical

subset for differentiation and tracking.

Both prosecutors and defense counsel

must become involved in criminal matters

as early as practicable.

In the future, there will be sufficient

resources to allow counsel, both prosecution

and defense, to participate meaningfully

in criminal cases from inception. This will

allow district attorneys to review sufficiency

of evidence, choice of charge, and the

case's prosecutorial merit, thereby

avoiding the worst cases of "policy

charging" that occur today.

Creative alternatives to criminal adjudication

should be encouraged and further developed.

In most criminal proceedings the "best"

result that can be expected is one in which

one side wins and the other side loses.

What usually happens is that both sides go

awav dissatisfied. Defendants feel thev banc

been treated too harshlv; victims feel

uncompensated and convinced that the

underlying problem was not resolved.

In a different kind of forum victim and

offender can actually resolve their differences

to the satisfaction of both. A U.S. Justice

Department studv of "neighboring >djustice

center" pilot projects found that on amazing

88% of the parties on both sides were able

to produce satisfactory consent agreements.'

The court mediation program, adminis-

tered bv the Crime and Justice Foundation

in several Massachusetts district courts, is
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another example of a successful alternative

program. In 1989 it handled 483 referrals.

Seventy-two percent of the parties agreed

to participate; 86% of those resolved their

disputes amicably.2

Ensuring the safety and dignity of victims

must be the rule.

The existing provisions of Massachusetts

\ictim rights law should be strictly observed,

indeed strengthened, in the future. At a

minimum, victims should receive: a fair

assessment of the effects of their injury;

notification of hearing and trial schedules;

restitution and other compensation as

available; and secure waiting areas in the

courts. Testimony heard by the Commission

around the Commonwealth stressed the

need for victim advocates. Too many victims

reported feeling lost, friendless, and

bewildered in the confusion of criminal

proceedings.

Comprehensive criminal justice inform-

ation systems should be further developed

and installed as resources allow.

In Massachusetts tomorrow we imagine

that comprehensive criminal justice

information systems will do some or all

of the following (functions performed

today by systems in Florida's Eighth

Judicial Circuit):

• schedule, docket, and calendar every

felony and misdemeanor;

• generate arrest, bail, sentencing, and

case management reports;

• secure access and universal file sharing;

• provide a snapshot of how a case was

initiated, what happened at every step of

the judicial process, which agencies were

involved, and exactly what thev did;

• allow agencies to view the status of anv

case at any time; and

• automatically report the disposition of

every case by charge, by count, or in

whatever manner the state requires.3

Interactive video-conferencing among

parties and the court should substitute

for physical courtroom appearances,

as technology and due process allow.

The future of court proceedings is evolving

toward the concept of "disjunctiv e courts"

in which parties will no longer have to be

physically present in the same room during

a court proceeding. The Hawaii attorney

general s office today utilizes video technology

for arraignments, as does the Manhattan

district attorney's office. Bond and

enforcement hearings, motions, pleas,

and sentencing can also be conducted

through interactive video technology.

It is estimated that 95% of court business,

excludingjury trials, could be handled by

video-conferencing networks. 4

Electronic image management should be

utilized in criminal discovery.

Electronic image management (EIM) is

the next revolution in litigation support,

both civil and criminal. EIM will make it

possible for counsel to exchange all docu-

mentary evidence on optical disk. EIM
workstations that scan and retrieve documents

can be made accessible to judges in the

event thatjudicial intervention is required

to resolve any pre-trial documentary issue.

By 2022 the implementation of EIM,

coupled with good-faith compliance

with relevant criminal discovery rules,

will create greater fairness and efficiency.

Videotape transcripts should increasingly

replace manually produced hearing and

trial records.

The use of videotape to preserve records

of hearings and trials continues to grow.

Trial judges by and large support the use

of videotape because of its enhanced

flexibility. Tapes can be transcribed upon

request. Appellate attorneys note that

videotaped records allow the reviewing

court to evaluate more subtle nuances in

the trial record. While we realize that this

proposal will not be warmly received by

court stenographers, the trend to substitute

mechanical for human functions in the

workplace appears to be irreversible.

In the future, the use of expert testimony

should be enhanced through artificial

intelligence technology.

We expect that in the future expert testimony

will be more limited in its purpose and

admissibility. Today's use of experts to

testify on seemingly limitless subjective

matters (witness credibility , for instance)

will likely be a thing of the past. Artificial

intelligence technology will be increasinglv

used to provide objective information to

judge and jury.

Sentencing

The United States today has the world's

highest known rate of incarceration. We
incarcerate 426 prisoners per 100,000 in

population, well ahead of second-place

South Africa at 333 per 100,000 and third-

place Soviet Union at 268. 5
It is a peculiar

measure of "progress."

Historicallv there have been four main

theories of criminal punishment. The first

is restraint. By removing from the streets

those convicted of criminal acts we hope

they will not commit further crimes. The

second is deterrence. Making an example

of the criminal deters others inclined to

commit similar acts. Third is retribution,

the "eye for an eye" theory. Last is rehabili-

tation, the notion that the offender can,

through training and example, be reformed

sufficiently to be returned to society.

All four approaches are at work in varying

degrees in the Commonwealth's present-

day approach to punishment. In our view

the overriding question is: are our objectives

being met and does the system work?
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The answer seems to be a resounding no.

In a letter to the task force, Suffolk County

Sheriff Robert Rufo wrote:

"[T]he current sentencing system consists

of [a] patchwork [of] dispositions which

does not convey a consistent approach nor

guarantee equity, fairness, orjustice. From

the antiquated Concord sentence to the

recent enactment of mandatory sentences

for selected crimes, it is clear that the present

guidelines for sentencing disregard predict-

ability, uniformity, and appropriate

relevance to the crime and its circumstances.

It is a sentencing system which confounds

both defense and prosecuting attorneys,

victims, and the public."

In the future, all sentencing decisions

should be based on the principle that

incarceration is appropriate for offenders

who threaten public safety but that other

alternatives are better suited to the non-

violent offender, and for those whom we

sentence for reasons of retribution or to

seek compensation.

Sentencing decisions should address the

causes of crime and, wherever possible,

promote the offender's rehabilitation.

For ev ery' study that purports to show the

public is principally interested in retribution,

there is equal evidence supporting the

public's appreciation of the need to address

the underlying causes of criminal behavior.

The Commission's public opinion survey

revealed that 73% of Massachusetts residents

believe it is important to spend tax dollars

on prison literacy programs. Similarly,

71% of the population believes it is very

important to fund prison drug treatment

programs. National surveys reflect similar

sentiments. While obviously not every

offender can be rehabilitated, many of

those on whom the system has given up

todav will in the future be subject to good-

faith efforts at rehabilitation.

It is understandable that the public wants

violent criminals behind bars. There is no

evidence, however, that the mere ware-

housing of non-violent offenders actually

makes the public any safer. Almost all

inmates will one day be back on the streets.

As an Oklahoma corrections official said:

"If they don't go out any better prepared to

face life, then we've just warehoused them

for a time. And at our cost of about $1 5,000 a

year per inmate [approximately $24,000 in

Massachusetts] , it would be cheaper to send

them to college than to keep them here."6

Sixty-five percent of the persons appearing

in Massachusetts criminal courts have a

prior record, and 85% of those have engaged

in prior criminal behavior within the same

court district. The Commonwealth must

decide whether it wishes its criminal justice

system to function as an expensive

revolving door.

Today, rehabilitation is seldom tried with

much creativity or persistence. The Georgia

BASICS (Bar Association Support to Improve

Correctional Services) program may prove

to be one effective model. Against steep

odds, that program is teaching felons from

economically and socially destitute pasts

alternatives to low-paying dead-end jobs,

welfare dependency , and a return to crime.

While recidivism for the general Georgia

prison population is 35%, recidivism

among BASICS graduates is only 7%. 7

Restitution should be the rule.

Restitution teaches responsibility to

offenders while it provides compensation

to victims. It must be used more widely in

the future. Programs to require offenders to

provide monetary or in-kind compensation

should be administered through the

probation system.

The courts should develop and employ

"alternative" sentences wherever possible.

In the future, alternative sentencing

(sometimes called "intermediate sanctions"

i

will be commonplace. In Delaware a study

showed that for every drug offender

sentenced to prison (at a cost of SI 7,761

per year), three offenders could be treated

in inpatient treatment programs and 16

could be treated in outpatient programs."

In 2022-inflated dollars the leveraging

factor will be enormous.

Diversion should be utilized more

extensively.

For many offenses trials are a misuse of

time and resources. Typically targeting

youthful offenders, substance-abuse-related

crimes, and some first offenses, diversion

programs remove the offender from the

criminal justice process long before trial,

sometimes immediately after arrest He or

she is then usually required to pay a civil

fine and/or participate in a program.

Mandatory sentencing should be

eliminated.

In testimony before the Criminal Justice

Task Force, Probation Commissioner

Donald Cochran charged that mandators

sentencing "has the potential to destrov the

criminal justice svstem." We agree. We also

endorse the finding of the Federal Courts

Study Committee that concluded that

mandatory sentences "create penalties

so distorted as to hamper . . . criminal

adjudication.

The reasons to eliminate mandatory

minimum sentencing are many, well known,

and likelv to be even more persuasive in

the future. Among them are:

• It is cosdy. It costs $24,000 to $25,000 to

incarcerate an offender in Massachusetts

todav . Alternatives cost far less.

• It is unrelated to anv logical penological

goal, e.g., rehabilitation or restitution.

• Automatically sentencing substance

abusers to state prisons and countv jails

bars the offender from treatment

necessary to avoid recidivism.
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• It shifts discretion from the judiciary

to prosecutors and law enforcement

personnel who, in making initial charging

decisions, effectively mandate sentences.

• Mandatory sentences, by precludingjudges

from weighing mitigating factors, produce

inequitable, non-utilitarian results.

Those who argue that mandatory sentencing

has the public's support should consider

the public's strong endorsement of reha-

bilitation efforts before concluding that

there is an unquenchable public thirst for

incarceration-based retribution. Uniformity

in sentencing can be better achieved

through sentencing guidelines.

A sentencing commission should be

created to generate sentencing guidelines,

oversee sentencing procedures, and

promote sentencing innovation.

The sentencing commission should be

broadly constituted. Its membership should

includejudges, criminaljustice professionals,

scholars, and lay people. Any sentencing

guidelines should be sufficiently flexible to

preserve reasonable judicial discretion.

The juvenile justice system may need

reform, but it must be retained.

The public's security is unquestionably a

very significant justice objective. Important

too, however, is the resocialization of child-

ren who have deviated from accepted

norms of behavior.

Juvenile crime is the source of much public

fear. Throughout human history, however,

children have been held to a different stan-

dard ofjudgment, wisdom, and culpability

than adults. The double standard is still

justified. Most children have neither the

judgment nor the experience of life to act

as adults. Seriousjuvenile offenders should

be dealt with harshly but not by the same

standards applied to adults. The juvenile
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justice system must be retained. Present-

day reformers should consider extending

the state'sjurisdiction overjuvenile

offenders beyond age 21.

Youth services should be expanded.

The caseload of the Department of Youth

Services has doubled from 1,500 cases in

1982 to 3,044 in 1989. New cases are proli-

ferating. And they come at a time when the

juvenile population in the state is shrinking,

even as the percentage of children in

poverty is growing.

Department ofYouth Services Commissioner

Edward Loughren's strategies forjuvenile

intervention are nationally acclaimed.

Some of the more innovative include:

"home builders" (workers in the homes of

troubled youths); mentors (adult companions

to work with students faltering in school);

restitution; "streetworkers"; and after-

school employment. These are strategies

for bringing young people in poverty and

crime into mainstream society and giving

them alternatives to crime.

Pre-sentence background investigations

should be routine.

Pre-sentence investigations of convicted

offenders typically consider mental and

physical health, and educational, vocational

and social skills. They are routine in the

federal courts and should be no less so

for the state courts. Only through such an

investigation can the court ensure that the

punishment fits the criminal first, the

crime second.

Parole should be retained and enhanced.

In the first months after an offender's

release from prison the parole officer's

role is critical. Most ex-inmates who return

to prison do so soon after confinement.

The transition is difficult, and the parole

officer can facilitate it by directing offenders

to needed resources and by monitoring

compliance with conditions of release.

Technological alternatives to incarceration

should be investigated, tested, and

constitutionally evaluated.

While they may conjure up visions of Brave

New World, technological innovations in

sentencing will be plentiful and very real by

2022. Electronic monitoring via implanted

monitors, electronic or chemical stimuli to

control behavior, even genetic engineering,

may allow behavior to be molded to appro-

priate models. Needless to say, approval of

any such methods must be contingent on

extensive testing and the most rigorous

constitutional evaluation.

Corrections

Sentencing and corrections are closely

related. Reform in one will almost inevitably

lead to (or require) reform in the other.

All legislation likely to increase the size of

the Commonwealth's corrections population

(and/or criminal court dockets) should be

accompanied by a statement assessing the

legislation's impact.

In the Commonwealth and elsewhere laws

are sometimes enacted that serve to protect

the public but have no regard for their impact

on the courts or corrections. Examples

include laws mandating a minimum
sentence for particular crimes, laws that

reduce the amount ofa controlled substance

that an offender must possess in order to

receive a certain sentence, and laws creating

new crimes. All such legislation tends to

increase court dockets and the corrections

population, sometimes dramatically, but

often with no corresponding increase in

appropriations.

Federal law requires "paperwork impact

statements" for all new legislation to ensure

there is a clear understanding of the regu-

latory burdens that can be created by well-

intentioned statutes. No less should be

required of legislation that can place similar

burdens on our justice system.



Corrections accreditation should be

expanded.

Standards for the management and main-

tenance of correctional facilities should be

scrutinized periodically to ensure that, at a

minimum, they conform to current statutory

and common law. Prisons and jails that

meet even higher and more humane

standards should be accredited. Accredita-

tion standards should be reviewed not only

byjudges, lawyers, and corrections experts

but by panels that also include academics,

sociologists, and lay people.

Intensive Probation Supervision

should be further implemented in the

Commonwealth as resources allow.

Intensive probation supervision is a penalty

less severe and less cosdy than prison but

much more demanding for offender and

supervisor than ordinary probation. Its

objective is the control and punishment of

the offender in the community. It requires

regular meetings with probation officers,

friends, family, and employers. Results can

be impressive.

A broad range of treatment programs must

be available.

The corrections population has diverse treat-

ment needs. In the future, the appropriate

treatment should be fit to the individual.

Eighty percent of the state's corrections

population has a problem with drugs or

alcohol. Yet for the 6,400 inmates with

such a history the state provides a mere 400

treatment slots. Adequate substance abuse

treatment facilities are perhaps the greatest

single step the state could take in addressing

the crisis in crime. Both abused and abusers

require psychological counseling. The

uneducated and the unskilled require

rudimentary education and vocational

training. As the population of female

offenders increases, educational family-

care programs to teach parenting skills to

young mothers are also needed.

* Programs to help families survive prison

separations should be developed.

One of the saddest consequences of incar-

ceration is the further disintegration of

already fragile families. Unless offenders

have some hope of family supfxm upon their

release, their chances of recidivism increase.

Programs that better allow incarcerated

offenders to interact with family members

should be explored and developed.

A functional literacy program should be

instituted throughout the corrections

system.

Almost 50% of the Commonwealth's

prison population and one-third of the

offenders in county jails cannot read at

the sixth grade level. Recidivism is 300%

higher among illiterate offenders than among

those who can read. The Commission's

survey found that 73% of Massachusetts

residents feel it is important to spend tax

dollars on literacy programs. And literacy

will be even more important in the future.

Literacy programs are a relatively inexpen-

sive investment in crime reduction,

opportunity, and human dignity.

System Management

and Other Issues

The criminal justice functions of the

Commonwealth should be centralized and

coordinated in a criminal justice secretariat

With few exceptions those who testified

before the task force complained of the

absence of crxirdination and communication

among criminal justice agencies in the

Commonwealth. The task force agrees.

A cabinet level office should be created in

the executive branch. The agencies that

comprise it may change over time, and we

make no recommendation concerning

present-day agency candidates.

Initiatives to promote greater community

involvement in criminal justice should be

developed.

Most r rimes <x< ur in die ( ommunitv in which

rx>th offender and victim reside. Grata
community involvement in prevention,

monitoring, and the revilution of criminal

disputes can be promoted through the

following:

• Neighborhood justice centers, for

resolving a whole range of criminal

(and civil) disputes.

• Where adjudication is necessary, local

trials. Historical evidence and rural

community experience demonstrate that

where victim and perpetrator, jurors and

witnesses know one another, a more

informed, involved, and just resolution

results.

• A public/private partnership that can

make grants to innovative communitv

criminal justice programs in support of

local initiatives.

Every member of the trial bar should

contribute to the criminal justice process.

The United States and Massachusetts con-

stitutions require that everv person accused

of a crime be afforded an effective defense.

It is not clear that this obligation is alwavs

met in Massachusetts todav. We believe

that as officers of the court, and as a small

price of admission to the profession, even

member of the trial bar should contribute

to the criminal justice process.

Critics often argue diat involving untrained

civil lawyers in the criminal process can

result in ineffective assistance of counsel.

While this is a legitimate concern, br u t

but effective training programs to teach

criminal advOQK) skills to civil trial lawvers

exist all over the countrv todav Moreover,

a program can mm civ lie devised to delimit
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the kinds of cases (or portions of cases) in

which the involvement of civil lawyers is

appropriate.

The prosecution and defense of a criminal

case is the quintessential government act.

The defense of those accused of crimes but

too poor to pay for counsel has for too long

been shouldered by a tiny segment of the

trial bar. While we are not advocadng

mandatory pro bono, we strongly urge

voluntary participation, and/or incendves,

to expand the pool of representation.

CONCLUSION
Criminal justice in the Commonwealth

today accounts for a small percentage of

all the law practiced in Massachusetts, but

it consumes a disproportionate amount of

justice system resources. This is appropriate.

Ensuring the public's safety by protecting it

from known offenders is arguably the most

basic role thatjustice has to play. Yet that

role must be played with fairness, creativity,

and a constant eye to the future. The people

of Massachusetts today have an eye on

tomorrow. We urge the courts, the governor,

and the legislature to be bold. The public

expects no less.
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VISION
We envision a futurejustice system in which

disputes are handled with speed and

reliability, efficiency and fairness. 'Justice

delayed isjustice denied" will have as much
currency in 2022 as it does today. As advances

in communication, transportation, and

information cause our world to turn faster,

future delays injustice may be even more

injurious than today's.

We envision a futurejustice system equipped

with adequate resources, effective manage-

ment, and quality facilities. These are the

characteristics of a sound judicial infra-

structure; without them, the system

cannot deliver a quality product.

We envision a future justice system that

ensuresjudicial independence, which isolates

our dispute resolvers from partisan politics.

In the future, we envision the courts will

enjoy the public's trust because justice

will be understandable, affordable, and

accessible to all.

In our justice future, participants and

disputants will feel more personally

involved in their disputes, better able to

participate in the resolution of these

disputes not as observers but as players.

They will feel they have been fully heard

and hilly understood.

We envision a future justice system in

which public participation in the justice

process— greater involvement by members

of the communities affected— will foster

public understanding and public trust.

And finally, we envision a future justice

system that has sufficient resilience and

flexibility to adapt, evolve, and change as

surely as our world itself will change in the

years ahead.

Our vision of qualityjustice, deserving of

the public trust, has one more encompassing

dimension: socialjustice. Thejustice system

we envision cannot succeed if society itself

continues to be plagued by problems rooted

in poverty, ignorance, and despair.

We envision a society c. 2022 in which there

is greater equality, greater opportunitv

.

greater reason for hope. The gap between

"haves" and "have nots" will be smaller,

possibly much smaller. Public and private

sectors will work increasingly in partnership to

achieve goals commonly held. While high-

quality housing, health care, education,

and diet may not yet be universally available,

in 2022 at least they will be univ ersally

acknowledged goals.

Our vision of greaterjustice both in our

courts and in our streets is not subject to

division. As long as society struggles with

poverty and ignorance, as long as neither

public nor private sector can effectively

address such problems, the courts will be

overwhelmed by the consequences. While

jurisprudence must be a means to social

justice, it is naive to imagine the justice

system standing alone against the tide,

enforcing standards of fairness and

decency as society itself founders.

POINTS OF DEPARTURE
"Quality justice" provokes endless discussion

about definitions and components. The
meaning of "quality justice" today and in

the future is frustratingly subjective; the

cornerstone of quality for one mav be a

mere incidental for another. But qualitv is

characterized by one timeless notion that

allows no dissent: qualitv justice is justice

that has earned the public's trusL

PromotingJudicial Quality

Justice is more about people than about rules

and principles. The quality ofjustice is onlv

as good as those who deliver it What follows

is a list of mechanisms and institutions that

can help promote judicial qualitv and the

public's trust in the system.

• A continuing two-way educational process

between the judiciary and public will

improve trust and understanding.

• Effective and responsible selection

mechanisms will ensure that onlv the

most highly qualified candidates are

appointed to serve asjudges.

• An evaluation system will ensure that

judges receive feedback and improve

their performance without having their

judicial independence compromised.

• An efficient judicial disciplinary process

open to public scrutiny will ensure

judicial accountability.

• Ongoing, required educational programs

will ensure that judges are well-trained

and keep abreast of legal developments

and underlving social issues.

• Judicial independence mechanisms will

ensure neutralitv from partisan politics.
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• Adequate support systems will permit

judges the time and resources to do their

jobs thoughtfully, will mitigate the stress

inherent in judicial decision making,

and will promote mental and emotional

health

• Adequate levels of compensation will

fairly reflect the enormous responsibility

of the judiciary.

Fundamental to die quality of the judiciary

is its reflection of the diversity of the society

it serves. We fullv expect that bv 2022 the

Massachusetts bench will roughly mirror

our population in gender, race, and ethniritv.

Changing Public

Perceptions ofJustice

As e\idenced in the report of die ABA Task

Force on Outreach to the Public (1989).

and elsewhere, the public's expectations

about justice are not being met. The public-

is regularly bombarded with media stories

about massive dela\s. "frivolous" lawsuits,

"huge" contingency fees, "excessive"jury

awards, the "insurance crisis." and criminals

going free on "technicalities." Negative

perceptions stem not onlv from real

problems but also from widespread lack of

understanding about the justice system.

Public attitude surveys reveal hostility
-

,

cynicism, and apathy toward the courts.

To improve public trust and confidence in

justice we must change public perceptions.

Survey results suggest diat public trust can

be improved through the dissemination of

better information and constructive

publicity about the courts.

The Qualibi ofJustice/Public Trust and

Confidence Task Force took the lead in dansing

and anakzing the results of the Commission 's

public opinion sun<e^. The results ofthe sun>ey.

prnnousbt reported here. hm>e been mm-ed to the

body of the report. More information, including

the sunt\ questionnaire, can befound in this

appendix.

Justice in Society

Aiming society's problems that have a

direct impact on die courts are: famih

breakdown; crime: drug and alcohol abuse;

deteriorating cities and schools: declining

standards ofIrving a growing gulf between

rich and poor: growing hunger, poverty,

and resentment; racism and race-hatred;

and the lack of accountability, ethics, and

social responsibility at the highest levels of

die economic and political systems.

Theories about causes focus variously on

the individual and society itself. We fear

that the debate will produce no winners;

as the social organism fails the individual,

the individual fails society. This is not a

cvcle diat can be broken widi pious urging

and moral admonition. If we do not take

on die responsibility of feeding, housing,

nurturing, and educating our children

effectively, and ifwe do not offer them

opportunities that give them a sense of

contribution and fulfillment, they will

almost inevitably grow up to be citizens of a

world that is litde more than a declining

version of the present. We advocate instead

a \ision of a society that shows (through

action) that it genuinely cares for its members.

Few problems can be solved without spend-

ing money in the right wavs. Greater social

justice is not likely to be achieved widiout

extensive rearrangement of spending

priorities. In the context of quality justice,

articulating w hat futurists call a "pathway"

— die means to achieve a vision— requires

confronting economic priorities and mak-

ing hard choices. Bv way of illustration, in

1989 Springfield taxpayers spent more on

NATO— in the form of federal taxes—
than on dieir entire school sy stem.

Thev spent more on nuclear weapons than

on their fire department. Substantially

reduced military spending, which has

begun, could free several billions of dollars

annually for revenue-sharing programs in

Massachusetts alone. The resulting benefit

to programs for rebuilding the social infra-

structure and the courts, both directiv and

indirectly, is hard to overemphasize.

Feelings of powerlessness. alienation, and

low self-esteem affect a large percentage of

people whose cases reach the courts.

Meaningful work with remuneration

adequate to support oneself and one's

family, society's traditional avenue to self-

fulfillment, is una\ailable to more and more

people. Too often the result is crime, alcohol

and drug abuse, child abuse, and a range

ofother problems that end up in the courts.

Finally, education is fundamental to our

\ision ofjustice. We emision in Massachusetts

in the vear 2022 a high-qualitv public

education sy stem: adequate numbers of

talented, well-paid teachers: and schools

that meet a variety of student needs. We
emision a school sy stem that integrates

education in conflict management

reduction into the curriculum. If society

begins today, bv 2022 we can produce a new

generation ofw ell-educated young people,

committed to justice and fairness for all.

We challenge the people of Massachusetts

to invest in change.

AVENUES OF CHANGE
Early Interv ention, Case Screen-

ing, Referral, and Active Case

Management

Our first recommendations are addressed

primarily to inefficiencies in adjudicatory

justice todav. Our public opinion survey

identified congested courts and heaw case-

loads as die public's greatest area ofconcern.

The courts should institute earh intervention

and active case management mechanisms.

All courts should establish standards for case

management processing, and disposition.
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Different standards for different ( ourts are

ac ( eptable so long as there is sonic fbi in of

centralized quality control.

Every case entering the system should

become the personal responsibility of a

case manager (a judge, an administrator)

responsible for the case's movement and

ultimate disposition. An "individual calendar

system" is just one possible approach. The

objective of any such process is early case

evaluation, early intervention in the event

of unwarranted dela) . and ai countabilitv

.

Early negotiation and mediation aimed at

expeditious settlement should also be

within the case manager's purview.

Differentiated case management should be

explored in both criminal and civil matters.

Cases should be sorted according to type

and i omplexit) and assigned to different

time tracks for discovery and trial.

In a 1988 Harris survey, a national sample

of justic e system users and judges identified

escalating litigation costs as a significant

c ause of public frustration with the ( ourts.

Respondents plac ed much of the blame for

these costs on the discovers process. They

believed that attorneys abused the pro< ess

bv "over-discovery," and that judges shared

the blame bv failing to control the process.

Discovery is a vital tool for litigators,

but in the future it must be managed

more effectively to prevent abuse and

manipulation. The Brookings Institution

has recommended the disposition of cases

by "staging" discovery. In the first stage

parties could be limited to developing only

that information that is necessary to assess

the case realistically ,
perhaps b) inspei ting

a limited number of documents and taking

a limited number of depositions. If the case

is not resolved, a second more intensive phase

could commence. Another approach is to

stage the disposition of key issues early .

Other initiatives for controlling civil

discovery include arbitrarily limiting the

number ofdepositions and/or interroga-

tories, making greater use of special discover)

masters in complex cases, and imposing

sanctions for failure to abide In the spirit

as well as the letter of discovery rules.

We suggest a more active role for judges 01

other case managers in entry-level decisions.

We recommend enhanced administrative

support and case management training for

judges. We recommend that some emphasis

be placed on management skilLs in

appointments to the judiciary.

Discussed in detail elsewhere, alternative paths

to justice and technological enhancement

of the system are important components of

these related visions of qualityjustice and

publir trust.

Facilitating Access, Ensuring

Fairness, Guaranteeing

Representation

In the Commission's public opinion survey ,

minority respondents, especially, evidenced

doubts about the accessibility and fairness

ofour justice system. Even respondents

who did not perceive problems with their

own treatment by the courts believed that

minorities, women, poor people, victims,

and suspects were sometimes treated

unfairly . They also identified problems of

affordability, both for the middle class and

for the poor. Contemporary research done

by the Supreme Judicial Court's Gender

Bias Study Committee and the Commission

to Study Racial and Ethnic Bias in the

Courts indicates there are reasons to he

concerned about bias in the system.

The best technological tooLs should be

employed to increase access to the courts

and to make the system more- "user-f riendfy
."

The Massachusetts courts are confusing.

The maze of different courts with overlapping

jurisdictions and procedures is sometimes

difficult for even the seasoned practitioner

to fathom. Ice hnologv should fx- uvd to

demvstifv and simplifv the justice svstem. to

"map" it for the uninitiated, and to make it

more approac liable. In designing sv sterns

to enhance access and improve quality wi-

re-commend striking a balance Ix-tween

high-tec h and user-friendlv. Am tec hnologv

that is not user-friendly, that fails to make

the justice system more accessible-, is uiom

liability than asset.

We should begin today to create the justice

system work force of tomorrow . one sensitive

to and representative of our multicultural

society. We urge strong, affirmative steps to

begin building greater diversitv into the

justice work force. We recommend that

judges, lawyers, and clerks be trained to

handle fairlv those cases involving crosv

c ultural differences and to deal with a

multicultural public, which mav have limited

knowledge of and unfounded expectations

about the justice sv stem. We recommend

required education about racism, gender

bias, and other areas of potential discrimi-

nation. These recommendations have

widespread public support Fortv -three

percent of those interviewed in our survev

(and 74^ of the minorirv oversample) saw

a need to expand training programs for

court personnel to deal more fairlv with

people from other cultural or ethnic

backgrounds.

Affordable justice Is a public priority.

Legal services must be adequately funded.

The burden < >f pn >viding access to affc »rdahk*

justice cannot rest on individual attonic-vs

alone. While we recognize that qualitv

justice has a price tag. the public has

identified affordable justice as a major

concent to which we must find ways to

respond. Polio makers must be willing to

support legal services programs for the

poor and the middle class. Through
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programs that fund legal services, the

organized bar can continue and increase

its assistance in this critical effort.

SocialJustice Through Law

and Educational Partnerships

No less than in the past, jurisprudence

must be a means to socialjustice. The courts

must remain ever-vigilant in seeking to

ensure fairness and equal treatment in

society'. Brown v. Board ofEducation (1954)

established a new benchmark in the rejection

of separate-but-equal education and has

influenced integration in education over

the past three decades. Gideon v. Wainurright

(1963) was instrumental in ensuring the

right to counsel for the poor in criminal

cases. The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial

Court has a proud history of upholding the

rights and liberties of all residents of the

Commonwealth. That tradition must be

continued, indeed expanded.

In seeking the public's trust the courts

should work actively to counter public myth

and misconception about justice. They

must persuade the public, for example,

that more prisons, suffer sentences, and

the death penalty cannot solve the crime

problem. The public must understand

instead that society has no choice but to

attack crime at its roots.

The courts should enter into partnerships

with schools to design and incorporate into

the curriculum education about justice.

By forming partnerships with public and

private schools the justice system can help

develop a curriculum that includes education

in conflict management and tension

reduction, that teaches children to view

conflicts from perspectives other than their

own and to defend their own rights and

positions constructively. Our children

should be introduced to justice and the

justice system early.
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Courts should be encouraged to form

educational partnerships with public schools

located in their districts. Throughout the

year, judges, lawyers, probation officers,

and other justice system employees could

make periodic presentations about law-

related issues. This would enable justice

system personnel to participate in the

education of local children, who in turn

could become acquainted with professionals.

Minorityjudges and lawyers could provide

positive role models for youth. The legal

community could also facilitate field trips

to courtrooms, law firms, and local

correctional facilities.

Students could be encouraged to establish

their own peer review panels— school-

based justice systems to resolve student

disputes and to address discipline issues

and minor crimes. Such a system could have

its own sanctions, including restitution

programs, alternative community sendee,

and other options designed to teach social

responsibility.

Educating children about the justice

system has great potential for long-term

changes in the public's understanding of

and trust injustice.

Building Two-Way Communi-

cations Between Courts and the

Community

The courts should create partnerships with

the community to enlist public support for

justice. We propose thatjudges and court

personnel come to view community involve-

ment as part of theirjob and receive

appropriate technical support and assistance.

For this outreach program to succeed it

must have the support of court leadership.

ChiefJustice Liacos' \isit to Mattapan in

May 1991 is symbolic of the kind ofcommit-

ment we envision. Community leaders

considered the visit an important gesture,

and it improved the courts' public image.

Educating the public should not fall

exclusively to the judiciary. The Common-
wealth's 27,000 lawyers must also expand

their role as ambassadors of the justice

system. Although we acknowledge and

applaud the bar's substantial outreach efforts

to date, we agree with the American Bar

Association that increased coordination of the

bar's many useful sections, committees, and

task forces is needed to enhance their effec-

tiveness as ambassadors to the community.

Educational partnerships should also be

forged between the courts and the media.

If courts are to be accountable to the public,

the public must understand them. Since

much of the public's perception of thejustice

system comes from the media, it is important

that the press understand the workings

of the courts. Courts should consider

expanded media liaisons to promote

accurate, timely information exchange.

More should be done to increase citizen

contributions to the justice system. It is

obvious that understanding increases with

participation. Those who serve on juries,

for example, have a generally improved

view of the justice system. Our survey

respondents overwhelmingly endorsed the

jury system, and we believe that trial by a

jury of one's peers is not onlv fundamental

tojustice but also provides an important

educational function. Jury pools should be

used as an educational forum about justice

and to obtain public feedback on how the

system is performing.

Community participation in the system

should be furthered through the establish-

ment of citizen advisory boards in local

courts. Collaborative partnerships with

the public are often the key to improved

government performance. Administrators

working with citizen boards come to better

understand public fears and concerns.



Members of the public working with govern-

ment can help solve persistent problems by

proposing solutions and advocating their

adoption. Programs to promote public

involvement can be tailored to community

needs by individual courts. These programs

could:

• Encourage the public to come to local

court facilities for law-related community

activities, e.g., free legal clinics, a

question-and-answer day with court

officials, etc.;

• Involve the public with court operations

through community surveys, focus groups,

and citizen mobilization workshops;

• Inform and educate the public through

law-related courses, brochures, cable

television programs, and toll-free

telephone service for easy access to legal

information;

• Train court personnel to be receptive to

public comments, responsive to public

concerns, and comfortable with new ideas;

• Create a special bond with local schools

through class meetings with court officials,

a videotape about the probation process,

court visits, mock trials, and "roaming"

court sessions in schools;

• Offer the public opportunities to

volunteer their services to the courts,

with appropriate rewards and

recognition; and

• Encourage the public to advocate for

adequate justice resources by making

court needs public needs.

These and other creative ways to involve the

public actively in the administration of

justice can do much to enhance public trust

Mechanisms to Ensure

Accountability

The accountability ofjudges and the justice

system has been a recurring theme in the

Commission's work. There is a fine line

between preserving judicial independent e

and ensuring adequate public accounta-

bility. Courts are sometimes reluctant

to open themselves to public scrutiny

for fear that their independence may be

compromised. Today, Massachusetts

safeguards judicial independence more

than most states through an impartial

judicial nominating and appointment

process and through life tenure for judges.

But in exchange for such independence

the public is surely entitled to expect a

judicial selection process of the highest

quality, the right to require thatjudges

be subject to periodic evaluation, and a

judicial disciplinary process that is fair

and open to public view.

Mechanisms to ensure accountability exist

today. Trial court decisions are subject to

appellate review. High standards of ethical

conduct have been established by the Code

ofJudicial Conduct and adopted by rule of

the SupremeJudicial Court The Commission

on Judicial Conduct has real authority.

However, the presentjudicial disciplinary

process depends largely on the initiation of

public complaints, even though the average

citizen sees so litde of the justice process

that he or she is seldom in a position to

recognize patterns of misconduct.

We recommend ajudicial evaluation process

drawing heavily on the observations of other

judges but also providing for systematic

and regular input from the bar and from

the public. Misconduct is best recognized

from the inside. Judges, lawyers, and others

who work in the system have a responsibility

to report misconduct and violations of

ethics rules. Chiefjudges have the responsi-

bility to supervise, support, assist, re-assign,

and discipline as necessary the judges

within their jurisdiction.

The public also has the light to accountability

from the legal profession. Lawyers must

recognize their responsibilities as officers

of the court and prevent misuse or abuse

of the process. Lawyer disc ipline must be

swift, vigorous, and open to public scrutiny.

An ombudsperson's office should be

created in the courts to receive, investigate,

and resolve complaints relating to the

administration of justice. In the publu

sector, an ombudsperson Ls an independent

official who receives, investigates, and

resolves citizen complaints involving the

government. Ombudspersons (Oms) can

help build trust and confidence bv respond-

ing to public concerns (service complaints)

and by identifying and remedying poor

administration (process complaints).

Oms can also improve access to service** bj

providing directories, information svstems,

brochures, etc., that help people find the

right official or agency in complicated

bureaucracies. Oms can sponsor public

education efforts and programs to improve

employee attitudes. Experienced dispute

resolvers (retired judges, mediators, etc.)

can make especiallv good ombudspersons.

A "citizen assistance council" should be

created. Composed of the court's public

information officer, the heads of the

Committee for Public Counsel Services.

Board of Bat Overseers, and Judicial

Conduct Commission, and the ombuds-

person, it would enhance the justice

system's responsibility to the public

without creating a new bureaucracy.

The council should meet reguhlij to

discuss ways to improve the disciplinary

process and respond to public concerns.

Finally, the courts should do more to

encourage the televising of courtroom

proceedings. I he trial process should be

open to public scrutiny in a medium that

is familial and far-reaching. Lntil a 'J 1st

centurv technological successor comes

along, television will remain the medium

of choice.
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VISION
Bv the year 2020 photovoltaic cells will

routinely convert sunlight to elecuicity;

weather "prescriptions'" and atmospheric

regulation will prevent or cure physical ills;

brain cell and tissue uansplants will aid the

mentally retarded; bloodless laser surgery

will decrease hospital stays and medical

costs; furniture will move and talk, allowing

the elderly and the handicapped to live

easily at home; computers will be able to

see and sense objects, move, and accurately

generate human speech sounds; teraflop

supercomputers will perform a trillion

calculations a second; and there will be

a cure for the common cold. 1

This may well be the future, brought to us

by the technology revolution. Biotechnology,

robotics, artificial intelligence, telecommu-

nications, and automation will play a part

in every aspect of our lives, including our

system ofjustice. Expert systems, holograms,

video technologies, and "virtual reality"

could provide the foundation for a justice

system without uaditional courthouses or

courtrooms, even without lawyers orjudges

as we know them today.

For many, the technological revolution

raises a dark vision of machines replacing

people; of surveillance video cameras and

computers invading privacy and individual

rights; of technological nightmares beyond

our control. While technology threatens ill

as surely as it promises good, in our vision

of the future the courts will use technology

to enhance rather than diminish our

humanity.

Information technology— the capabilities

offered by computers, software applications,

and telecommunications— is pardcularly

relevant to the work of the courts. Such

technology is already beginning to improve

court adminisuation and facilitate the

delivery ofjustice. Increasingly it will

provide easier access to informadon for the

public, for attorneys, and for otherjustice

system constituencies. It can already

transfer information and images rapidly

across great distances, makingjustice largely

independent ofgeography. And it promises

much greater efficiency for court manage-

ment, thus improving the qualitv of work

life for those within the courts. The time

and cost of day-to-day court operations can

be reduced, while speed, efficiency, and

effectiveness are added to the administration

ofjustice. The courts of the future will also

use technology to bring new, alternative

means of dispute resolution to a changing

population.

All citizens must have confidence that the

courts will protect their rights and liberties

and treat them fairly, regardless of the

language they speak, their race or gender,

or physical impairments. Technology can

bolster public confidence injustice by

helping to create a system responsive to

both personal and public need.

This is a condensed and edited version of the report of the Technology and Justice Task Force. The complete

report may be obtained from the Public Information Office of the Supreme Judicial Court. The views expressed

and recommendations made herein are those of the task force and do not necessarily represent those of the

Commission. Task force members were: Donald Cochran and Gabriel P. Fusco, cochairs; Joseph G. Brady

and Alice E. Richmond, members; Burton Kreindel and Frederick W. Riley, special advisers; and Kate Nace
Day, reporter.
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BLUEPRINT FOR CHANGE
In the last several decades Massachusetts has

become a high-technology leader in the

United States and the world. Massachusetts

companies have contributed a large share

of new technology on the world market

and are now developing new artificial

intelligence technologies among others.

The Commonwealth is also home to

several academic institutions recognized

as world leaders in the development of

new technologies.

The state court system's proximity to

technology's leading edge is, at best, ironic

since the technology in use in our courts

today consists of litde more than the tele-

phone and the typewriter. The delay in

bringing technological innovation to the

judicial branch has long been recognized

as primary among its shortcomings.

The slow pace of automation in the

Massachusetts courts is not news. The Cox

Commission and the Senate Ways and

Means Committee fully documented the

problem in 1976 and 1987, respectively.

Since then, there has been progress.

Probation's systems are highly regarded,

as is thejury management system. The

Superior Court has recendy entered into

a contract for automated comprehensive

case management and remote access to

computerized dockets. The District Court

and the Supreme Judicial Court are also

being automated. What is puzzling and

worrisome, however, is that by and large these

efforts are uncoordinated. Each system is

the product of separate vendors. Internal

and external interfaces are uncertain at best

Much more needs to be done. To arrive fully

in this century, and to prepare for the next

century, the courts need to make far better

use of technology. Caseflow management,



statistical reporting, internal communications,

communications aimed at public under-

standing and access, data management,

and information storage are all obvious

candidates for technological enhancement.

The people of the Commonwealth deserve

a justice system that is efficient, effective,

and fair. Technology will play a major role

in the system's redesign. Our recommen-

dations for bridging the gulf between

present and future follow.

We Begin Today

The chiefjustice of the Supreme Judicial

Court should chair a standing Task Force

on Technology and Justice to integrate

existing and emerging technologies into

court operations.

Technological change in the courts is

impossible without sustained commitment

from those responsible for the administra-

tion ofjustice. A permanent Task Force

on Technology andJustice, comprised

ofjudges, court personnel, lawyers, law

librarians, technology researchers and

applications specialists, and lay people,

could institutionalize the courts' commit-

ment to technological advancement.

Such a task force could be the advocate for

technological innovation within the justice

system, following the example of Arizona

Judge David Phares. Judge Phares found

that courtroom information technology

systems were being developed for clerks,

notjudges, even though judges often

function in managerial roles and must use

the systems. In response Phares developed

ajudicial workstation — a computer

designed to assistjudges in their various

functions— now being piloted in the

Arizona courts.

A permanent Technology Task Force could

educate the judiciary on ways in which

technology can assistjudges, reducejudicial

isolation, and foster communication

between the judiciary, the public, and the

developers of new technologies. Such a

task force could also promote adequate

funding for court technology and undertake

special research projects.

Candidates for judicial appointment

should increasingly be computer literate.

Once appointed, judges should receive

continuing education in computers and

emerging technologies.

Efficiency produced through technology in

the courts is impossible without ajudiciary

that is increasingly "computer literate."

The judges of tomorrow must understand

the role of technology in the future of the

courts and the improvements that can result

from the successful application of technology

to ajudge's everyday work. Such an under-

standing should be a consideration in the

appointment process. Once appointed,

thejudiciary should receive continuing

computer education, including specialized

training in information technology . The

courts themselves should promote and

provide such ongoing education.

Rules, regulations, and statutes should be

reviewed with an eye to removing barriers

to a more technology-based system.

There will always be rules that govern the

resolution of disputes. Some of these rules

may inadvertently inhibit technological

change. For instance, transmitting documents

by facsimile machine raises issues such as:

the payment of filing fees, legality of

signatures, legibility, proof of receipt and

adequacy of sendee of process, and the

validity of faxed warrants and orders.2

The possible problems are as varied as the

technologies. Supercomputers are capable

of performing several hundred million

calculations per second, as well as producing

powerful three-dimensional simulations

of past events. When these are reduced to

video format they can permit computer-

simulated accident reconstructions at trial.

But will such reconstructions be admissible

under die rul<*s of evidence? In die literature

on computer-generated visual evidence,

Massachusetts has been cited as having "an

antiquated basis for admissability."*

Pre-recorded videotaped trial records raise

similar rules-related questions, as does image

scanning of documents and their transfer

onto optical disks— where the original

document and all subsequent evidence is

eliminated. Such issues must be carefully

evaluated. We urge the elimination from

statutes, regulations, court rules, and case

law of all unnecessary barriers to techno-

logical innovation in the courts.

Banishing the Specter

of Technology

Thejudiciary must take the lead in assessing

technological and scientific advancements

to ensure that the law can address the legal

issues of tomorrow.

As society changes so will conflict The judi-

ciary must be among the first to understand

advancements in fields such as biotechnology,

molecular biology , robotics, and artificial

intelligence, and what these changes will

bring in the way of new legal issues.

We can imagine today some of the questions

likelv to be posed bv biotechnologv tomorrow .

What about cyborg technology, for example,

in which humans are direcdv linked to

technology diat assists malfunctioning

bodv parts? Or elecuonic voice synthesis

and voice recognition? Cvborg technology

implies a kind of "conscious technology ."

1 [umans combined with computers

essentially represent a new species, and

questions regarding their rights and

liabilities are fascinating, if a bit frightening.

The judiciary must be informed and

prepared to confront these new challenges

if the potential benefits of technology are

to be harnessed.
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A subgroup of the standing Task Force on

Technology' and Justice should explore the

interdisciplinary field of artificial intelligence

and the law and recommend justice

applications.

Massachusetts is home to many of the pre-

eminent researchers in the field of artificial

intelligence (AI) and the law. Our courts

can no longer afford to ignore the vast

body of knowledge and technologies

connected with AI. Professor Edwina Rissland

of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst

defines .AI as "the science of making

machines do things that would require

intelligence ifdone by man." Research in the

field of AI and the law is aimed at under-

standing legal reasoning and building

computer tools to assist in legal practice,

teaching, and research. The promise of

.AI forjudicial decision making is that it

could automate the formalistic rules-based

aspects of legal reasoning. Judges could

then focus on the more subjective aspects

of their work, such as interpreting facts and

weighing evidence.

An AI subgroup of the Task Force on

Technology and Justice could work to

improve our understanding of the relation-

ship between AI and legal reasoning and

specifically examine how AI can assist in

judicial decision making. It would also

serve to educate and reassure us about the

role of AI in the law. Dr. Rissland writes:

"Some might be concerned that the use

of AI models will somehow trivialize legal

reasoning by making it seem too simple,

undermine the importance of lawyers and

judges by relegating them to the role of

mere users of systems which do all of the

interesting reasoning, or dehumanize us

bj describing intelligent behavior in well-

defined terms .... [However] there will

always be a need for human lawyers and

judges. The goal Ls to assist, not to replace." 4

TASK FORCE REPORT SUMMARIES

The judiciary must assume a leadership

role in initiating educational programs in

the public schools to introduce children to

the justice system, including its technology.

Our children are the leaders, creators,

and users of the justice system of the

future. They could also be its victims.

When we look at today's children, playing

with video games or working on personal

computers, the lesson is clear: technology

need not diminish our humanity. Unlike

many in the older generation, children are

not fearful of technology-

. Where adults

dread, children often delight.

We must begin today to ensure that

children understand both the principles of

justice and how technology can be used to

promote it Cable television could bring

live trials into school settings. Likewise,

interactive video programs could bring

children into the courts through a touch-

screen computer, or for a video-conference

with a clerk before a trial.

Enhancing the Effective

Management ofJustice

Technology planning for the future of

the courts must be fully integrated with

operational, financial, and human

resource planning.

Designing the future requires conceptual-

izing change. Technological change must

be an integral part of a comprehensive

plan for the future of the courts.

Thomas Dav enport andJames Short of

Ernst and Young assert in their paper on

information technology and business that

redesigning business processes is "a straight-

forward activity , but five major steps are

involv ed: dev elop the business vision and

process objectives, identify' the processes to

be redesigned, understand and measure

the existing process, identify information

technology levers, and design and build a

prototype of the new process."5

The Ministry of the Attorney General for

the Province of British Columbia in its

strategy- for technological change focused

initially on the particular functions of its

justice system. It defined the business

functions of the courts as: management,

record management, security, finance, and

information. It then focused on better ways

ofoperating through technology , identifying

opportunities for major enhancements and

improvements within each court function.

This examination led the strategic planners

to adopt short-, mid-, and long-term goals,

with the idea that knowledge gained from

short-term initiatives would enhance the

quality of longer term efforts.

Initiate immediately a pilot project for

the development and construction of a

courthouse of the future.

Courthouse design is a basic and critical

stage in integrating technology and justice.

The courthouse of the future should use

existing and emerging technologies to

provide improved access to justice, as well

as more efficient court administration.

The development ofa prototype courthouse

would allow us to see the future in operation

today. A regular review of the problems

and achievements of the pilot project would

provide valuable information about how to

integrate technology into the courts. Many

of the components of the courthouse of

the future are already available.

Access to the courts for the handicapped and

disabled could be improved substantially

with systems in use today. BarbaraJean

Wood, Massachusetts Commissioner for

the Deaf and Hard of Hearing, told the

Commission:

'The courts respond inconsistendy to their

legal obligation to provide communications

access to the deaf and hard of hearing.

We propose . . . special technology, such as

. . . special telecommunications equipment,

video and TV captioning .... We propose



computer-aided 'realtime' court reporters,

who translate speech into printed text

instantaneously .... Amplification systems

such as audio induction loops could be

built-in around courtrooms when they

are renovated."

The courthouse of the future is almost

certain to be "paperless." Image-scanning

technology is available now for converting

the printed word into an electronic image,

which is then stored on a computer disk.

The advantages of imaging include facili-

tating instantaneous document retrieval,

allowing simultaneous access by multiple

users, and reducing the problems of

processing, managing, and storing

court documents.

In time, the courthouse of the future

mav have a library of holographic crystals

that store documents and information.

Holography is providing new storage

methods: laser light is used to record data

images, like pages from a book, on light-

sensitive crystals. The data are stored as

complete images, etched into the molecular

structure of the crystal.

In the courthouse of the future all

information will flow electronicallv.

Complaints will be served and filed

electronically. Electronic case-file folders

will receive information from keyboards

and touch screens, and from human voices

via computer speech-recognition systems.

The court computer will have the capacity

to receive, capture, and retrieve data, such

as case data, case-tracking information, and

juror information; text, such as complaints,

motions, judgments, court orders, and

rules of court; and images of documents,

such as proof of service and documentary

evidence that has been scanned.

In the courthouse of the future, judges,

court clerks, and court administrators will

all have access to the court computer via

personal workstations. Ajudge, for example,

might have workstations both m < hambers

and on the bench. He or she could then

inspect a case file, make case notes, and

research legal questions and rules. Clerks

could call up case files, evidence lists, and

discovery orders.

To allow attorneys to organize, share, and

present evidence in both criminal and civil

trials, the courthouse of the future will

have a computer room serving as a tele-

communications relay station. It will allow

attorneys to bring their own computers into

the courtroom, or to use court-supplied work-

stations that give them access to litigation

support materials. Attorneys will be able to

conduct legal research and review non-legal

data bases. In every phase of litigation,

the court computer will be able to receiv

e

information from state agencies, law-

enforcement groups, and law firms.

The courtroom ofthe future will be equipped

with extensive video technology. It will

have an integrated voice-activated audio-

visual recording system. Video technology is

already playing a significant role injudicial

proceedings, including videotaped deposi-

tions, confessions, and trial records. Of

particular v alue to the criminal justice

system, interactive video-conferencing permits

communication between the courtroom and

remote sites, supplementing traditional in-

person courtroom and hearing room

proceedings by allowing testimony from

detention facilities at arraignments or

parole hearings. A high-resolution

projection system could be used for the

display of exhibits or videotaped depositions.

Jurors will be able to view these on a large

screen or individual small screens. Jurors

will also be able to review video transcripts

of witness testimony and inspect scanned

documents introduced into evidence.

Even as the courthouse of the future is

utilizing many of the technologies available

todav, it must be technologically, functionally.

spatially, and environmentally designed to

anticipate and incorporate change.

Flexibility must be built into the plans for

the courthouse of the future. The Superior

Court of San Mateo County, California, for

example, has constructed three high-tech

courtrooms with movable walls. Many of the

courtroom furnishings, including jury-

boxes, counsel tables, public seating, and

witness stands are movable. The floors

accommodate subsurface wiring modifica-

tions for future uses.

We recommend the immediate evaluation

of existing court computer systems to

upgrade and integrate them into a system-

wide computer-based information manage-

ment and communications network.

Systems exist today that could do much to

improve caseflow management, centralized

case scheduling, and litigation support.

Without svstemwide evaluation, followed bv

the development and integration of new

and emerging technology , the 2 1st centurv

will be here before the courts have fullv

arrived in the 20th.

Computerized court information systems

in the United States have been operational

for years. These systems, which have often

exceeded original requirements and

expectations, were designed in response

to the needs and with the participation

of court clerks. The activ e involvement of

court personnel is critical to the successful

development and implementation of

information technology .

Case management systems tvpicallv permit

case monitoring and management from

tiling through disposition. Thev are fullv

integrated, on-line, real-time processing

systems that allow authorized users to add.

maintain, display, and print information.

The systems* abilities include docketing,

case indexing, automatic assignment of cases
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for scheduling, and calendar preparation.

The systems also generate forms and

notices, managerial and statistical reporting

information, state-mandated reports,

scheduling for prosecutors and public

defenders, andjudgments. The systems often

have several integrated modules that tie case

management to other functions. Similarly,

there are criminaljustice information systems

that support pre-trial services, by linking all

criminal courts, clerks, prosecutors, law

enforcement, and count)' jails.

Other technologies that could dramatically

improve the efficiency of the trial process

also exist. For example, several states have

experimented successfully with electronic

case filing. The National Center for State

Courts conducted a year-long study of the

use of facsimile (fax) technology in five

state courts. The study found that fax

technology sped communication in rural

judicial districts and generally improved

access.
6 In the very near future the trial

court of Massachusetts must thoroughly

evaluate such existing systems and

integrate them into its own systems.

Ensuring Greater

Access to Justice

Systems providing multilingual justice

information should be accessible by

telephone and at all courthouses.

America's image as a melting pot is being

i cplaced by the image of a mosaic, one

people comprised of many, a nation of

diverse cultures and many languages. Our

courthouses must be equipped so that all

people, regardless of their spoken language,

have access to information. When the

public calls or arrives at the courthouse,

each person should be assisted bv inter-

active computers providing information

in a choice of languages.

TASK FORCE REPORT SUMMARIES

Interactive voice response systems could

provide information to telephone callers.

The justice system should develop and

implement multilingual voice response

systems to provide information about the

courts and otherjustice system agencies,

route calls to specialized services, and

enable callers to access various data bases

via touchtone technology.

Interactive computers in the courthouse

could provide the public with information

about the courthouse itself, with maps and

directions, and about court procedures.

In Colorado a bilingual touch-screen

interactive computer provides information

to the public about the operation of the

courts and the procedures in specific types

of legal proceedings. Data-base-linked

monitors should also be located in carrels

in all courts to meet the basic information

needs ofpro parties (those without counsel).

We emphasize that the objective of multi-

lingual systems is to guide, inform, and

educate, not to substitute for lawyers or create

robotic counsel for parties otherwise pro se.

Public libraries, law libraries, and public

schools should offer remote access to

court information.

There is a public perception that not

enough is done today to guide the justice

system user through the process. Donald

Dunn of the Western New England School

of Law suggested building bridges to public

understanding:

'You could structure an interactive video

program that would enable a patron to

come in and say 'what is superior court'

and you could get the whole chart up there

— what the roles are, and who is the clerk.

You could put in individuals' names so that

the patron could see those very easily by

putting their finger up to the screen.

You could find out who thejudge is . . ..

Take it out of the courts. Put it in high

schools. You want it out in the public area.

Exposing people to the legal system and

the way it operates begins unfortunately

for most people at the worst possible time,

when something bad goes wrong. Techno-

logy offers much to us and makes it exciting."

As court records and other public documents

are automated, a comprehensive program

for public access should be instituted.

Severaljurisdictions are already experiment-

ing with providing attorneys remote access

to computerized records. Similarly, the

public should have access to the state courts'

case-tracking system so that an individual

with only the name of a party or a case

number could locate the case, copy

information, and obtain updates— all

without traveling to the courthouse.

Other technologies to facilitate remote

access to justice should be developed.

With existing video technology it is possible

to remove geography as an impediment in

many court matters. In the future two-way

audio-visual links could allowjudges to carry

on court business invoking parties in remote

locations. Long-distance video depositions

are already a reality. Video-teleconferencing

makes it possible to assignjudges to different

areas, without physically sending them there.

With a computerizedjudge-tracking system,

judges can be made more consistently

available where the need arises.

Other video technologies, holographs,

and "virtual reality" can create three-

dimensional representations of real

judges. Three-dimensional holographic

images are generated by a computer from

data received from a magnetic resonance

imaging device. Holography will allow

human judges to be in two places at once,

increasing access to justice by creating a

new kind of "mobile courtroom."



"Virtual reality" creates artificial environ-

ments inside computers. It employs

powerful computer workstations and

special devices, such as motion-sensing

gloves and stereoscopic goggles, which allow

the wearer to occupy and interact with the

synthetic environment. Litigants can visit

the world of the courtroom within the

computer and present their case to 'Virtually

real"judges and jurors. Televirtuality

makes it possible for two people in two

different locations to interact in the same

synthetic virtual reality environment.

'Televirtuality is the sharing ofvirtual worlds

by two or more people in remote places or

ev en different times. This world exists in com-

puter memory, which is stored somewhere on

a communications network, and the people

partake of that model to experience the place

as if they were really there." 7

In the future video-conferencing, holo-

graphic images, and virtual reality centers

will makejustice accessible to all, anywhere.

Ensuring the Fairness ofJustice

The courts and the public sector bar

should enjoy the same technological

advantages available to the private bar.

Technology has changed the practice of

law. Consider, for example, the savings in

time and labor afforded by automated on-

line legal research services, not to mention

voice-recognition dictation systems, which

even today are beginning to convert the

spoken word to the written word almost

instantaneously.

Private law firms and corporate law depart-

ments have had the financial wherewithal to

acquire the best and latest in computerized

research and office technology. Because

the courts are a relatively small market,

high-tech companies probably will not be

asked to design and produce equipment

specially for them; equipment designed for

private sector use may have to be adapted

for use in the courts. It is important that

advances in technology do not put the courts

and the government/public interest bar at

a disadvantage in information creation,

storage, and retrieval. It is acknowledged

that the public sector is "laboring 10

years or so behind their [private sector]

opponents, technologywise."* Recognizing

funding constraints, bar associations and

private law firms in some cities have borne

the cost of installing computer equipment

in courts.

The judiciary', the legislature, and the

public sector bar must have fair access to

justice-related technological advancements.

Judges should be provided with expert

and other computer systems.

An "expert system" is a special-purpose

computer program, expert in a narrow

problem area. Typically, such a program

uses rules to represent its knowledge and

to reason. In this rule-based approach, a

rule is encoded in a simple, stylized if-then

format: if certain conditions are known to

hold, then take the stated action or draw

the stated conclusion.9

Building public confidence is crucial to

the future of the justice system. Professors

Donald Berman and Carole Hafner of the

Center for Law and Computer Science at

Northeastern University point out that

expert systems can "increase the consistencv

of legal decisions by providing relev ant and

persuasive information to decision makers

... [thereby decreasing] public perception

of unfairness and capriciousness in the

legal system." 1

" Providing the judic ian

with the best well-tested systems to reduce

routine decision making will help ensure

both the reality and public perception of

fairness.

Expert systems have a wide range of

capabilities. They can indicate the relevant

evidence and findings that must be

considered in a particular case; ensure that

the reasoning is consistent with the letter

of the law; provide a ready reference to

citations and relevant definitions at the

points where they are needed; and

assemble program-suggested and user-

created language into a final-decision

format."

The use of expert systems in the law is

already occurring. The LDS (Legal

Decision-making System) assessed the

worth of cases for settlement purposes:

an English system examined statutes for

undefined terms and loopholes; a Hearsay

Rule Advisor was created: and a Canadian

sentencing guideline system now exists.

The rule-based reasoning of expert sv stems

has also been used to develop other soft-

ware useful to attorneys and the judiciary.

Document assembly programs ask questions

of the user and, on the basis of the answers,

develop and assemble a document. Other

rule-based software for lawvers includes:

the Personal Information Manager, which

collects and organizes information: hvper-

text, an information management svstem

that resembles a data base that can link

text, graphics, and other information

according to rules: and Groupware, which

allows colleagues to share messages and

information.

All technologies adopted by the justice

system must possess security systems to

ensure confidentiality.

.Although computer securitv is a mature

technologv. concerns remain. It is not

certain, for example, whether the privao

of video-conferencing can be ensured

todav. In image processing, even though
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optical disks are nonerasable, index systems

are vulnerable because false index entries

can be entered, and index entries can be

erased. In remote access programs,

safeguards must ensure that access is

limited to those with a legitimate need.

Facilitating Alternative

Dispute Resolution

No less than in future adjudication,

alternative dispute resolution should be

technologically enhanced.

Alternative dispute resolution may be

even more amenable to technological

innovation than adjudication. One of the

most valuable characteristics of informa-

tion technology is its speed; it can make

activities that once occurred sequentially

occur simultaneously. Information and

communication technology can not only

expedite access to information but to a

variety of alternative dispute resolution

mechanisms, making them even more

attractive alternatives to adjudication.

ADR programs and techniques should

take advantage of artificial intelligence

technology especially.

While artificial intelligence is sure to have

numerous alternative dispute resolution

applications, of particular promise are the

expert systems that can assess and evaluate

cases. Expertise in case assessment is a

relatively scarce resource. An artificial

intelligence system might enable a person

with a conflict to conduct his or her own

dispute assessment. An artificial intelli-

gence system could lead such a user

through an initial interview, identify

facts that need to be gathered, and make

re< ommendations on the \anous means of

resolving the dispute, along with the likely

costs of alternative methods. It could also

help predii i |*>ssible outcomes, encourage

settlements, and/or suggest the

abandonment ofweak claims. Resource

savings for both the public and the courts

could be significant

Communityjustice centers should be

technologically sophisticated.

Increasingly, the courts are being asked to

become involved in issues that were once

resolved within families and communities,

or by social service agencies. Technology

can help bring such issues back into the

local sphere. Community justice centers,

equipped with appropriate technology,

could help inform and guide people

through their disputes, without having to

leave their communities. At these centers,

the parties to a dispute could obtain from

local or remote third parties the advice

necessary to resolve their differences,

without resorting to "formal"justice.

If the disputing parties required more

traditional justice, a communityjustice

center equipped with video-conferencing

systems could enable the parties to participate

in a preliminary hearing before ajudge.

As video technologies advance, parties

might one day present their cases to holo-

graphic judges. As the judiciary becomes

supportive of new innovations, community'

justice centers could even enable disputants to

enter a computerized environment and be

heard before a "beamer" court, a court of

judge and/orjury comprised of computer

digitized and computer recreated people.

Farfetched, perhaps, but certainly not

beyond the grasp of technologies well

on their way to development.

In sum, we must begin today to create the

justice system of the future, ajustice svstem

that not only tolerates but embraces tech-

nology and uses it to restore, maintain, and

cultivate public trust.
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Preparedfor the ChiefJustice's Commission on the Future ofthe Courts by Opinum Dynamics Corporation

INTRODUCTION
This is a report on a survey of public

attitudes toward the justice system in

Massachusetts and of public preferences

for the future. It was conducted in April

1991 for the ChiefJustice's Commission on

the Future of the Courts, a panel of citizens,

business leaders, educators, lawyers, and

judges, created by Massachusetts Supreme

Judicial Court ChiefJustice Paul Liacos to

develop a blueprint forjustice in Massachu-

setts in the year 2022. The survey is based

on 500 telephone interviews conducted

across Massachusetts. Four hundred of

these interviews were conducted with a

representative sample of adult residents of

Massachusetts; an additional 100 interviews

(a so-called "oversample") were conducted

with people living in areas of the state that

contain a majority of non-white residents.

A fuller description of the methods

employed in this survey follows.

The basic objectives of the survey were:

• To measure reaction to some possible

changes in the court system that may

occur in the future and to help determine

which directions of change will be

accepted or welcomed by the public,

• To assess people's knowledge of and

attitudes toward the court system in

Massachusetts, and

• To identify the areas where the public

feels the courts are performing

adequately and those areas where the

public feels improvement is needed.

It is important to keep in mind in reading

this analysis that minority groups make up

a relatively small proportion of the total

population of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts. While the views of the

minority oversample are highlighted in

the analysis, their views are also included

in the views of the overall population.

SURVEY METHODOLOGY
All Opinion Dynamics surveys are conducted

using standard statistical methods. The

basic elements of any research method

are the sampling procedure and the

interviewing procedure.

Sampling

The general sample for this survey was drawn

in several stages. First of all, interviews were

allocated to Massachusetts cities and towns

based on the proportion of the total popula-

tion living in thosejurisdictions. A sampling

was then made of the telephone exchanges

throughout the state. After a random group

ofexchanges was selected, random numbers

were then drawn to complete a list of

possible numbers for the interviewers.

This method assured that people with

new or unlisted numbers were just as

likely to be called as those with listed

phone numbers.

The minority oversample was constructed

by identifying areas from census data that

have a majority of non-white residents.

Reverse telephone directories were then

used to select a sample of telephone

numbers from within those areas.

Interviewing

The sclc( ted phone numbers wen-

then called from a telephone interviewing

service operating from a central calling

facility. To ensure accurate completion,

all interviews were conducted bv trained,

professional interviewers under constant

supervision. Each respondent had to pass a

screening process establishing him/her as

at least 18 years or older and a resident of

Massachusetts. All interviewing took place

between April 14 and April 19, 1991. Inter-

views were coded and compiled using

modern data-processing methods.

Accuracy

Any survey is a statistical procedure whose

likely accuracy is determined both bv statis-

tical laws and by the care with which it is

conducted. The basic sample size of this

survey was 400 interviews. For questions

where the answers are about 50% , the margin

of error is 5.7%. (Responses higher and lower

than the 50% range have somewhat lower

margins of error.) In 95 cases out of 100,

samples drawn in this manner will vield results

that are within 5.7% ofquestioning all adult

residents of Massachusetts. For example,

when the survey says "47% of the people

think," it is fair to say that the odds are verv

strong that no less than 42% of Massachusetts

residents and no more than 52% of them

— if we could talk to all of them — would

respond as do the people in the survey; When
looking at smaller groups in the survey, the

potential error is larger. For groups where

the sample size is about 200. the range of

error is +7%: and for gr oups where the

sample size is 100, the range is about -9%

.

To conserve space and reduce costs only the survey's introduction and questions and responses are reproduced

here. The interpretive text of the report is omitted. A full copy of the report may be obtained from the Supreme

Judicial Court's Public Information Office. REINVENTING JUSTICE



QUESTIONNAIRE 1 • As you probably know, the Massachusetts state government has three separate and equal

branches— the executive branch, the legislative branch, and the judicial branch. On a

scale of excellent, good, only fair, and poor how would you rate the state judicial branch,

the Massachusetts court system?

State Oversample

1. Excellent 1% 1%
2. Good 21 18

3. Only fair 43 39

4. Poor 28 39

5. (Not sure) 7 3

2. Using the same scale, how would you rate the overall quality of thejudges in Massachusetts?

State Oversample

1. Excellent 2% 2%
2. Good 31 24

3. Only fair 41 46

4. Poor 17 22

5. (Not sure) 9 6

3. On the same scale, how would you rate the overall quality of the court clerks, probation

officers, and other court employees in the Commonwealth?

State Oversample

1. Excellent 4% 5%
2. Good 33 33

3. Only fair 33 39

4. Poor 12 13

5. (Not sure) 18 10

4. On the same scale, how would you rate the overall quality of lawyers in Massachusetts?

State Oversample

1. Excellent 6% 8%
2. Good 41 34

3. Only fair 30 44

4. Poor 12 8

5. (Not sure) 1 1 6

5. What do you think is the biggest problem facing the Massachusetts court system today?

PUBLIC OPINION SURVEY SUMMARY

State Oversan

Caseload too full, too crowded 39% 29%
Process too slow 3 4

Too easy on criminals 9 7

Prison overcrowding 9 12

Not harsh enough 2 1

Corruption/politics 6 7

Financial/budget problems 5 6

General "bad system" 5 11

System is unfair/unjust 5 9

Bad judges 4

Drug crime 6 6

There are no problems

Other 2 1

Don't know/refused 5 7



6. On a scale from "1" meaning "not informed at all" to "5" meaning "very well informed"

how informed do you think you are about the court system in Massachusetts?

State Oversample

1 . Not informed at all 14% 11%
2. 19 27

3. 43 29

4. 17 19

5. Very well informed 6 14

6. (Not sure) 1 •

I'm going to read you a couple of statements about the justice system.

Please tell me whether you think each statement is true or false.

7. In a criminal trial it is up to the person who is accused of a crime to prove his or her innocence.

State Oversample

True 37% 56%
False 62 44

(Don't know) 1

8. If someone is found not guilty of a crime, the state can appeal the case.

State Oversample

True 44% 44%
False 49 48

(Don't know) 7 8

I'm going to read you some qualities that the court system might have. After each one, I'd

like you to tell me whether you think the Massachusetts court system currendy:

SCALE
1 . Needs no improvement in this area

2. Needs some improvement in this area, or

3. Needs a lot of improvement in this area

4. (Not sure)

QUESTIONNAIRE

9. Having the public trust what they do

State 5% 47 46 2

Oversample 2% 43 54 1

10. Having the public understand their work

State 5% 43 50 2

Oversample 2% 39 58 1

11. Providing speedv justice

State 5% 24 69 2

Oversample 3% 28 69

12. Being fair to all

State 13% 48 37 2

Oversample 10% 32 56 2

13. Being affordable for people

State 15% 29 49 7

Oversample 7% 20 70 3

REINVENTING JUSTICE 2022



QUESTIONNAIRE

PUBLIC OPINION SURVEY SUMMARY

14. Being independent of politics

State 8% 27 60 5

Oversample 7% 38 53 2

15. Giving people access to the system

State 15% 46 33 6

Oversample 9% 47 42 2

16. Being well managed

State 7% 36 49 8

Oversample 9% 36 52 3

17. Having good facilities

State 21% 38 32 9

Oversample 11% 38 50 1

18. Giving people a chance to letjudges and court

administrators know how the system should be

improved

State 5% 45 45 5

Oversample 5% 40 54 1

I'm going to read you some criticisms that have been made about the Massachusetts court

system by various people. Please tell me whether you strongly agree, somewhat agree,

somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree with each one.

SCALE

1. Strongly agree 2. Somewhat agree 3. Somewhat disagree 4. Strongly disagree

5. (Don't know)

1 2 3 4 5

19. Court procedures are hard to understand

State 32% 47 15 5 1

Oversample 42% 42 11 3 2

20. People have to spend too much money to

use the court system

State 52% 29 13 3 3

Oversample 57% 27 10 4 2

21. People like you don't get treated fairly by

the court system

State 17% 28 31 14 10

Oversample 41% 34 9 10 6

22. Court proceedings aren't handled

fast enough

State 65% 23 8 3 1

Oversample 57% 30 8 4 1

23. The courts are too soft on people who
commit crimes

State 50% 31 12 5 2

Oversample 58% 17 14 6 5



2 3

24. The people who work in the courts care

more about their salaries and privileges

than about the public good

State

Oversample

25. People who are accused of crimes are

often treated unfairly

State

Oversample

26. Court decisions are often wrong

State

Oversample

27. Blacks and other minorities are not

treated fairly by the courts

State

Oversample

28. Women are not treated fairly by the courts

State

Oversample

29. Victims are not treated fairly by the courts

State

Oversample

30. Poor people are not treated fairly by

the courts

State

Oversample

I'm going to read you some ways that people come in contact with the legal system

After each one please tell me whether or not that one applies to you personally.

%YES

QUESTIONNAIRE

29%

45%

13%
20%

9%
18%

22%
56%

16%
43%

34%
48%

33%
62%

34

30

37

41

34

42

33

19

32

22

36

28

33

20

21

15

30

28

37

27

19

14

28

17

18

13

22

13

16

10

12

8

17

7

15

14

6

6

31. Served on ajury in a case

32. Hired a lawyer for any purpose whether

or not you went to court

33. Been a party in a civil or criminal case that

went to court

34. Been a witness in a trial

35. Been to court to contest a traffic ticket

36. Attended court as a victim in a criminal case

whether or not you had to testify

37. Observed court proceedings,

other than in the ways already described

38. Been involved in mediadon, arbitradon or

another type of alternative dispute resolution

39. Had a family member go to court for any

reason in the last year

State

21%

59%

32%

22%

25%

10%

52%

24%

33%

Oversample

32%

54%

36%

16%

20%

23%

61%

32%

38% REINVENTING JUSTICE 2022



QUESTIONNAIRE 40. (If person had court contact in #3 1 through #39) Does anything from your experience

with the courts stand out as particularly good or particularly bad?

State Oversample

Positive comments:

No problems/fair/good 36% 41%

Judge did goodjob 3

Good lawyers/personnel 2 1

Negative comments:

Poor system/inefficient 13 2

Slow/time-consuming 12 14

Too many cases 1 2

Unfair 6 25

Problems with judge 6

Discrimination 2 3

Too lenient/easy on crime 3

Didn't like decision 4 1

Too expensive 1 2

Other 3

Don't know 7 8

Refused 1 1

41. Are you a lawyer or do you have a personal or business association with an attorney?

State Oversample

1 . Respondent is a lawyer 1% 1%
2. Has a personal relationship with a lawyer 9 10

3. Has a professional or business

association with a lawyer 12 9

4. Has no association with lawyers 78 80

42. Thinking back over the last few years can you think of a situation where you really

wanted to file a lawsuit or go to court about some problem and decided not to?

(If yes) Could you tell me why you decided not to?

[Were not read aloud] State Oversample

1. (Problems weren't serious enough) 3% 4%
2. (Problems got resolved before court

was needed) 4 6

3. (Court/lawyer was too expensive) 11 9

4. (Court was hard to use/understand/paperwork) 2

5. (Afraid of system) 1 1

6. (Too much of a hassle) 10 14

7. (Didn't understand how to use system) 3

8. (Other) 4 5

9. No such situation 65 58

PUBLIC OPINION SURVEY SUMMARY



43. .As you know, in most court disputes you have a right to choose between a trial before a

judge or a trial before ajury. Ifyou were seeking compensation for an injur) you had

received would you want your case decided by a judge or by ajury?

State Oversample

1. Preferjudge 23% 30%
2. Preferjury 70 59

3. (Not sure) 7 1

1

44. Some courts offer alternative dispute resolution as well as trials. One form of alternative

dispute resolution called mediation allows a mediator, rather than ajudge or jury, to

help people resolve problems such as family disputes or injury claims. The mediator

works with both sides to help them fashion their own solution to the dispute without the

expense or formality of a trial. Would you strongly favor, somewhat favor, somewhat

oppose, or strongly oppose this idea?

State Oversample

1. Strongly favor 48% 49%
2. Somewhat favor 36 35

3. Somewhat oppose 8 7

4. Strongly oppose 6 6

5. (Don't know) 2 3

45. Let's say you had a dispute with a store where you bought a refrigerator. You believe that

the refrigerator is defective and want your money back or a new refrigerator. The store says the

refrigerator was fine when they delivered it You've already called and complained and they are

standing firm. Which of the following ways would you prefer to use to resolve the problem:

1. Sue the appliance store and take the dispute before ajudge who would listen to both

sides and issue a ruling.

2. Sue the appliance store and appear in court before a mediator who would work with

both sides to help you fashion an agreement based on what both sides feel are their

best interests, or

3. Go to a dispute resolution center in your neighborhood where a volunteer mediator

would help you and the store work out a setdement based on what both sides feel are

their best interests.

4. (Not sure)

State

Oversample

46. On another topic, some people have proposed making some drugs legal and selling

them through a regulated, licensing and tax system such as we use for alcohol and

tobacco; this would also raise new revenue for the state. Would you favor or oppose the

legalization of some currendy illegal drugs under such a system?

State Oversample

1. Favor 22% 16%

2. Oppose 64 63

3. (Not sure) 3 1

4. (Depends on drugs; details) 1 1 20

QUESTIONNAIRE

1 2 3 4

19% 37 40 4

36% 32 30 2

REINVENTING JUSTICE 2022



QUESTIONNAIRE There are many different ways that people think the quality ofjustice in the court system of

the future can be improved. I'm going to read you some possible changes, and I'd like you

to tell me on a scale from "1" meaning "not important at all" to "5" meaning 'Very

important," how important you think it is to devote tax dollars to making each of these

improvements.

SCALE
1. Not important at all ... 5. Very important 6. (Not sure)

1

47. Having courts open longer hours,

including evenings and weekends.

State 19%
Oversample 20%

48. Having child care centers in or

associated with courthouses.

State 24%
Oversample 1 4%

49. Increasing the salaries ofjudges to

encourage qualified people to serve.

State 42%
Oversample 50%

50. Making court appointed counsel available

at no cost to very poor people in important

civil cases such as an eviction from housing.

State 4%
Oversample 1%

51. Making lawyers available at a reduced

fee to middle-income citizens in important

civil cases.

State 6%
Oversample 6%

52. Expanding training programs forjustice

system personnel to deal more fairly with

people from other cultural or ethnic

backgrounds.

State

Oversample

53. Providing education and information to

help people understand the court system

State

Oversample

54. Developing alternative sentences such as

community service for offenders, instead

of sending them to prison.

State 15%
Oversample 9%

8%

4%
2%

2

10

9

14

10

18

20

8

15

3

21

16

18

13

22

14

10

5

14

11

19

6

17

9

18

24

20

14

19

25

21

10

22

23

24

17

22

16

22

14

30

41

22

37

8

11

58

81

52

59

43

74

48

67

33

36
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55. Requiring literacy programs in prisons.

State 6%
Oversample 4%

QUESTIONNAIRE

56. Increasing drug treatment programs

in prisons.

State

Oversample

57. Using computers and television to allow

people to participate in court from their

homes or offices.

State

Oversample

58. Having the courts provide a variety of

options for resolving disputes, such as

mediation and arbitration.

State

Oversample

59. Publicly funding more informal,

community-based dispute resolution

services, such as mediation.

State

Oversample

60. Creating multi-service centers in the

courts to increase the social service options

that the courts can provide.

State 9%
Oversample 4%

7%
5%

49%
44%

5%

10%
2%

14

21

14

9

17

7

19

14

23

20

30

16

30

17

19

16

17

14

30

31

25

39

25

28

54

67

54

70

39

42

27

35

23

43

61. We know that new developments in science and technology, changes in the American

population— such as a growing number of older people and minorities— and many
other things will change the justice system of the future. Ifyou think ahead to the days

when our children and grandchildren will be running things, what do you think will be

the biggest problem facing the justice system?

State

Overburdened/heavy caseload

Overcrowding in jails

Financial budget problems

Drugs/crime/violence growing

Education, lack of

Lack of community/social problems

Teenage crime

Justice system unfairness

Equality for races, classes

Qualified people (lawyers, etc.)

21%
8

7

14

6

3

1

6

5

5

Oversample

8%
11

6

18

16

1

3

1

8

7
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QUESTIONNAIRE
Outdated system

Growing complexity of laws

Punishment not harsh enough

Politics

Things will be the same

Other

Don't know/refused

State

4%
4

2

2

2

2

6

Oversample

3%

1

3

1

10

Finally, I'd like to ask you a few last questions for statistical comparison purposes only.

62. When vou think about public affairs would you describe yourself as very liberal,

somewhat liberal, somewhat conservative, or very conservative?

63. What is your age?

1.18-24 2.25-34 3. 3S44 4.45-54 5.55-64 6.65+ 7. Refused

64. What is the highest level of education you completed?

1 . Some high school or less

2. High school graduate

3. Some college/two-year college/vocational-tech school

4. College graduate

5. Graduate or professional school/advanced degree

6. (Refused)

65. As I read the following income categories, stop me when I reach the one that best

describes the average annual income of your household. (READ GROUPS)

1. Under $8,000

2. $8-$ 14,999

3. $15-$24,999

4. $25-$34,999

5. $35-$49,999

6. $50-$74,999

7. $75-$ 100,000

8. over $100,000

9. (Not sure)

10. (Refused)

66. And what is vour race?

1. (White) 2. (Black/African-American) 3. (Hispanic)

4. (Asian) 5. (Other, mixed) 6. (Refused)

67. Is your family of Hispanic origin or not?

l.Yes 2. No

1 . Very liberal 2. Somewhat liberal 3. (Moderate) 4. Somewhat conservative

6. (Don't know)5. Y<erv conservauve

PUBLIC OPINION SURVEY SUMMARY
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